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STUDIES  IN  THE  MEMICAL  WORC  OF  STAHL 
This  Thesis  contains  a  short  biograpby  of  Stahl  together 
with  an  account  of  his  experimental  researches  in  chemistry 
and  of  his  general  theoretical  ideas.  The  part  played  by 
him  in  the  development  and  elaboration  of  the  phlogiston 
theory  has  been  discussed.  This  was  the  first  eomprehen- 
sive  chemical  theory  and  one  which  gained  almost  universal 
acceptance  for  half  a  century,  and  an  endeavour  has  been 
made  to  describe  the  experimental  evidence  on  which  it  was 
based,  a  point  hitherto  little  realised,  and  to  explain  the 
reasons  for  its  general  adoption.  Various  isolated  re- 
searches  have  been  investigated  which  show  Stahl  to  have 
been  a  careful  and  accurate  experimentalist  over  a  wide 
range  of  subjects.  A  bibliograpby  of  Stahltg  chemical 
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INTRODUCTION 
. 
Georg  Ernst  Stahl  was  born  on  October  21st,  1660,  at 
Ampaoh,  not  far  from  Nurnberg.  His  father,  J.  L.  Stahl,  to  whom 
he  dedicated  his  first  published  work,  wag  a  minor  Church  official, 
Secretary  to  the  Ecclesiastical  Consistory  of  Onoldo-Brandenburg. 
Stahl  was  barely  fifteen  when  he  read  a  manugeript  copy 
of  the  Lectures  in  Chemistry  delivered  by  Jacob  Barner  at  Padua 
(subsequently  published  as  ChQvmia  Philosophica,  Norimbergae,  1689). 
His  interest  aronoed,  he  began  to  make  experiments  and  soon  found 
himself  able  to  understand  these  leetures,  as  well  as  the  Niltz.  11che 
oboervationeg,  etc.,  of  Kunokel,  which  appeared  at  Hamburg  in  16%, 
and  before  long  he  knew  these  two  works  almost  by  heart.  The 
following  year  he  made  his  first  acquaintance  with  teelmioal  chemistry, 
learning  from  an  enameller  the  secrets  of  his  craft. 
It  was  not  Owprisimg  in  the  circumstances  that  Stahl  chose 
the  profession  of  medicine,  which  he  studied  at  Jena  under  Wedel, 
taking  hig  degree  of  Doctor  of  Medicine  in  1684.  He  Lmmediate3y 
beg-an  to  lecture  at  the  University  and  three  years  later  was  appointed 
Court  Pbygician  to  the  Dake  of  Saxe-Weimar.  His  public  lectures 
on  chemistry  at  Jena  were  given  to  large  audiences  and  formed  the 
basis  of  his  comentary  on  Beeher's  Phyajoa  SiWte_rranea,  of  which  he 
edited  an  edition  published  at  Leipzig  in  1703,  as  well  as  of  his 
Eqn-d-amenta  CbML  iae  (Norimbergae,  1723-32).  There  wag  at  one  time 
(I) considerable  doubt  as  to  whether  Stahl  ever  lectured  on  chemistry 
(Thomson,  HistoNZ  of  ChemigtrY-,  2  vola.,  London,  1830,  : 11,  P-251) 
but  the  fact  is  mentioned  by  Junaker  (Conepeotus  Chemige,  2  vols., 
Halae  Magdo,  1?  30,,  L,  P-30)  and  in  the  Preface  to  Pars-iii.  of  the 
second,  posthumous,  edition  of  the  g9aclamenta  Cbmiae  urnberg, 
-- 
(N 
3  Pts-,  lq46-7)  appears  a  statement  that  the  volume  was  published 
from  a  manuscript  in  the  library  of  J.  S.  Goetz  entitled  New 
Experimental  Chemistry,  transeribed,  from  the  mblie  lectures  of 
the  ill'ustrigas  Stahl. 
In  1697  a  University  was  founded  at  Halle,  and  Frederieh 
Hoffmam,  born  in  the  same  year  as  Stahl  and  a  fellow  student  under 
Wedel,  became  the  first  Professor  of  Medicine.  On  the  advice  of 
Hoffmann,  Stahl  was  appointed  Professor  Extraordinary,  although 
unhappily  the  two  soon  quarrelled.  Both  brilliant  men  and  able 
teachers,  they  rapidly  made  a  name  for  the  Medical  School  at  Halle 
despite  the  fact  that  in  medicine  and  chemistry  alike  each  rejected 
the  other's  theories. 
While  at  Halle,  Stahl,  with  Thomas  and  Buddens,  began  the 
publication  of  the  Oborvationeg  Selecta-e  ad  jem  LjtteZiam  lng2.  t 
_ez  gat 
Ten  octavo  volumes  of  anonymous  contributions  were  pmblished  during 
the  years  1100-1705. 
In  1700  Stahl  became  a  member  of  the  Academia  Naturae 
ft-r.  i2soM,  a  scientific  society  founded  in  1654  and  at  that  time 
(2) composed  almost  entirely  of  German  medical  men.  As  was  customary, 
he  took  a  Greek  name  -  Olympiodorus.  Subsequently,  he  became  a 
member  of  the  Berlin  Aggd  oes,  bat  published  L&Jge  B).  vale  des  Scien- 
no  work  in  the  journals  of  either  of  these  societies. 
Stahl  was  appointed  Physician  to  the  King  of  Prussia  in 
1716  and  went  to  live  at  Berlin,  where  he  died  on  May  14th,  1734, 
at  the  ase  of  74. 
A  modal  was  struck  in  his  honour  at  Berlin  in  1762  by 
moehoen,  and  several  portraits  of  him  are  in  existenoe.  One  of 
these  forms  a  froutiopieee  to  the  OjouogRju_m  gUMjooý-=ji2g.  -xe-di2M 
(Halae  Magd*,  1115),  and  a  reproduetion  of  the  same  portrait  is  to 
be  found  in  Partington's  Sho3:  t  ListojX  gL  Chemistr  Dnd,  7,  (L  on,  1937P 
With  this  before  one,  it  is  easy  to  vioualicie  Stahl  as 
his  oontemporaries  saw  him  -  proud,  cold  and  morose,  demanding 
little  of  the  outside  world  and  seeking  little  of  its  sympatby. 
Of  a  solitary  and  retiring  disposition,  he  was  often  negleetfal  of. 
his  correspondenoes  and  his  rigid  religious  beliefs  and  inability 
to  oompromige  were  a  legacy  from  the  training  of  his  early  days. 
Stahl  married  three  times.  Rio  first  wife  died  In 
ohil&-birth  in  1696p  and  his  000ond  in  the  same  way  ten  yearg  later. 
Of  his  seven  children,  three  sons  and  fo-ar  daughters,  two  died  In 
infancy.  One  of  his  sons  became  a  very  suooessfal  pbyolaian,  and 
his  two  surviving  daughters  married,  the  one  a  Berlin  attorney  and  the 
(3) other  J.  So  P.  Boehm,  Professor  of  Law  at  Halle. 
Stahl  "Joined  to  an  immense  reading,  an  exquisite  insight 
seizing  the  essentials  of  the  works  whiah  fell  into  his  hands,  he 
appropriated-them  withont  effort"  (Formey,  Eloges-des  Ac&d(rmicieng 
I 
de  Berlin,  etc.,  2  vols.,  Berlin,  1757,1,  P-329).  '  CertainlY,  he 
was  never  at  a  loss  for  an  experiment  to  illustrate  v&atever  point  he 
wished  to  make.  Unlike  many  writers  of  his  time,  he  was  ready  to 
acknowledge  his  indebtedness  to  others,  and  his  works  contain 
references  to  a  great  number  of  authors.  Re  referred  to  Becher 
constantly,  and  of  the  others  we  may  mention  Agricola,  Geber,  41anber, 
Basil  Valentine,  gala,  Descartes,  Libaviug,  Sylviua,  Cramer,  Ercker, 
Rolfinek,  Isaac  of  Holland,  Willis,  Boyle  and  even  Mayow,  whose  work 
remained  almost  unknown  even  in  his  own  country  until  the  latter  part 
of  the  eighteenth  century. 
Stahl  held  an  almost  uniqne  position  in.  European  science 
in  his  later  years,  for  he  was  pre-eminent  in  medicine,  chemistry  and 
pbyeiology  alike.  What  is  the  more  remarkable  is  that  he  kept  his 
subjects  in  watertight  OOMPartmen#  and  made  no  attempt  to  explain 
giology  in  terms  of  chemistry  and  in  fact  warned  his  students 
against  doing  go.  He  did,  however,  introduce  the  use  of  certain 
Joignoit  a  une  lecture  iiýmense  une  ponAration  exquise 
salaissant  lteggentiel  deg  ouvrages  qui  tomboient  entre  ges  maine, 
11  se  llapproprioit  sang  effort.  " 
(4) chemical  preparations  into  pharmacy,  and  his  "balsamic  pills,  " 
"alexipharmie  essence"  and  "antispasmodic  powder"  had  enormous  sales 
and  were  sent  great  distances. 
In  Stahl's  student  days  chemistry  was  scarcely  a  flourish- 
ing  OubJeet.  Alchemy  still  east  its  shadows  over  science,  and  the 
frauds  and  deceptions.  of  its  "adepts"  and  the  obscurity  and  mystioigm 
of  its  authors  turned  many  an  able  mind  to  more  reputable  studies. 
por  the  most  part,  the  progress  of  chemistry  depended  on  the  efforts 
of  the  iatro-chemists,  who  sought  to  find  new  and  more  powerful 
chemical  preparations  with  which  to  fight  man's  battle  with  disease. 
The  position  of  chemistry  had  greatly  improved  before  Stahl  died  in 
1734.  Alchemy,  although  still  practised,  attracted  comparatively 
few  adherents  save  among  the  most  crednloug,  and  chemistry  was  be- 
coming  popular  for  its  own  sake.  No  small  share  in  this  improve- 
ment  was  due  to  Stahl  himself  by  his  insistence  on  the  experimental 
method  and  more  especially  by  his  development  of  a  comprehensive 
theory  co-ordinating  a  great  maziy  previonsly  unrelated  phenomena. 
Stahl  was  a  voluminono  anthor  and  published  altogether  well 
over  three  hundred  works,,  the  majority  concerned  with  medicine. 
His  earlier  chemical  works  were  in  Latin,  but  some  of  the  later  ones 
appeared  in  Cerman.  VMW  of  them  ran  into  several  editions  or  were 
re-Lemed  in  collected  works.  Reference  to  Stahl  has  hitherto  been 
a  matter  of  some  difficulty  owing  to  the  absence  of  any  comprehenvive 
(5) bibliograpby-,  this  I  have  endeavoured  to  provide  (see  Appendix  IV). 
Stahlis  best-known  works  are  his  Sgeolmen,  Becoh-werigum 
and  the  rundAme-uta  Ob.,.  vm-iae.  The  former  was  publidhed  at  Leipzig 
references  to  an  edition  of  1702  appear  to  be  derived  from  in  1703o 
k 
The  work  was  appended  to  an  edition  of  Becher's  Pbygiea  gubterranea 
edited  by  Stahl,  and  a  Oerman  version  was  published  in  1720  under  the 
title  of  Eluleit=g  Bar  ar-=d  Mixtion. 
Reference  it)  especially  difficult  to  the  work  which  I  have 
called  the  hMd_a_ment&  ggggae-  In  IqZo  there  appeared  a  work 
published  in  German  at  Leipzig  entitled  Chvmi&  &  &Merimp-t- 
, 
alis;  oder  ....  Ein-leitung  MM  Chemio.  A  Latin  translation  was 
published  at  Nurnberg  in  1723  as  the  Zgadmemta  Okvmi&e  Dogmtioae 
&  ftPerimentalls,  etc.  This  Latin  version  was  onbsequently  trana- 
lated  into  English  by  Peter  Shaw  (ZLe_  Philpsophi2al  Pr  nely  of  i  lee. 
Un.  iversal  gtlemistry,  London,  1730).  In  1732,  the  Amdamenta 
CM-miae  DOEMURO.  -AtUOU&I-is  it- 
-B=Vrimentalio, 
ete.  , 
divided  into 
two  parts  with  separate  pagination,  was  published  at  Nurnberg. 
This.  work,.  with  that  of  1723,  oongtitute  the  first  edition  of  the 
Fundamentý4glEm_i&e.  Some  thirteen  years  after  Stahl's  death,  a 
secoud  edition  appeared,  edited  by  J.  S.  Carl  (Nurnberg,  1746-7). 
This  was  divided  into  three  parts,  which,  in  the  case  of  the  British. 
Kneem  copy#  were  baund  separately.  TaZo_  I  is  the.  same  ao  the  work 
(6) of  lq23,  and  Pare  II  corresponds  to  the  Fundamenta  Obymiae  Dogmatigo- 
Rationalis,  etc.  of  IM  and  is  divided  Into  Tr  tatus  I  and 
Tract  II  with  separate  pagination,  Traetatas  II  being  bound  in 
front  of.  Tractatus  I  and  separated  from  it  by  a  common  index,  whiah 
is  u=umbered.  Tract&tns  I  is  the  same  as  Pars  I  and  TractaW  II 
the  same  as  Lags  II  of  the  work  of  1M.  Pare  III  of  the  second 
edition  OW)  consists  of  additional  matter  not  found  in  the  first 
edition.  It  is  divided  into  four  sections  with  contizmoas  pagination. 
The  second  of  these  sections,  called  "2brmteabniall  in  the  9Zmop9jz 
and  "de  rementatione"  in  the  text,  is  not  the  same  as  Stahl's 
74ymotedhnia  hMja_meutali0  publishecl  at  Halle  in  1697. 
It  will  be  observed  that  on  the  first  occasion  a  work  has 
been  cited  in  this  thesis  fuller  bibliographical  details  have  been 
given  than  on  subsequent  occasions.  Full  details  will  also  be 
found  in  the  Bibliographies  appended. 
Ci) ii 
WTATION 
One,  of  Stahl's  earliest  interests  was  the  subject  of 
fementation,  important  alike  in  chemistry  and  physiology,  and 
higi  Zymotechnia.  P2Rd_a_=Sqtaljj  jou  ft  raentationis  TheorLM6,  Gewrajis 
Published  at  Halle  in  1697  was,  for  that  time,  a  detailed  disouggion 
of  the  gubjeet,  to  whieh  he  also  devoted  eonoiderable  opaoe  in  his 
later  works,  espeoially  his  Pwdawnta  gUMLae  (Vol.  I,  Norimbergae, 
1723  and  Vol.  II,  Morimbergae,  1732). 
The  -phenomenon  of  fermaritation  had,  of  course,  been  knovm 
in  a  purely  empirical  manner  from  very  early  tizes  in  connection  with 
the  making  of  bread  and  of  fermented  liquors.  The  aldhemisto  used 
the  words  "fermeat"  and  "fermentation"  very  vaguely,  did  not  dia- 
tinguish  between  organic  and.  inorganic  matter,  and  applied  the  tem 
"fermentation,  "  "digestion"  or  "patrefaetion"  indiscriminately  to  all 
kinds  of  chemical  reaction. 
The  elneive  Philosopher's  Stone  was  considered  to  be  capable 
of  'bringing  about  a  fementation.  in  the  cormn  metals  whereby  they 
would  be  converte&  Into  silver  and  gold,,  and  this  seems  to  have 
asgoeisted  fermentation  vith  a  purifyize  or  amobling,  aotion  and  one 
whLoh  was  gradual  and  long-oontinned. 
By  the  seventeenth  century  purely  speculative  discussion 
beM  . to  give  way  to  a  more  experimental  attitude  azd  now  facts  were 
discovered.  Numerous  tracts  were  published  of  widely  varying  value 
(8) among  which  may  be  mentioned  Ziegler's  Perment&tio-,  00 
S 
et  CorMEtionjo,,  Causa,  (Basell,  1647),  Billichiv*19  And 
femertationis  Platonicae,  (Praneofurti,  164);  Conringi-me's  da 
p-ement&t.  ione  (Francofurti,  1643),  Tilingi-as's  Disguigitio  Ift0ig 
io-M  Ma  de  fermentatIone  (Bremse,  1674),  Kerger's 
_de 
fermenta 
re 
(Wittebergae,  1663),  Blaucaard's  Diatribe  fte  Le-r-m-ent-at-Im  (A-Alugardi, 
opera,  etc.,  Lugduni  Batavorum,  1701,1.  P-3)  and  SIMPSOns  &M-01281 
Pby  (London,  16?  0). 
Basil  Valentine  considered  that  yeast  added  in  the  me=- 
faoture  of  beer  set  u:  p  an  internal  inflaamation  in  the  liquid  which 
brought  about  a  purification  or  separation  of  the  clear  parts  from 
the  turbid  and  thought  the  alcohol  obtained  pre-existed  in  thavort 
(TrLumph  ff  n  monii,  Leipzig,  1604,  p.  48).  MM-  dog  AntL_ 
Libavius  held  that  a  ferment  must  be  of  a  similar  nature  to 
the  suDetanoes  which  it  fermented  and  that  the  latter  must  be  either 
liquid  or  finely  divided  (AishaAa,  Prancorarti,  1606,  P.  35).  The 
efficient  cause  was  the  heat  of  the  ferment.  Libaviua  believed  that 
fermentation  and  putrefaction  were  different  effects  of  the  name  'cause 
and  that  digestion  was  a  reaction  of  an  entirely  different  kind 
(Coment  Aighymiae,  Francofurti,  16o6,  Pt.  i,  p.  3%).  5pirits  of 
wine  could  : be  prepared  from  all  kinds  of  fermentable  substances  by 
fermentation  followed  bv  distillation  (A&gMMLa_,  1606,  p.  157).  Boyle 
believed  that  this  spirits  of  wine  was  produced  during  thereaction  and 
(9) not  merely  liberated  (Works,  ed.  Birch,  London,  5  V019-s  17"t  i-f-P-380)- 
I  that  a  Ougar  In  hiO  tract  8102hAZA-121ii-A,  Sala  mentionec 
solution  fermented  with  yeast  gave  spirits  of  wine  but  he  did  not 
refer  to  the  liberation  of  any  gas.  He  oonsidered  vineW  a  produet 
of  alteration  of  spirits  of  wine  (Angli  W-4-0  ...  OP2M,  etc., 
Franoofurtip  1647,  P.  46).  Sala  defined  fermentation  thus:  "Ferment- 
ation  then  is  a  certain  motion  or  alteration  brought  about  by  the 
agency  of  internal  heat  in  the  presenoe  of  moisture,  by  which  differing 
elementary  substances,  striving  among  themselves,  partly  are  separated 
and  partly  are  reduced  into  a  now  kind  of  more  noble 
I 
(au-0  P093  * 
Willig,  who  Wrote  a  treatige  De  Fermentations  before  t680, 
made  an  attempt  at  a  mechanical  explanation  of  the  prooese.  Bodies 
to  ferment  mot  be  of  a  "divers  eoneigtenoy,  "  the  parts  having 
alfferent  deereeio  or  : rixity  (Mm  mtm-ainimsr  mg(1-Ical  vorktf  29-  Z.  W.  p 
Loudou,  pts.,  j681-3-4p  P.  1).  'Termentation.  '"  he  wrote,  "in  an' 
inteotine  motion  of  partioles  or  the  principleg  of  every  body,  either 
tending  to  thO  PerffttiOn  of  the  same  Body,  or  becauae  of  itg  change 
into  another.  For  the  Elementary  Partioleo  being  otirred  np  Into 
motiono  either  of  their  own  aword  or  Nature,  or  owasionally,  do. 
l.  "Fermentatio  igitur  est  matiaz  quidam,  sou  alteratio,  a  calore  interno, 
in  humi(lvm  agente  indL=ta,  qua  diversae,  &  inter  ve  lyugnauteo,  sub- 
stantiae  elementares,  partim  separantur,  partim  in  uxrum  nobiliorem 
mixtionia  modum,  so  uzaonem  redig=tuv,  *,  ov' 
(10) wonderfully  move  themselves  or  are  moved;  do-lay  hold  of  and  obvolve 
one  anothert.  the  subtil  and  the  more  active,  -unfold.  themSelves  on 
ever7  elide  and  endeavour  to  fly  awEq....  Again  the  more  thiek  them- 
selves,  are  very  much  brought  under,  by  the  endearour  and  Izpansion 
of  the  more  Subtil,  and  are  attenuated"  (jUd_.,  p.  9).  The  greater 
part  of  the  treatise  deals  with  modioal  aspects  of  the  subjeet,  fevers 
and  various  other  ills  being  considered  the  effects  of  internal 
fermentations.  1%7ery  disease  acts  its  tragedy  by  the  strength  of 
some  ferment"  (Iki_d.,  p.  16). 
Van  Helmont  made  some  important  observations  on  the  gaseous 
products  of  fermentation.  Us,  he  hold,  was  contained  in  bodies  as 
it  were  in  a  solid  state  and  could  be  liberated  by  fermentation  (Ortul 
Medicinae,  Amsterdam,  3  pte.,  1648,  Pt.  1,  p.  106).  He  detected  the 
gaseous-prodnet  of  intestinal  putrefaction,  SM  piron-we,  and  found  that 
it  was  inflammable.  He  believed  that  air  was  necessary  for  ferment- 
&tjon  and  also  that  lice  andeven  mice  originated  fully-Crovu  and 
Judi  otingul  shable  from  ErexuAlly  reprofteed  individuals  as  a  resix1t  of 
f  ermentation  (Alkd-.,.  PP.  113  4  116).  In  this  latter.  opinion  he  was 
opposed  by  Francisco  Redi  who  showed  that  maggots  would  not  appear  in 
proteetedmeat.  Redi's  experiments  were  oonoidered  at  the  time  In- 
compatible  with  the  teaching  of  the  Seriptures  and  met  with  some 
opposition  on  theological  grounde.  Both  Stahl  Pundamenta  Chymiae, 
Norimbergae,  1732o  Pt-11,  p.  126)  and  Boerhawre  (Ilementgof  Chemist  , 
(i LOnd0u,  2  vOls-,  1735,1,  P.  286)  agreed  with  Redi. 
Kerger's  De  Xe_rmentgtione,  was  a  work  of  nearly  three  hundred 
pages,  in  the  Scholastic  tradition,  dealing  with  Forms  and  with  Oauoeg, 
Efficient  and  Final.  Kerger  remarked  on  the  necessity  of  moisture 
and  of  access  to  the  air  and  dealt  ratherinore  fully  than  most  of  the 
other  writers  with  ferments  and  with  medical  aspects  of  the  s-abjeot. 
Fermentation  was  "the  action,  by  whieh  forms  joined  together,  giving 
up  their  specific  combination  in  a  moist  and  unenclosed  space,  pro- 
Cress  towards  a  nobler  life,  with  resolution  of  the  natural  mixt" 
(jj?  ý_dts  P.  4)'.  '  Putrefaotion,  on  the  other  humd,  was  'the  resolution 
of  a  mixt,  brought  about  bv  an  external  ageney,  by  which  a  weaker 
speoifio  form  loses  most  of  its  oonatituent  parts,  whi4a,  with  itself, 
degenerate  into  corraptiOn"  (I]A_ds,  p.  159).  '. 
Simpson  pablished.  in  1670  an  undated  tract,  dedicated  to  the 
Royal  Society,  in  which  he  endeavoured  to  connect  fementation  with 
the  origin  of  hot  mineral  springs.  His  views  were  very  vagme  and 
bypOthetioal.  "Fermentation,  "  he  said,  "is  nothing  else  but  an 
intestine  Collision  or  mutual  wrestling  betwixt  Acidum  and  Sulphurs 
i.  ll  aetio,  qua  fomae  oubjiagatae,  cesoaute  opeelfioae  d=Inio,  In 
humido  dLebito  &  opatio  libero  vitam  nobiliorem  affeatants  cm  mixti 
naturali  regolutione.  " 
",  "....  resol'atio  mixti,  faeta  a  vi  extema,  qua  foma  opeeifioa 
infirmior  pluriman  sui  oorporis  partes  deperdit,  quae  &  ipsae  in 
gutrilaginem  fatiommt.  " 
(12) put  together  by  Nature,  (or  by  Art  in  imitation  of  Nature)  and  set 
in  a  combating  motion,,  in  order  to  the  production  of  some  Concrete, 
or  to  some  other  equivalent  on&,  whereby,  if  not  interrmpteds,  in 
liquid  jnices,  heterogenities  are  separated  11  (amolgalaq,  JýXvsjqa,  P,  4), 
The  reader  is  Scareely  surprised  to  find  that  his  "sulphur"'  was  not 
restriated  to  oomon  gul*ur  (ai_d.,  P.  8).  Simpvon  did,  however, 
disenos  the  aoid  fermentation  of  milk  (ibid.,  p.  57),  a  point  omitted 
by  near3,  v  all  the  other  writers. 
A  very  intereeting  paper  and  one,  moreover,  whieh  almost 
certainly  influenced  Stahl  was  Johann  Bernoulli'll  DIONertaU01  de 
EffIgy"oentia  St_  Formentatiove,  (Basle,  1690).  Bernoulli  endeavoured 
to  give  a  purely  mechanical  explanation  of  the  phenomena  of  ferment- 
ation  and  effervescence,  v&ioh,  he  considered,  differed,  only  in 
degree  (pZgr_&_  QMýLa,  Lausannae  &  Cenevae,  1742l  i,  pp.  8-9).  If  two 
bodies,  when  mixed,,  produced  effervescence,  they  were  composed  of 
particles  havimg  different  shapes.  The  particles  of  oue  of  these 
bodies,  aceno,  were  tetrahedral,  he  postulated,  and  those  of  the 
other,  pAtIens,  were  star-dhaped  (LUd..,  pp.  14-15).  The  former 
were  acid  in  nature,  the  latter  alkaline  (1=.,  p.  18).  Particles 
of  the  former,  When  they  impinged  on  those  of  the  latter,  broke  them 
asunder  and  so  liberated  air  Which,  he  onpposed,  was  contained  in 
them  in  a  compressed  state.  The  mutual  collisions  of  the  gaseous 
particles  an  they  escaped  produced  the  heat  liberated  in  the  re- 
(13) action  (Ukidl-,  P-15). 
men  cold,  the  elastic  strength  of  the  air  became  greater, 
tie  and  so  it  came  about  that  even  If  the  particles  of  the  pa  --As 
were 
disrupted  the  air  contained  within  was  unable  to  escape  if  its 
preooure  was  not  greater  than  that  outside  (ibid.,  P-31),  and  there- 
fore  fermentation  did  not  occur  in  the  cold.  Similarly,  ferment- 
ation  did  not  occur  in  a  closed  space. 
op 
Pig.  I.  Ra_tions  partiole 
shattered  by  wenq  particle 
(Berno,  alli,  On=  Omnia,  174.2, 
plate  faoimg  i,  p.  46). 
Knuokel,  in  his  poothwwus  Lob2MtOXIMI  ghMdoum.  (Hamburg 
Leipzig,  1716),  considered  fermentation  and.  putrefaction  were  intim- 
ately  connected.  During  the  latter  process  water,  air  and  light 
regained  the  elements  which  belonged  to  them  and  only  a  little  dust 
remained  Ubld.,  p.  696).  ýMore  spirits  of  wine  could  be  obtained 
from  muIberries  if  their  fermentation  was  aided  by  the  addition  of 
yeast.  Without  the  ferment  the  process  was  slower  and  more  aoid 
was  formed  at  the  expense  of  the  spirits  of  wine  (Lb_id.,  p.  638). 
runokei  noticed  that  on  heating  a  ferment  a  volatile  salt  was  given 
off  (_Ub  A,  *,  p,,  92). 
(t4) 
v Becher,  in  his  aXsioa  341terranea,  (Francofurti,  1669), 
devoted  some  forty  pages  to  the  subject  of  fermentation.  He 
believed  that  fermentation  differed  from  putrefaction  in  that  the 
former  process  was  one  of  rarefaction  leading  to  perfection  Tftereag 
in-the  latter  the  mixt  was  completely  broken  down  and  destroyed. 
The  One  made  fOr  b8tt9r,  the  other  for  worse.  In  fermentation 
particles  of  air  were  Seized  by  which  the  fermenting  matter  was 
dilated,  extenuated.  and  SUbtilised,  vhile  in  pmtrefaction  the  oily 
parts  of  the  mitt  were  wafthed  out  by  the  action  of  water  (Wgics 
Subterr-amej,  LeiPzie,  1138,  P.  156).  There  were  three  kinds  of 
fermentation:  effervescence,  due  to  the  rarefaction  of  included 
air,  as  for  exmpla  in  the  action  of  aoido  on  alkalies,  opirituolms 
fermentations,  aud  aoetoug  fermentation  (_ibid.  ).  Becher  mentioned 
the  expulsion  Of  the  "spirit  called  gylvestre"  (IlLd.,  p.  151). 
His  view  of  the  part  played  by  air  explained  the  necessity  for  free 
access  to  It,  no  fermentation  occurring  in  totally  closed  vessrelg, 
while,  if  too  great  a  heat  were  applied,  the  rare  particles  woald 
be  expelled  ("Ai. 
p  p.  158).  Ile  devoted  two  pages  (=.,  pp.  185-6) 
to  the  nature  of  ferments  and  hold  that  in  fermentation  the  ferment 
eombined  first  with  the  saline  part  of  the  fermenting  mixt  Ubid.,  p.  160). 
Ardent  spirits  were  oomposed  of  sulphur  and  salt  (ýLbiýj.,  p.  162). 
Plme  vao  a  kind  of  fermentation,  fire  being,  as  it  were,  the  ferment, 
rareiýring  and  setting  &light  the  eombuotible  matter.  W  fire  or 
(15) combngtion  a  separation  of  parts  was  made:  the  subtle  parts  went  Off 
in  flame  and  could  not  be  condensed  (of.  gag  in  wine)  (-=. 
v  P.  188). 
Boyle,  like  Becher,  thought  that  air  played  an  important 
part  in  putrefaction,  penetrating  into  the  pores  of  substances  and 
loosening  the  structure  of  compounds.  the  game  agents  that 
shatter  the  frame,,  or  destroy  the  texture  of  one  body,  will,  by 
shuffling  them  together  and  disposing  them  after  a  now  mannerv  bring 
them  to  constitute  some  new  sorts  of  bodies"  (Works,  1744,11,  p,  4q3). 
He  referred  also  to  some  of  the  commercial  advantages  v&ioh  would 
follow  from  a  better  knowledge  of  the  process  of  fermentation 
(Ibid.,  L,  p*489)  and  mwtioned  the  preserving  of  wines  and  juices 
with  fames  of  burning  sulphur  (aj&.,  L,  p,  492),  of  vftich,  he  saids 
there  was  a  clear  hint  in  the  work  of  Van  Helmont.  Knowledge  of 
this  process,  however,  was  widespread  and,  according  to  Hoefer,  wag 
in  use  in  Roman  times. 
TWow  maintained  that  fermentation  and  putrefaction  were 
the  same  thing,  brought  about  bv  the  action  of  nitro-aerial  particles, 
and  both  could  be  prevented  by  the  removal  of  air 
-ho  ,  _4e_maig.  ýQub  aplknto,  No.  17j,  Edinburgh,  190?,  pp.  29f).  Wor 
c-D. 
-  'e.  13*0 
Dobois;,  thought  that  the  process  of  digestion  was  a  true 
fermentation,  for  which  three  things  were  necessary,  (I.  )  water  - 
saliva  and  panareatio  juice,  (2)  fermentable  matter  -  food,  and  (3) 
an  equable  and  mild  warmth  -  animal  heat  In  the  duodenum  the  bile 
C16) seemed  to  complete  the  process  of  separating  the  ebyle  from  the 
faeced 
_D)igpatgi-Oimm 
Meclicarm  g_eMMLa,  De  evli  &  Moll=  alviýn1-0- 
Segretiorte,  Lugd=i  Batavorum,  1659). 
The  views  of  Barner  are  of  especial  interest,  for  his 
excellently-written  goDja  Phjloog32hjca,  (4,  orimbergae,  1689).  vas  one 
of  Stahlts  first  text-books.  Putrefaction  and  fermentation,  Barner 
considered,  were  very  different,  the  former  being  a  resolution  with- 
out  motion  or  effervescence  (IMA.,  P-55)  in  which  the  saline  and 
oily  parts  were  separated  (.  1bid.,  P-151),  air  aCting  as  an  external 
Cause  and  moisture  and  heat  as  internalcmageg.  Fermentable  juices 
Could  be  preserved  in  vessels  with  the  aid  of  fames  of  bm%ning 
sulphur  (IMAI.,  P-150).  The  cause  of  fermentation  was  'the  action 
and  reaction  of  the  Acid  and  Alkali  of  the  internal  parts  by  v&ich 
oils  are  obanged  into  spirit"  (IbALcdep  p.  157  .  Thio  idea  was  based 
mainly  on  the  similarity  of  the  effervescence  observed  in  fermentation 
to  that  dne  to  the  action  of  acids  on  alkalies. 
Refereneou  to  fermentation  are  widespread  in  Stahl's  works 
and  it  formed  the  subject  Of  his  first  Oonsiderable  pablioation, 
Fermentationis  Meoria  r-enerall  ,  eto. 
(Ralleo  1691)p  in  Whichhe  propounded  a  mechanical  theory  which  our- 
vived  vith  little  modification  imtil  the  time  of  Pasteur,  more  than 
1"I's  ...  partium  Internarm  Acidi  &  Alkali  actio  &  reactiop  qua  olem 
mxtantur  in  opiritus.  " 
(ii) one  hvndred  and  fifty  years  later,  and  was  the  basis  of  Liebig's 
theory  of  fermentation.  Stahl  also  gave  a  fairly  fall  aoeount  of 
the  subject  in  his  Z=_3_,  dqMVA%,  Owmiae.  ý  He  realized,  perhaps  better 
than  most  of  his  contemporaries,  the  difficulties  and  complexities 
of  the  problem.  He  said:  17ach  has  been  written  and  disputed  about 
fermentation.  However,  I  should  like  to  know  if  amyone  has  yet 
explained  satisfactorily  the  clarging  of  must  into  wine  or  hag 
described  the  way  in  whi  ch  beer  is  made.  Has  axwone  developed  these 
phenomena  in  ouch  a  way  that  all  the  cirometances  agree  with  the 
definition  Of  fermentation,  or,  at  any  rate,  has  amyone  ever  made 
known  those  eiremetanees  which  ordinarily  aocompaxW  it  which  are 
really  eosentia.  1  and  useful  and  distiviguished  them  from  those  Whi0h 
are  unnecevg=7  and  useless?  Mhat  have  we  learnt  of  methods  of 
perfecting  wine  and  of  preserving  its  goodness  and  strength?  what, 
do  we  know  of  the  origin  of  the  differences  in  its  taste,  keeping 
nd  dencken  j1h= 
_ 
MW 
-10he 
Bgc  Power  "4  cllaali*ý7?  "  (W-  21119-2  dedancken  u  tZI 
ý,  eto.,  Usl1e,  1718,  PP-20-0ý  den  Streit  yon  d0A-  LO-  g-enauntLn  Slal-phure 
1-  "Ist  'Von  der  fermentatiOn  90  viel  Schreibens  und  diopatireno  befindlich/ 
wiiote  aber  nicht  wer  die  beiden  Pkempelf  der  Veränderung  des  Mooto  in 
Weint  und  des  Bier-Brauens/  der  gestalt  deutlich  und  grÜndlich  au-Os- 
geleget  hatte/  daSO  Sie  entweder  mit  seinen  Beochreiburgen  der  ferment- 
ation,  nach  allen  Ihren  Umstländen/  genau  ilbereintriiffen  oder  zum  meniggten 
von  denen  gewohnlichen  Umstinden  mit  gutem  Crund  angewiesen  ware/  welche 
von  denselben  in  der  That  zý6thlig/  oder  sonderbar  nützlich/  oder  etwa  iiber- 
fliiiisigt  oder  unschicklich  oeyen  ...  wodurch  sowohl  die  Weine  In  ihre  beste 
K-Zaft  gebracht/  und  daben  erhalte/  ja  viÜrcklichl  gegen  der  allgemeinen 
Art  IM  rechnen  ver:  Sdert  werden  Könten.  -  oder  die  Teutschlands-Kündige 
(18) Stahl  realloed  the  oomereial  advantages  to  whieh  a  solution  of*such 
problems  would  lead  and  strongly  advocated  what  we  should  now  call 
technical  research.  Boyle  bad  expressed  somewhat  similar  views 
(Works,  1144,1,  p.  482).  In  conneotion  with  the  amelioration  of 
soured  wine,  Stahl  referred  to  the  ease  of  a  oooper  who  was  sentenced 
to  death  about  1700  for  removing  the  sourness  of  spoiled  wine  by  the 
addition  of  litharge  (WhIllime  Oeduacbm,  eto.,  1718,  p.  24),  a  per- 
nicious  practice  still  prevalent  in  France  in  a  wach  more  subtle  form 
some  fifty  years  later  (MAOquer,  TheoZZ  &  graotice  gL  gholIJIM,  3  vols., 
London,  14758,  U,  P,  323). 
Stahl  conoidered  putrefaetion  to  be  the  more  general 
,  ohenomenon  of  which  fermentation  was  only  a  variety  (b_usgIjI'um 
_23ZMIM- 
Pb,  vsjjo_,  -jLeSUcmnI#  Halae  Vagd.,  1115,  PP-73  aud  181),  althO'Ogh  he 
commonly  nged  the  term  fermentation  to  include  putrefaction  also. 
Thus,  in  denying  that  effervescence  was  essential  to  fermentation  - 
being,  in  fact,  the  exception  rather  than  the  rule  -  he  pointed  out 
that  it  did  not  occur  in  acetifioation  or  putrefaction  (Lbld,,  p.  178). 
i0ertain  operations  in  inorganic  chemistry  dhould  be  eonsiderecl  as 
fermentations  (Md_.,  p.  1qq).  All  chemical  operations  resembled 
fermentation  to  a  certain  extent  but  the  term  should.  properly  be 
Irrungl  wegen  00  vielerlei  Bier4etränekEil  und  nicht  alleiti  deogen  so 
Kar  VerdChiedOnOn  gedChMaCkgl  Cht01  und  Dauerhaftigkeit;  sondern  auch 
mehrer  Oder  Wffligtr  gesunden  Oebrauchs  beweislich  clargetham  wärde.  " 
(i) restricted  to  those  of  a  semi-apontaneoug  nature  (lk_i_d.  t  p,  140). 
There  was  a  resemblance  between  combustion  and  fermentation  vyhieh 
differed  in  the  energy  and  velocity  of  the  reaction  1715, 
P-179). 
Stahl  defined  fermentation  thus:  "Permentation  is  a  collid- 
ing,  and  attritive  motion,  brought  about  by  s4ueous  f  luid,  of  imuense 
numbers  of  molecules  of  salt,  oil  and  earth  (not  indeed  very  intim- 
ately  combined,  but  at  any  rate  loosely  go)  by  which  the  connection 
of  their  principles  is  slowly  destroyed,  by  which  act  theV  are 
separated,  attenuated  by  frequent  attrition  and  in  some  way  agan 
united  among  themselves  and,  thus  coobinedo  are  in  part  removed  from 
the  fluid  and  in  part  remain  in  it  but  can  however  also  be  obtained 
from  it.  Or  more  broadly:  Fermentation  is  an  intestine  notion 
by  which,  with  the  aid  of  a  suitable  fluid,  concretes  composed  of 
diverse  materials  loosely  combined  are  attacked  and  by  long-oonti=ed 
inter-agitation  are  so  abraded  that  the  structure  of  the  original 
compound  is  broken  dowa,  the  molecules  so  liberated  are  separated  and 
then  ground  together  into  a  now  and  firmer  combination"  (1=6,  P.  73).  ' 
i.  1trementatio  est  numerovissimarom  molecular=,  ex  Sale,  oleo,  &  terra 
(non  intimý  quidem  &  fimiooiin6p  aliquatesus  tamen)  connexarm,  Motn0s, 
per  f3mid-um  aquemn,  Oollisorkag  &  attritorins,  quo  NexaO  principiorum 
ear=  eengim  labefaotatur,  ills  aotu.  dizoventur,  frequenti  attritu. 
attenuantur,  aliqua  denub  inter  oe  admots  eomplicantur,  &  ita  complicatat 
partim  extra  fluid-um  removentur,  partim  in  eodem  detinentur,  ab  iPsO 
tamen  etiam  removeri  zeix  abduci  posguat.  Sive  latiug:  Fermentatio 
est  Motus  interitimeo  quo,  per  oongrm=  fl-aid-uml,  ooncreta  ex  diversi 
(20) Stahl  essayed  to  give  a  meebanieal  exp1mation  not  mere3,  y 
of  the  more  obvious  phenomena,  as  Berno-alli  had  done,  but  of  all  that 
he  dould  observe  by  a  very  close  examination  of  two  typical  ferment- 
ý  -Aam-  ationo.  His  earlier  views  embodied  in  the  bmoteabnja  fun  ent&jkj 
showed  a  certain  amount  of  mathematical  formalism  and  were  reminiscent 
in  some  respects  of  Bernoullits  work,  but  these  resemblances  are  no 
longer  in  evidence  in  the  later  modified  theory  given  in  the 
Stahl's  starting  point  was  the  assumption  that  all  feimentable 
substances  were  1000e  compounds  of  saline,  eartby  and  oily  matters 
(see  definition.  above).  In  the  presence  of  water  the  individual 
particles  of  such  a  compound  became  separated  from  each  other  (dio- 
solved#,  an  we  should  sV)  in  the  water  (2mose  1715,  P-  183). 
As  vater  wag  a  fluid  its  moleouleswere  in  constant  motion  and  hence 
continually  impacting  upon  the  particles  of  fermentable  matter, 
within  the  definite  structure  of  whose  molecules  the  molecules  of 
oalt,  earth  and  oil  maintained  their  individuality.  As  a  result 
of  these  impacts  water  molecules  combined  with  the  former  by  their 
saline  sides  Qid.,  p*184).  The  larger  particle  910  formed  Oontinued 
for  a  time  to  move  about  in  the  solution  bat  gradually  an  a  result  of 
generio  materil  laxe  oompooita,  arripiunturs  &  loaga  interagitatione 
, OýOnfrjcantur  atque  oolliduntur,  unde  ne=lj  ille  praeoentio  oompositionio 
divellitur,  divul0a  oorpuOoul&  attritu  Sttenuanturo  &  in  nOvam  fir'lliOr'-' 
counexionem  eonjunguntar.  " 
(21) further  buffetings  the  saline  part  of  the  compound  was  torn  away  and 
the  earthy  ancl  oily  parts,  with  which  water  did  not  combine  so  readilyp 
were  separated  from  it  and  from  each  other  and  so  a  complete  separation 
was  effected  of  the  components  of  the  fermentable  body.  This  process 
was  "resolutory  fermentation.  "  The  removal  of  the  salt  from  the 
other  oomponentswas  the  cause  of  the  markedly  saline  taste  produced 
during  the  early  stages  of  fermentation  and  that  of  the  oily  part  the 
cause  of  the  formation  of  a  shiny  skin  or  scum  on  the  surface  (Orwoo., 
1713, 
The  substances  so  liberated  and  scattered  throughout  the 
fluid  then  began  to  effect  fresh  combination.  This  wag  the  stage 
of  "OombinatOry  fermentation"  or  "confermentation,  "  as  Stahl  ealle(I 
it  (F.  Mdamenta  QN2140,1732,  Pt-II,  P-136). 
The  eartby  particles  aggregating  together  formed  a  palver- 
-alent  eartby  precipitate  which  carried  down  with  it  a  part  of  the 
nlphureouz  cuticle.  From  a  combination  of  oily  and  aqueous 
particles#  aided  by  the  presence  of  the  saline,  spirits  of  wine  were 
formed,  while,  Stahl  thought,  a  new  combination  of  eartby  and  saline 
particles  produced  thit  effervescence  often  observed  in  fermentation 
To  the  modern  chemist  the  above  theory  will  probably  appear 
I 
distinctly  curious  and  devoid  of  any  particular  value  -  an  explamation 
of  doubtful  phenomena  by  even  more  dubious  bypotheses.  Such  a  view, 
(22) however,  would  be  incorrect.  A  great  deal  of  the  difficulty  lies 
in  the  unfamiliar  teobnioal  terms.  'Thus  "salt"  means  "soluble 
matter,  "  [acids,  bases  and  saltOl  "earth"  means  "insoluble  matter" 
and  "oil"  an  "inflammable  liquid.  "  bbreover,  the  very  brief 
ommoary  given  above  is  necessarily  ladking  in  the  corroborative 
detail  so  abundant  in  the  original.  It  becomes  obvious  on  reading, 
for  example,  the  7imotechnia  fvmdp  ment1lig,  that  Stahl  was  not  a 
mere  theorioer  but  a  practical  chemist  of  wide  experience.  He  was 
very  careful  indeed  to  show  that  his  bypotheseo  were  Y-erge  muslM. 
Thus  he  was  at  pains  to  prove  the  aetu&l  existence  in  fermentable 
substances  of  the  three  substances  whose  presence  he  postulated. 
The  presence  Of  saline  matter,  for  example,  was  shown  (1)  by  the  acid 
present  in  all  fermentable  juices,  and  (2)  by  the  fact  that  an  aoid 
matter  could  be  obtained  from  fermentable  substances  on  distillation 
(9-3MOSOP  17150  P*79)*  Later,,  when  Stahl  found  it  necessary  to 
assume  two  kinds  of  oil,  a  more  subtle  and  a  less,  he  vmo  earefal  to 
establish  the  independent  existence  of  both  (Lblds,  ps88)*  It  Is* 
in  fact,  this  frequent  reference  to  experimental  evidence  at  each 
stage  of  his  work  v&ioh  shows  such  an  advance  on  pre-riouv  attempts 
to  explain  the  phenomena. 
Stahl  did  not  hesitate  to  oriticise  those  of  his  contem- 
porarieo  who  attributed  the  oalmee  of  fermentation  to  Acid  and  Alkali 
or  to  W-  phur,  endowed  with  some  plastic  or  generative  property: 
(23) "the  latter  do  not  sufficiently  account  for  all  the  effects  of 
fermentation  and,  as  a  rule,  besides  bare  thesis  without  demon- 
gtration,  they  attribute  that  plastic  virtue  to  their  sulphur  with- 
ont  sufficient  explanation  as  to  how  the  remaining  principles  of  the 
concrete,  salt  and  moisture,  behave,  actively  or  passively,  in  the 
&  operation"  Amdament  hrmiae,  1732,  Pt.  II,  p.  127). 
According  to  Stahl,  fermentation  did  not  take  place  in  the 
cold  because  the  motion  of  the  water  molecules  was  insufficient  under 
those  conditions  (Ovage.,  1715,  p.  104).  Rest  wag  a  form  of  notion 
j1d.,  p.  112).  The  action  of  hot  or  boiling  of  individual  molecules  (i 
water  on  a  fermentable  substance  was  so  violent  that  the  compound 
rapidly  decomposed  in  quite  a  different  manner,  the  more  subtle  parts 
being  driven  off  as  a  vapour  (Iji_d.,  p.  104). 
Stahl  did  not  consider  air  essential  to  fermentation  although 
free  access  to  it  facilitated  the  process-.  "I  strongly  affirm  that  free 
air  is  in  no  wise  abgoIntely  essential  to  fermentation  which  can  certain- 
ly  begin  and  proceed"for  some  time  completely  shat  off  from  external  air.  " 
1"....  pooteriores  non  omag  Effeetuo  Fermentationis  Oufficienter 
exprimut,  dum  saltem  generalissimo,  -prasteres  nuda  theoi  eine  demon- 
otratione,  plasticamillam  virtatem  Sm1phuri  fto  tribmint,  gine 
guffieianti  explicationet  quomodo  reliqua  Prinoipia  Clonereti  gal  & 
Aquooitso,  in  hao  operatione  Oe  gerant,  aetive  vel  passive.  " 
. x"Affirmo  eane  &  assero,  quod  Ahr  liber,  Osobate  ad  Fermentationem, 
nullatenug  requiratur,  sed  oriri  hase  ntique,  imo  &  procedere  aliquant- 
ispe  commode,  poggit,  Intercepto  penitus  externi  aeris  concursu,  " 
(24) An  obvious  example  was  English  'bottled  beer,  v&ich,  v&en  opened, 
often  came  out  mainly  a  froth.  Nevertheless,  access  to  the  air 
was  of  considerable  importance  in  the  art  of  fermentation,  for 
fermenting  liquors  cave  off  to  the  air  their  more  volatile  portions 
Map  p.  116). 
Salts  whieh  beome  free  during  fermentation  were  of  two 
kinds  -  those  originally  present  in  the  fermentable  body  and  merely 
liberated  during  the  processp  and  those  actually  formed  during  the 
reaction.  The  latter  -  volatile  urinons  (ammoniacal)  salto 
were  formed  in  putrefactions  (215go.,  1713p  P-121).  Stahl  oppooed 
the  view  of  Kundkel  that  saltg  found  after  fermentation,  in  its 
restrioted  senfle,  h&A  been  prodaced  during  the  prooeso  Augfiihrliell-e 
Bjet  iron  aeu 
ý  --rAghtm  I- 
Saltzen,  Halle,  1723,  pp.  42-3)- 
There  io  an  intereelting  digo-assion  in  the  Vamtechnia 
f=dam-sat  qf  the  souree  of  the  energy  of  fermentation.  This 
energy  was  not,  as  m9xv  ouppooed,  due  to  ooze  inherent  property  of 
gulphureous  matter  (OMse. 
,  1715,  Pp  -  172-3),  but  rather  to  the 
natural  motion  Of  water  mOleoulefj  (jQUd.,  P.  114)o  WhiCh  was  main- 
tained  by  the  warmth  of  the  surrounding  air  (Fundamenta  Oxy-mlae, 
1732,  Pt*II,  P-132)-  Yo  motion,  in  faoto  originated  dQ  Lqv-o,,  but 
motion  was  transferred  from  one  body  to  another  (OM15c.,  1713,  p,  100)9 
and  in  fermentation  sulphur  was  the  medium  by  means  of  vhich  thiz 
motion  of  the  vater  moleoules  was  transferred  to  other  oubstanceg 
(25) (ibid.,  P-173). 
The  true  mature  of  ferments  was,  of  eourse,  unknown  until 
very  reeent  times.  Leeuwenhoek  had  observed  the  structure  of 
yeast  under  the  mierosoope,  but  it  vas  not  realiged  until  long  after- 
wards  that  yeast  was  a  living  organism.  Stahl's  mechanical  theory 
of  fermentation  took  no  account  of  such  bodies,  but  he  nevertheless 
noted  that  they  appeared  to  exert  both  a  directive  and  an  accelerating 
effect:  "the  addition  of  a  ferment  is  not  absolutely  necessary-, 
the  same  material  will  ferment  spontaneously.  The  addition  of  the 
ferment  Increases  and  accelerates  the  action  and,  more  especially, 
leads  to  the  more  certain  production  of  that  kind  of  fermentation, 
which,  otherwise,  in  very  heterogeneous  material,  would  occur  merely 
promiscuously  and  Irregularly"  (lb_id.,  p,  194)ý  If  wine  were  left 
in  a  warm  place  in  an  open  vessel  it  would  ferment  to  vinegar,  but 
If  the  vessel  were  Infected  with  only  a  trace  of  putrid  matter  the 
acetone  change  was  omitted  and  the  whole  rapidly  putrified  (j=",  p.  193)- 
The  action  of  heat  on  the  ferment  wag  a  further  reason  V&Y  both 
fermentation  and  putrefaction  were  very  much  retarded  by  boiling  or 
exeezaire  heat:  "Ferments  contain  moh  mucilaginous  matter  v&ioh  is 
. 1.11....  notandum  est,  quod  FEMMNM  =rjpigm  abgolute  nqoessarjýwn  sit, 
se(I  eadem  M&  materiat  per  se  quoque  Permentegoat-,  Promovet  saltem 
Permentum  ad(lit-am,  &  aecelerat  actum.  Deinde  "&  speoiale  Formentum, 
oonduoit,  ad  eertiorem  reddendam  illiug  gpeeiei  permentationem,  qnae 
alioquin,  in  magm  hOterOgensitate  Materias,  faciling  quaoi  promisoue 
&  praepostere  fieret  ....  11 
(26) quickly  rendered  turbi  d  by  heat"  (ibid.,  p-193)  It  is  interesting 
to  speculate  whether  Stahl  had  In  mind  here  the  OOW1&t:  LOU  of 
protei&s.  Ferments,  he  considered,  were  of  the  same  nature  as  the 
products  of  fermentation  (F-u--ndamenta  MM-Aile-P  1723P  P-33)- 
it  would  appear  that  Stahlis  views  on  the  mechanism  of 
resolutory  fermentation  underwent  a  certain  amoýnt  of  modification 
after  he  had  written  the  gMotechnia  FLmdgaentalis.  The  theory, 
as  stated  in  the  Fundamenta,  ftymiae,  1723,  resembled  that  of  Willis, 
and  Is  briefly  as  follows:  A  fermentable  substance  consists  of  an 
aggTegate  of  compound  molecules,  the  constituent  parts  of  vohieh 
differ  in  mobility,  that  is,  ease  with  which  they  can  be  set  in  motion, 
and  some  of  these  must  be  more  mobile  and  some  less  mobile  than  water 
molecules.  They  are  at  rest  originally,  before  fermentation  begins. 
The  motion  of  the  water  is  eommmicated  by  the  impacts  of  its  mole- 
ouleo  first  to  the  most  mobile  particles  of  the  mixt,  that  is,  the  oil. 
oil  is  more  mobile  than  water,  as  is  shown  by  its  volatility  and  also 
by  the  fact  that  it  does  not  solidifyeven  in  extreme  cold.  Once 
the  oil  has  been  removed  from  the  fermenting  molecule  the  latter's 
"essence  of  continuity  has  been  destroyed"  -  the  molecule  has  been 
decomposed.  Once  the  oil  has  been  removed  from  combination  with  the 
other  more  fixed  substances  such  as  salt  and  earth  it  is  able  to  move 
1.17ormenta  ....  habout  admixtas  oopioslas  portiones  mucidan,  qme  Calore 
anctiore  repente  turgeseentes  ....  11 
(27) more  rapidly  than  the  water  owing  to  its  greater  mobility  and, 
reacting  on  the  latter,  -increases  the  motion  of  the  water  in  turn 
go  that  it  is  now  able  to  move,  that  is,  separate  off  from  the  fer- 
menting  substance,  lass  mobile  constituents$,  and  go  on  (P=damenta 
Obmiae,  1723,  P-31).  Combinatory  fermentation  follows  madh  as 
before.  Inflammable  spirits  are  not  a  compound  of  oil  and  water 
but  rather  a  mixture  of  parts  of  equal  mobility  -a  kind  of  constant 
Doiling-point  mixture. 
(28) III 
LNY  (i  )  THE  STELLATE  RWULUS  OF  ANT= 
- 
the  end  of  the  seventeenth  century,  chemists  had  acquired 
a  considerable  knowledge  of  antimony  and  its  compounds.  Thiolvas 
- 
Is-  Antimonil,  mainly  due  to  the  interest  aroused  bV  the  TrJ3ýh  4 
0 
firot  published  in  16t4,  and  ascribed  to  a  fifteenth-eentury  monko 
Basil  Valentine,  though  now  regarded  as  the  work  of  Th6lde,  the 
.e  OLLüo"- 
PW>Ugb«. 
Until  the  time  of  Lavoisier,  the  timm  "antimony"  was  need 
for  the  comonly-occurring  oulphide  ore,  the  metal  itself  being  called 
"regalng  of  antimony.  ý'  Two  main  methods  were  available  for  the 
preparation  of  this  regulug,  very  similar  to  those  in.  use  at  the 
present  time.  In  the  first  method,  equal  parts  of  antimony,  nitre 
and  tartar  were  added  a  little  at  a  time  to  a  heated  crucible,  and, 
when  a  sufficient  quantity  had  been  deflagrated  the  residue  wag  fused. 
only  a  small  portion  of  the  antimony  was  converted  into  regulug. 
According  to  Stahl,  a  more  satisfactory  result  could  be  obtained  If 
him  ha:  the  proportion  of  tartar  taken  W&O  OOMGVh&t  Maller  ttt  Of  the 
other  gubgtances  (QMgg.,  1715,  p.  495).  The  produot  obtained  in 
this  vAky  was  called  the  I'simple  regulus  of  antimorAyll  to  digtingui$h 
it  from  the  "compound  regul-as"  obtained  IW  the  other  methods  which 
involved  the  use  of  some  other  metal,  ugually  irons  to  remove  the 
vulphur  from  the  antivoW.  The  prod-mot  would  be.  a  martial,  venereal, 
Jovial  regalne,  eteos  accordimg  to  the  metal  need  in  itO  Preparation- 
(29) The  majority  of  chemists  believed  that  the  compound  reguli  contained 
a  little  of  the  other  metal,  and  this  was  also  Stahl's  opinion. 
He  pointed  out  that  such  a  reguluop  if  evaporated  with  a.  blovpipe 
on  coals,  left  behind  a  grain  of  metal  which  could  be  identified. 
Again,  the  martial  regaluo,  digested  with  a  mixture  of  three  parts 
distilled  vinegar  and  one  part  agus  fortig,  yielded  a  green  utraot. 
None  of  those  things  oecurred  when  the  simple  regulus  vao  used 
aýd 
1723,  p.  20ý). 
Stahl  had  quite  olear  ideas  on  the  nature  of  antimony  and 
Ito  regalus.  Antimony  [the 
naturally-ooeurring  ore]  oongigted  of 
the  regURO,  which  might  contain  a  little  arsenic,  combined  with 
sulPhur  (QM90.,,  1715,  P.  492).  It  was  not,,  ao  oomehad  ined, 
, Meraur,  v  red7aced  to  a  solid  form  (Lbld.,  p.  48?  ).  The  regulus  con- 
sisted  of  an  eartby  oubstanee  and  phlogiston  (IlLi_(d.,  p.  486)  Vftch 
oonld  be  removed  more  Oagily  from  regulus  of  antimony  than  from  arq 
other  metal  (ibid.,  P-487).  It  preparing  the  reMUug  from  antimony 
the  problem  was  to  remove  the  gm1phur  withont  at  the  oame  time  removing 
the  phlogiatou  necesgary  to  give  the  met&j.  This  oould  be  doue  very 
conveniently  with  the  aid  of  the  imperfect  metalo,  lead,  tin,  copper 
M(l  irOn'  (.  11211  P-  493)  s,  Wolle  n1phideg,  formed  by  combination  with 
t1l's  0111PbOr  Of  the  anti'mO]Wo  floated  on  top  of  the  molten  regulug  ag 
scoria. 
Stahl's  explanation  of  the  preparation  of  the  simple  regaluo 
(30) was  as  follows:  the  nitre  amd  tartar  reacted  together  to  give  fixed 
alkali 
IX26403" 
which  removed  the  Oul3bur  from  the  antimony  leaving 
the  repaus.  He  admitted,  however,  that  antimony  fused  with  fixed 
alkali  alone  gave  only  a  very  small  yield  (Ikb! 
_Ld., 
p.  495),  bnt  If 
dharcoal  was  added  as  well  the  result  was  very  satiofaetory  (b4.  i 
Au 
p.  496).  He  also  observed'that  calx  of  antimony  prepared  with  nitre 
[Ob2031yielded  the  regulng  when  heated  with  charoo&l  alone  (i  i  .,  p.  497  IA 
During  the  sixteenth  oentury  many  chemists  had  found  after 
preparing  a  regalus  of  antimony,  nearly  always  the  martial  regalus, 
that  the  surfaae  of  their  metal  had  a  beautiftl  orystalline  form, 
the  so-oalled  stellate  regulug.  But  attempts  to  reproduoe  the 
effeet  were  90  Often  1mguecessful  that  the  wildest  gueoseg  had*been 
made  as  to  its  cause. 
Although  the  star  was  best  observed-in  the  ease  of  the 
martial  regalne,  Boyle  believed  he  bad  seen  an  example  of  a  stellate 
simple  regm1us.  If  copper  were  added  to  a  martial  regulus  various 
new  figures  appeared  on  the  surface  of  the  metal  (Workg,  1144,  Iv,  p.  9). 
,,  And  It  may  be  perhaps  also  from  some  diversity  either  in  antizonjes 
or  irono,  that  eminent  chemists  have  (as  we  have  observed)  often  failed 
in  their  endeavourg  to  make  the  starry  regulus-of  Mars  and  Antimony. 
Insomeh  that  divers  artists  fondly  believe  and  teach  (what  our  ex- 
perience  will  not  permit  us  to  allow)  that  there  is  a  certain  respect 
to  times  and  constellations  requisite  to  the  prod-acing  of  this  (I  confess 
1.  rMb6.  W 
*0  S6,3,  F  - 
(3t) aftirable)  body.  Upon  Whioh  vubjeot  I  must  not  omit  to  tell  you, 
that  a  while  sinee  an  industrious  aoquaintanee  of  ours  was  working 
on  an  antimony,  whieh  unawares  to  him  van,  as  we  then  supposed,  of 
no  peouliar  a  nature,  that  making  a  regalus  of  It  alone  (without 
Iron)  the  oomon  way,  (for  his  manner  of  operation  I  enquired  of 
him)  he  found,  to  his  wonder,  and  showed  me  his  regulue  adorned  with 
a  more  conspicuous  star,  than  I  have  seen  in  several  stellate 
regulno's  of  both  Antimony  and  Mrs"  (_On  the  Unsueee9ofulneas  of 
E-n-Orimento,  Works,  1744,1,  p,  208). 
Boyle  himself  tried  several  times  to  make  stellate  simple 
reguli  and  was  not  clear  'Iftether  the  different  event  of  the  several 
trials  proceeded  from  the  peculiar  nature  of  this  or  that  parcel  of 
antiMOINV.,  Or  from  some  Odd  and  scarce  discoverable  circumstance  in, 
the  management  of  the  operationt,  (.  ibid.,  i,  p.  209). 
Lemery's  opinion  was  that  the  star  appeared  because  the  iron 
purified  the  i?.  utimorW  by  removing  excess  sulphureous  matter  and  thus 
allowed  the  natural  crystalline  form  of  pure  antimony  to  appear. 
He  thought  that  the  iron  also  hardened  the  crystals  and  that  the  star 
did  not  appear  with  the  simple  reguluo  because  its  parts  "had  not  the 
same  tension"  as  those  of  the  martial  regulus  (Louro  de  0bmis,  1697, 
P.  252)ý  He  described  scornfully  how  some  chemists  Nonderfally 
I-  'to  *s,  nI  out  pas  la  ro'eme  tenoion.  11 
(32) recomnend  the  making  of  this  preparation  upon.  Tueoday  rather  than 
another  day,  between  oeven  and  eight  a  clock  in  the  morning,  or 
else  between  two  and  three  in  the  afternoon,  provided  the  weather 
be  clear  and  fair,  thinking  that  dsW  which  io  denominated  from  Mara 
to  be  the  time*that  it  lets  fall  its  Influences  most  plentiful  of 
wW"  (Lbid.,  P.  251)ý 
Becher's  ideas  were  somewhat  similar  to  those  of  Lemery. 
The  regulus  of  antimony  could  be  made  in  three  wayg,  by  earbou,  by 
galtg,  and  by  iron.  Only  that  made  In  the  last  way  was  stellate 
and  owed  its  crystalline  form  to  oormbination  with  the  "sajpb=1v  of 
the  iron  (Phymioa  SqbtSr_rang 
s4pz.  -,  ýj 
apý  1738,  p.  410). 
These  Misconceptions  were  cleared  up  by  Stahl  in  his  paper 
ge 
. 
ga_li  Ant-1-MARLI  StOllati  Amehiriseg.  (Fr=00furti  &  Lipsiae,  1697), 
in  whieh  he  described  in-great  detail  experiments  and  observations 
whioh  he  had  made  and  lectured  on  some  fifteen  years  previously 
1?  15*  P.  481). 
After  disonooing  in  a  foreword  some  of  the  funciftl  ideas 
of  ordinary  chemdats'about  the  otlellate  regul-ag,  Stahl  remarked 
,  qn  this  matter  I  have  freqnently  been  surprised  and  disheartened 
1.11  ....  Ilo  ont  recommdd'de  faire  co  rfflle  le  Vardyýentre  gept  ou 
huit  heuren  du  matin,  ou  entre  deux  &  trolo  heureo  apres  midy, 
pourA  que  le  temps  ooit  olair  &  serain,  eroyant  que  ce  jour  qui 
tiont  son  nom  de  la  planette,  coit  oelmy  auque  elle  veroe  le  Plus 
dlinflueneeo.  " 
(33) that  this  operation,  notwithatamdimg  so  much  skill,  has  proved  so 
difficult,  uncertain  and  fortuitous  not  merely  to  so  many  purely 
empirical  workers  but  even  to  ohemigto  of  high  repute..,.,  To  say 
nothing  of  several  others,  It  is  quite  certain  that  the  opinions 
on  this  matter  of  Becher  and  Boyle,  men  whose  experience  and  judgment, 
I  am  constantly  praising,  is  quite  wrong;  since  the  former's  idea 
that  one  kind  of  antimony  rather  than  another,  or  of  iron  rather  than 
another,  or  time  or  season  is  needed  in  this  business  does  not  square 
with  the  facts,  for  it  is  certain  that  this  star  can  be  obtained  from 
any  kind  of  antimmV  with  any  kind  of  iron,  by  day  or  bv  night,  at 
all  times  and  seasonal'  (=.,  p.  5o2).  ' 
Moreover  the  view  that  the  stellate  form  wag  due  to  oom- 
binStiOn  with  : LrOn  wag  OqUal3,  v  incorrect,  Since  it  could  be  obtained 
with  the  simple  regalug  also  A  piece  Of  Stellate  antimony 
showing  very  little  of  the  Stellate  form  on  the  Surface-wag  found  to 
be  crystalline  all  through  when  broken  with  a  hanmer  (1=.,  P-503). 
1.  "In  nostro  negotio  admiratio  non  semel  me  perculit,  quod  pro  tanto 
artifiojo  operationem  hane,  non  modo  tot  operatores  Empirici,  -Oed 
etiam  Miymici  non  parvae  aliae  existimationis,  adeo  difficilem  aut 
incertam,  ant  fortuitam....  Neglectis  vero  plurimis  alUo,  Boylaei 
oerte  &  Beecheri,  virorm,  quorum  Experientiam  &  ratlouem#  perpetuo 
extollo,  hie  quoque  deceptam  esse  opinionem  certm  est;  Siquidem 
prioris  suspioio,  quod  vel  u=m  Antimonim  prae  altero,  ant  ferrum 
prae  altero,  aut  temporis,  ant  tempegtatis  ratio,  negotium  hoo 
absolvat,  oerte  non  om  re  oonvenit.  -  Siquidem  e  quolibet  Antimonio, 
quolibet  ferro,  Omni  tempore  &  tempestate,  diu  noctuque,  stellam 
bAno  ed-moi  posse,  oertum  est.  " 
(34) Stahl  asserted  that  Reg-u1no  of  Antimony  had  this  form  of  its  own 
nature,  that  it  eondensed  into  that  gymetrical  form  by  fmoing  and 
pouring  out,  the  presenee  of  iron  being  unnecesoary"  (JIldg.  p.  484).  " 
Acoording  to  Stahl,  the  whole  seeret  lay  in  the  fact  that  the  liquid 
reVIns  must  oool  down  vex7  slowly  and  reViarly  for  the  orystalline 
stellate  form  to  appear.  This  happened  whenever  the  surfaoe  of  the 
reguline  antimony  was  oovered  with  sooria,  bmt  if  the  letter  had  been 
removed  and  the  liquid  surfaoe  exposed  to  the  air,  the  oooling  wag 
too  rapid  on  the  surface  and  therefore  the  stellate  appearance  did 
not  form  on  the  outoide.  The  crystalline  forn  could  be  obtained 
With  the  11imPle  r0gulng  bY  allowing  the  molten  liquid  to  oool  umder 
scoria  (1-b-id.,  P.  504). 
Some  thirty  years  later  Riamw  ,  apparently  quite  inde- 
pendently,  investigated  the  cause  of  the  formation  of  the  stellate 
r9ga  us  and  reached  the  same  concInsions  as  Stahl  (_M&. 
-Usd  ,.  -R. 
SoL.  9 
1724,  P-30?  )- 
'1.11.,..  quod  Reguluo  Antimonii,  ex  propria  om  consiotenti&  hoe  habest, 
nt  ftsione  &  efftelone  decenti,  in  lume  figaram  condenoetur;  Non  Yore 
specialissime  &  Mutis  ooneurEm.  11 
(35) III 
(ii)  THE  g.  ONMTWION  OF  WINE 
I 
rjL  In  a  paper,  Mm-sis  Ogtober,  2gMMMRAWs  C=at  tj 
sime  2uhlegmatign-emlVini.  0697),  Stahl  degeribed  a  new  experimental 
method,  still  of  servioe  in  certain  preparations. 
Stahl  pointed  out  that  it  wag  not  pogsible  to  eoncentrate 
wine  by  distillation,  since  the  apirituons  parts  came  off  first, 
and  the  boiling  produced  vndeoirable  effects  on  the  residue. 
Cold  could  be  used,,  hovever,  to  separate  off  the  excess  water, 
without  causing  these  effects  (Omso.,  1?  15,  p.  411).  He  described 
a  number  of  experiments  on  the  effects  of  frost  on  alcoholic 
solutions  of  various  kinds  and  on  a  large  variety  of  solutions  of 
saline  substances,  L7-  U--e- 
The  procedure  wag  as  follows:  the  liquid  wag  exposed  to 
frost  until  rather  less  than  one-third  of  it  was  frozen.  The  solid 
was  then  removed  and  the  liquid  set  aside  for  further  concontration. 
The  frozen  masts,  on  being  melted,  gave  a  watery  liquid  with  only  a 
slight  odour,  a  very  Olisht  taste  and  the  faintest  eolour  of  wine 
(Ibjd.,  p.  416).  The  second  portion  of  ice  frozen  out  differed  from 
the  first  only  in  being  slightly  more  salty.  The  liquid  residue 
showed  the  colourp  thickness,  odour  and  taste  of  a  eonoentrated  wine. 
34r  the  game  method  beer  eould  be  oonoentrated  to  the  oongisteney  Of 
a  thin  symp  (1=.,  p.  418). 
Saturated  solutiouo  of  mineral  aoids  and  of  fixed  alkali 
(36) required  the  moot  intense  cold  before  any  ice  separated,  and  a  strong 
eopper  suIpbate  solution  survived  a  whole  winter  withont  freezing 
(Jjjý-ds*  P.  413). 
Acetio  aoid  eould  alao  be  ooneentrated  by  this  method  from 
/', 
five  or  six  volumes  to  one.  The  method  was  particularly  useful  in 
this  case  because  the  more  concentrated  the  vinegar  the  more  difficult 
It  was  to  Ustil,  and  it  not  merely  carried  over,,  under  those  oon- 
ditions,  eaW  &omatloal  matter,  but  even  oily  mattert  so  that,  if  the 
distillate  was  neutralised  with  salt  of  tartar,  the  resulting  salt 
blackened  on  heating  and  gave  off  an  odour  similar  to  that  of  crude 
tartar  treated  in  the  oame  way.  Although  this  difficulty  could- 
be  avoided  by  diluting  the  vinegar  before  distilling,  the  distillate 
in  that  case  would  itself  be  Oorrespondingly  more  dilute  (=,,  p.  419), 
Stahl  vt6-gested  that  the  method  would  also  be  useful  for  the 
eoneentration  of  urine,  preliminary  to  the  preparation  of  phoophorus, 
thuo  avoiding  a  tedions  and  uupleaunt  evaporation,  and  in  the  Oon- 
eentration  of  salt  water  (I-bl-d.,  p.  419). 
Stahl  found  that  wine,  after  conoentratioýx,  did  not  turn 
to  ViUlOgar  or  PutrefF  and  considered  this  a  further  proof  of  his  view 
that  vater  was  the  calue  of  fermentation  (=.,  p,  420). 
In  his  work  on  acetic  acid,  Stahl  estimated  the  concentration 
of  his  oolution  by  determining  (1)  the  weight  of  fixed  alkali  required 
to  ll&tur&tG  &  CiVGn  Weight  of  golution  and  (2)  the  weight  of  iron  it 
(37) wovId  dissolve  (ibid.,  p.  418).  A  year  or  two  later  Homberg,  in 
his  "Observation  sur  la  quantite  exacte  des  sels  volatileg  aoidee 
contenus  dans  lea  diffeiene  esprits  acides,  "  neutralised  a  given 
weight  of  acid  solution  with  salt  of  tartar,  evaporated  to  dryness, 
and  estimated  the  weight  of  aoid  present  in  the  original  solution 
by  the  inoreaae  in  weight  of  his  residual  salt  LY&  &1&.  R. 
1699,  P.  40. 
Stahl's  work  on  aeetie  acid  was  repeated  later  by  Geoffroy 
the  younger,  who  used  both  freezing  and  fractional  distillation. 
11 
Oeoffroy  obtained  an  aoid  safteiently  conoentrated  to  be  inflawable 
("Examen  dm  Vinaigre  Conoentre  -  par  la  qeld-e":  lbra..  AcaA. 
1729P  po?  5)o 
1.  S..,  ý.  160  A-jLa-%ý, 
. 
(38) III 
SULPMM  AND  THE  SULPHUR  ACIDS 
The  relationship  between  sulphur  and  sulphurio  aoid  was 
not  finally  aettled  until  after  the  time  of  Lavoisier  and  the  03Wgen 
theory  of  acids. 
'When  alsuber  had  heated  his  sial  mirabile  [godium  Fralphatel 
with  carbon  and  obtained  a  liver  of  imlphur,  from  which,  on  addition 
of  agua  fortis,  sulphur  had  been  precipitated  (Tractatug.  de  tribug 
principlis  m9t9lOrump  Amiltelodami,  1667,  p.  19  and  U  lene  oegr_p_to 
philosophong.  Amsterdam,  1669,  P-37),  he  considered  that  the  SulPhur 
had  come  from  the  carbon  (aje_  SejoRA  0  LK9  Wop_kup  trans. 
-*vtur7,  '  So 
Packe,  3  Pts.,  Loudon,  1689,  Pt.  ii,  p.  48). 
Boyle  thought  it  inossible  that  so  mch  sulphur  eould 
have  been  contained  in  so  little  charcoal  and  "ouspeeting  the  comon 
oil  of  vitriol  not  to  be  altogether  such  a  simple  liquor,  as  chemists 
presme  it  .....  mingled  it  with  an  equal  or  double  quantity  of 
turpentine,  "  and  having  carefully  distilled  the  mixture  obtained 
gome  ordin&z7  sulphur  (Worko.  1744,1,  P-333)-  He  was  inclined  to 
believe  that  oil  of  vitriol  might  výret  contain  stulphur  compounded 
in  it.  "  Boyle's  experiment  was  later  repeated  by  Ettmaller,  and 
stahl  subsequently  showed  that  the  same  effect  could  be  obtained  with 
oil  of  vitriol  and  a  variety  of  vegetable  gtzmg  and  Juices  (Anat-Omia 
9n1p_hurio,  QMMc-,  1715,  P-760). 
Iday0w  thovght  it  improbable  that  the  acid  opirit  of  mlphvr 
(39) existed  in  the  structure  of  gulpbw  before  its  combustion  and 
believed  that  the  former  was  prod-aced  during  the  reaction,  just  an  - 
spirit  of  vitriol  wag  obtained  by  distilling  vitriol,  or  an  acid 
spirit  obtained  from  wood  by  a  similar  process  (Medjco7Ph 
Works,  A.  C.  A.,  NO-11,  PP-23ff  and  163). 
Stahl,  on  this,  as  on  go  many  other  points,  preferred 
Becher's  view  that  sulphur  was  a  compound  body  containing  a 
earth  and  the  universal  acid  [vitriolic  acii,  of  vWch 
the  other  aeLds  were  considered  to  be  only  modifications  QhXgIM 
Su-kt-erra-aea-,  1738,  p.  242).  fttmaller  expressed  a  similar  opinion 
(ChLymia  RatioMalil'.  Liugdinii  Batavor  ,  1684,  p.  58).  Stahl  repeated 
and  considerably  extended  the  experiments  of  Glauber,  publishing  his 
results,  first  briefly,  in  the  AM=-  tpAML&  hMdamentalls 
1?  15,  pp.  142-5)1,  *  and  then,  in  greater  detail,  so  Ebwerimmikal  ftyl= 
Verum  Salphng  Afte  Prolucendi  in  the  first  of  his  series  of  monthly 
Obge;  ýatigueo  -0.4Y-miQQ--  aloo  =i_ooae  (Franeofurti  & 
Lipsiae,  July,  t691).  Fairly  fall  accounts  also  appeared  in  several 
of  his  later  works. 
Stahl  mentioned  Boyle's  experiment  with  oil  of  vitriol  and 
turpentine  as  confirming  by  themet  way  U  via  humida,,  )  the  results 
LA11  referencog  in  this  Thegio  to  the  Z  ZmolgShlLia  fundamentalig  and 
Zvico,  to  the  Observationes.  0hyrdeo=Ph  -Yediege,  C=Logae  are  taken  from 
the  coilecte(I  work  PMculum  M3,  jae,  1715. 
(40) of  his  own  method,  v&ioh  had  the  advantage  of  being  simpler  and 
almost  foolproof  (0guslo,  1715,  P-142).  This  eonsisted  in  pro- 
paring  vitriolated  tartar  [K2,9041  bY  the  action  Of  Oil  Of  vitriol 
on  salt  of  tartar  [K200ý  or  npon  oil  of  tartar  ye  ,L  deliou-Imm 
until  all  effervescence  Ceased,  crystals  of  the  salt  being  obtained 
from  thin  solution.  The  salt,  with  a  little  salt  of  tartar  to 
aid  fusion,  was  then  heated  in  a  crucible  with  powdered  obarooal. 
The  product  was  a  reddish,  evil-emelling  mass,  vhich-beeame  black 
on  moistening,  and  from  which  milk-of  mlphur  could  be  precipitated 
by  the  addition  of  vinegar. 
6-=.?,.  -  Becher  ts  "bj*w&jn0%W  earth',  became  Stahlts  "phlogiston,  " 
and  Stahls  explanation  Of  the  experiment  was  as  follows:  phlogigton, 
present  in  the  carbon,  free  from  all  fatty  or  aqneoug  mixture,  com- 
bined,  at  the  high  temperature  of  the  operation,  with  the  vitriolic 
aeid  of  the  Oalt  and  go  formed  gulpb=,  which  was  a  compound  of 
these  two.  It  Vag  necessary  to  Use  the  alkaline  salt  of  vitriolie 
said,  and  not  the  acid  itself,  because  the  phlogiston  in  charcoal 
wag  so  firmly  combine&  that  it  Could  be  removed  only  at  a  red  heat. 
Althovgh  vitriolic  aoid  was  the  most  fixed  of  the  acidg,  it  would 
evaporate  long.  before  the  requisite  temperature  was  reached,  and 
hence  it  wag  necessary  to  combine  it  first  into  a  more  fixed  compound 
Stahlo  in  his  first  Published  description  of  this  experiment, 
(1) an  interpolation  of  some  three  pages  in  the  7mwte_d_hnIAA  P=_dA_m_OD&A  is 
apologioed  for  his  "prolix  aecountt"  which,  however,  he  felt  would  be 
of  interest  to  lovers  of  chemistry  (01MO.,  1715t  p.  143).  Rig  inter- 
pretation  appears  to  have  been  received  with  considerable  migtragt, 
and  the  objections  raised  to  it  followed  very  familiar  lines;  it 
wag  pointed  out  that  Stahl  was  not  the  first  to  have  discovered  the 
phenomenon;  it  wag  alleged  that  the  reaction  did  not  take  place 
between  the  substances  Which  Stahl  had  supposed  it  to,  and,  fiually, 
it  was  denied  that  hie  PrOduet  was  really  sulphur  at  all  (S-olgim-en 
3-0.09ke-rIMamp  aPpended  to  Becher's  Phvoica,  kbterranes,  Lipgiae, 
1738,  p.  54). 
A  few  months  later  Stahl  wrote:  "I  admitted  I  had  been 
prolix  in  vy  description  of  this  experiment  but,  as  I  now  see  and 
realise,  I  was  mistaken.  I,  firmLy  believed  that  there  could  be  no 
room  left  for  doubt  that  had  not  been  entirely  removed,  by  the  Mb- 
eldiary  circumstances  related.  Bmt  I  deceived  mWoelf.  And  so 
once  more  I  will  be  even  more  prolix....  "  (OPU90.,  1115P  P-312)ý 
ge  then  proceeded  to  consider  in  detail  the  various  objections 
which  had  been  raised.  That  the  formation  of  the  sulphur  was  not 
L"Agnovi  e9O  ipgG....  quod  in  degariptione  hujns  ]Rxperimenti  prolixilag 
fuerim;  sed  ut  video  &  experior,  erravi,  Non  putamiegem  eertev 
ullum  OuPereggG  P099e  dublums  quod  non-fundituo  anblatm  eoeet,  tot 
in  gubsidivm  allatie  eircumgtantijo:  Sed  deoeptue  am.  Prolixior 
itaque  denuo  ero 
(42) due  in  any  way  to  the  alkali  used  wag  showa  by  the  fact  that  One 
dradlim  of  alkali  could  be  used  to  fix  MaMV  Pounds  Of  asidt  for  as 
each  portion  of  acid  was  converted  into  sulphur,  it  liberated  its 
alkali,  which  could  then  be  need  to  fix  a  fresh  quantity  of  acid, 
and  so  on,  in  fact,  indefinitely  (.  tA_d.,  p,  319).  Moreover,  it  was 
not  necessary  to  use  alkali  at  all;  common  ealt  would  do  instead 
(LbAd. 
,P  .  320). 
Stahl  considered  the  possibility  that  the  saphur  might 
have  been  produced  by  the  action  of  the  charcoal  on  the  alkali,  the 
acid  beingmmeceosary.  When  coals  were  fused  with  ordinary  pot- 
ashes  the  product  had  a  gulphureous  taste  and  a  red  oolour  similar 
to  that  of  liver  of  guiphur.  Stahl  admittecl  that,  an&  was  pro- 
pared  to  90  even  further  and  admit  that  a  true  sulphur  Wag  formed, 
identioal  with  that  O'btained  in  his  ovm  experiment.  Bat  what 
chemist  would  suggest  for  one  moment  that  pot-ashes  were  pure  alkali? 
pure  alkali  did  not  yield  sulphur  in  this  way  then  fused  with  ooals, 
I 
neither  did  nitre  fixed  with  ooale,  however  long  it  wag  heated  (Jb-jA., 
P.  321). 
Stahl  pointed  out  to  those  oritice  who  doubted  iftether  the 
substance  he  had  obtaiued  was  really  sulphur  that  6n  fUsion  vith  alkali 
I-ITitre  5trougly  ignited  with  carbou  yielde  K2003.  Alkali  obtained 
in  thig  wW  was  ealled  jLiit_rum  fixum. 
(43) it  gave  a  red  mass,  which,  on  moistening,  turned  black  and  yielded 
a  yellowish  solution.  From  this  solution  vinegar  precipitated 
milk  of  sulphur,  which,  if  collected,  could  be  melted  to  give 
ordinary  mineral  sulphur.  Further,  a  little  of  the  above  reddish 
mass  moistened  and  placed  on  silver  quickly  turned  the  latter  black, 
and  the  red  moo  itself,  when  heated  in  a  crucible  with  nitre,  de- 
flagrated,  leaving  a  white  salt  free  from  all  oulphureoug  odour. 
This  salt,  when  freed  from  nitre  by  washing  with  a  little  water,  was 
identical  with  that  obtained  by  neutralising  oil  of  vitriol  with 
fixed  alkali  (Ili_d.,  P-323). 
kooording  to  Stahl,  this  last  experiment  showed  that  the 
&aid  present  in  sulphur  could  be  liberated  from  it  again,  aud  this 
could  be  done  in  an  even  simpler  way.  If  liver  of  sulphur  were 
powdLered  and  heated  for  some  time  In  an  open  orneible,  a  white  non- 
fusible  and  oparingly-sol-able  neutral  salt  was  again  obtained$,  from 
Which,  on  treatmeat  with  carbon,  liver  of  sulphur  could  once  more 
be  produced  QUILd 
*PP-  324). 
In  referring  to  Mauberto  experiment,  Stahl  made  the  re- 
markable  statement  that  the  formerts  "error"  in  considering  the 
sulphur  to  have  been  extracted  rather  than  oyntheoised  during  the 
reaction,  was  due  to  the  fact  that  he  had  not  weighed  the  substauCes 
concerned-.  "He  [alamber]  did  not  believe  the  product  to  have  been 
formed.  but  rather  extracted.  My?  Clearly  because  neither  the 
(44) mixt  of  sal  ndrabile,  nor  that  of  sulphur  was  weighed"  (0,  MWO  -,  1715,  P  .  31 
This  statement  rather  suggests  that  Stahl  had  himself  made 
quantitative  experimento,  but  he  did  not  deseribe  them  nor  did  he 
refer  to  them  until  some  years  later,  when  an  account  of  such  an 
experiment  appeared  in  the  dissertation  AMtomja  Sulphurig  (11alae 
"Let  one  part  of'sulphur  and  two  parto  of  good 
alkali  be  fused  together,  the  molten  masa  poured  off,  and  divided 
into  two  eqaal  parts.  Dissolve  one  half  in  rain  water;  a  black 
gediment,  which  whitens  on  drying,  in  filtered  off  from  the  oleark, 
from  vvhich  a  further  precipitate  is  obtained  by  the  addition  of 
vinegar.  This,  together  with  the  first  black  powdert  is  sublimed 
and  the  Weight  Of  sulphur  noted,  and  thus  is  found  the  weight  of 
sulPhur  present  in  the  Other  half,  and  hence,  by  subtraction,  the 
weight  of  the  alkali  combined  with  it,  The  other  half  Is  then 
we  6  calcined  with  a  very  moderate  heat  -cmtil  it  v&iteng,  when  the  i  ht 
of  the  new  saline  mixt  [vitriolated  tartar,  in  Stahl's  opWon] 
having  been  fovnd.  it  will  be  obvioua,  in  the  firot  place,  v&at  in 
the  difference  in.  weight  between  alkali  combined  with  sallhur  and  the 
same  anouut  of  alkali  combined  with  only  the  acid  of  the  sulphur,  and, 
secondly,  what  a  0=11  quantity  there  must  be  of  that  substance  which 
l.  "Ifon  credebatur  hoe  productum,  sed  eduetmu:  Qald  Ita?  Sane  quia 
neqw  Salis  mirabiliet,  neque  Salphurigi,  lffxtio  pensitabatur.  " 
(45) is  eonsumed  bv  the  slow  Calcination  and  is  thns  removed  from  its 
oombination,  with  the  aeid  portion  of  the'  sulphur,  which-io  also 
combined  with  the  alkali"  (0imso.,  1715,  p.  756)ý  A  brief  account 
of  a  modified  form  of  the  above  experiment  is  given  in  the 
Ibm.  priments,  Obser-yationes,  Animadversioneo  ...  000  numerg-,  etc. 
(Berolini,  1731,  P-53)-  It  would  seem  that  it  was  as  a  result 
of  these  experiments  that  Stahl  came-to  the  conclusion  that  the 
weight  of  inflammable  matter,  that  is,  phlogioton,  present  in 
sulphur  was  scarcely  one  dracbm  per  pound  (ftfilljo  Cedancken,  etc., 
1?  18,  P-329). 
It  is  a  common  criticism  of  the  Phlogioton  Theory  that 
it  was  not  based  on  experiment,  that  is  to  gay,  quantitative 
, j.  tT=datur  boni  galie  aleali  quant=  placat,  Oum  OulPhurei,  0&  propor- 
tione,  ut  ad  duag  partes  aleali,  una  9alphuriO,  adbibeatur-  Efflagm 
hoc  crama  dividatur  in  duas  parteg;  una  Oolvatur  in  s4us,  Pl*mvia*- 
nigrun  sedimentum,  quod  tamen  ezoie0atione  albegalt,  filtrations 
geparetur  9  elaro:  clarum  praeoipitetur  weto:  quod  iterum 
filtrations  colleotum,  una  cum  illo  primt=  nigro  pulvere  0ablimatione 
(etiam  in  parva  proportions  dooizastiea,  )  in  sulphur  reduetum,  pond- 
eretur,  -at  nempe  it&  innotesoat,  quantm  oUphurig  etian  in  altera 
illa  medietate  &Ahuo  inoit,  &  in  hae  stiam  fuerit,  oujno  propterea 
pondus,  Oubtrahendo,  moustrabit  pondus  alcali,  cum  sulphure  ibi  sooiatio 
jam  tractetur  altera  illa  medietao,  sapra  landata,  Illa  lenisoima 
candefactoria,  ealoinatione,  donee  albescat:  quo  facto,  repetito  tune 
hnjlag  novi  Salini  mixti  examine  per  pondug,  dilueeseet,  primos  quanto 
plus  ponderis  hoc  sal  referat,  ab  associations  soidi  sulphuris,  quam 
in  altera  medietate  separati  gulphurio  pondixu,  oubtractione  aid  mon- 
5traverat.  Seoundo,  quam  exl4pa  itaq-ae  quantitao,  intuitu  ponderid, 
poteruit  esse  illins  Vubgtantiae,  quae  lenisoima  imandescentia  con- 
slamtibilig,  acidem  OulVhuris  portionsm  destitnerat,  atque  adeo  societati 
valig  alcali  reliquerat,  " 
(46) experiment.  *  whi0h,  It  is  MWeStedp  would  have  disproved  it  at  once. 
The  ultimate  basis  of  this  theory  was,  for  Stahl  at  9MY  rate,  hie 
view  of  the  nature  and  composition  of  gullobur,  and  this  view  he  based 
on  one  of  the  very  few  quantitative  researches  that  he  described. 
In  effect,  this  experiment  appeared  to  show  that  potassium  gulphate 
weighed  olightly  leag  than  the  mixture  of  potasoim  sulphideg  from 
which  it  could  be  obtained  on  oxidation,  or,  to  put  it  another  way, 
that  when  sulphur  was  quantitatively  converted  into  oulphuric  "id 
there  was  a  1089  in  weight  due  to  diosipation  of  phlogiston. 
There  can  be  little  dombt  that  Stahl  was  one  of  the  most 
experienced  chemists  of  his  day  and  also  a  skilful  experimentalist, 
and  the  erroneous  result  he  obtained  is  a  timely  reminder  of  the 
almost  insurmountable  difficulties  to  be  faced  at  that  time  in 
Cravimetrio  operations,  which  to  contemporary  workers,  not  unnaturally 
perhapss,  failed  to  carry  as  much  conviction  an  a  straightforward 
qualitative  demonstration.  Even  sixty  years  later,  Sage,  a  member 
of  the  Paris  Aeadev,  made  some  ludicrous  blunders  in  an  analysis  of 
a  white  lead  ore,  finding  abont  Wenty  per  eent.  hydrochloric  said 
in  a  compound  containing  none  (Observations 
-our 
Iaý  Masi-Q]Le,  1174,0 
3,  P-3,43),  an&  one  hundred  and  eighty  grains  of  gold  in  a  hundred- 
weight  of  ordinary  ashes,  in  the  latter  ease  through  failing  to  do  a' 
blank  toot  on  the  lead  he  had  used  in  the  assay  (KeLm,,  &ad.  R.  &k., 
1778,  P.  558).  It  =W  be  noticed  that  the  most  stLecessful,  of  early 
(47) quantitative  experiments  were  those  involving  Cases,  where  a  gaseolmo 
product  could  be  weighed  by  difference,  by  absorption  or  by  a  volume 
determination. 
A  very  important  new  method,  which  was  to  have  such  a  wide 
application  later,  wag  developed  by  Stahl  in  his  work  on  the  nature 
of  Mlphlxr,  namely,  the  witual  support  of  analysis  and  synthesis: 
"A  body  consists  of  thooe  iMbstancefj  from  which  it  ig  made  and  into 
which  it  is  resolved"  (C!  IMc,,  1715,  P-75W  Geoffroy  was  working 
on  the  same  lines  a  few  years  later  Lmfit.  Acad.  A.  SOL,  1704.  P-P-79). 
We  'have  already  considered  the  "Outhesis"  of  gralphur 
from  vitriolic  acid  and  phlogiston.  The  "analysis"  consisted  in 
fusing  ftlphur  with  alkali  and  then  heating  for  some  time  in  an  open 
oraoible  A  white  0179talline  solid  was  formed  vuhich  StaU  was 
able  to  show  was  vitriolated  tartar.  Here,  then,  the  phlogiston 
of  the  OUlPhvý  had  been  driven  off  in  the  calcination,  leaving  behind 
the  vitriolic  acid  in  combination  with  the  alkali;  Stahl  still 
believed  in  Pire  as  an  amalyfling  agent  despite  the  doubts  expressed 
by  Boyle. 
Shortly  after  the  PUblioation  of  Stahl's  work,  further 
attempts  to  elucidate  the  nature  of  sulphur  were  made  in  France. 
Romberg  distilled  a  solution  of  sulphur  in  turpentine  and  obtaine4 
1.  'Tx  quibuo  &liquid  fit  &  iu  -  quae  resolvitur,  ex  illis  eonstat  -" 
(48) thiok  blood-red  oil  with  an  agreeable  =ell,  which  get  to  a  gm 
on  oooling.  This  Homberg  took  to  be  the  bituminong  part  of  the 
sulphur.  Acid  rapours  were  also  given  off  and  these  he  collected 
in  a  solution  of  a  weighed  amount  of  salt  of  tartar  EK20031. 
On  evaporating  this  Solution  down,  drying  and  weighing  the  resulting 
solid,  he  found  an  increase  in  weight,  and  his  residue  was  the  same 
salt  as  that  given  with  salt  of  tartar  by  vitriolic  acid.  AN  a 
result  of  his  experiments  he  concluded  that  Sulphur  wag  a  mixt 
0  onsliating  of  an  acid  salt  (vitriolic  acid),  an  earth,  and  a  fatty, 
bituminou9p  inflammble  matter,  in  almost  equal  proportiong,  and 
also  that  there  wag  common3,  v  present  a  little  metal  as  well  ("Bossy 
do  l'Analyoe  dA%  Sonfre  COMM,  "  Min.  Acad.  A.  Sol.,  1703,  P-30- 
The  following  year,  Oeoffroy  attempted  to  verify  thig 
analysis  by  93mthesin.  Taking  equal  parts  of  the  aoid  salt  of 
oulphur  and  of  the  glmmw  matter  vftioh  Romberg  had  obtained,  he  added 
oil  of  tartar  to  Erupplv  the  earthy  part.  He  digested  this  mixture 
for  some  time  and  then  distilled.  The  residue  in  the  flask  vas  a 
yellOW  galinO  M&SO,  from  whioh,  on  extraotion  with  water  and  the 
addition  of  vinegar,  a  fine  white  powder  was  precipitated,  and  thio 
on  examination  was  found  to  be  oulphux.  Romberg's  analysis, 
thereforet  appeared  to  be  oonfirmed  (*Wmi*'  a  de  Recomposer  le  Soufre,  er 
ate.,  "  M6m.  Acad.  R.  gc_i.  s,  1704,  p.  278). 
In  the  game  paper  4ooffroy  also  deseribed  further  experiments 
(49) leading  to  conclusions  very  similar  to  those  of  Stahl.  A  mixture 
in  equal  proportions  of  oil  of  vitriol  and  oil  of  turpentine  wag 
heated  and  after  a  time  oil  of  tartar  was  added.  From  this 
geoffroy  was  able  to  obtain  a  solution  which,  on  the  addition  of 
vinegar,  precipitated  sulpbur  and  liberated  an  evil-smelling  odour. 
When  Boyle  had  distilled  a  mixture  of  oil  of  vitriol  and  oil  of 
turpentine  he  had  obtained  a  rather  acid,  cloudy  liquid  which  de- 
posited  sulphur  on  standing  (Works,  1744,1,333).  Geoffroy 
obtained  similar  results  with  the  vitriol  and  rectified  Spirits 
of  wine  and  thought  that  the  same  would  occur  with  amy  inflammable 
liquid  and  oil  of  vitriol. 
Glauber  had  prepared  Sulphur  by  fuing  gal  Mir  ILe  0j. 
(Sodium  Sulphate)  with  carbon.  Stahl  obtained  the  same  substance, 
using  vitriolated  tartar  (potassium  Sulphate)  in  one  experiment 
and  alum  in  another  (gMc.,  1715,  P-314).  geoffroy  Showed  that 
any  vitriol  could  be  used  and  not  merely  carbon  with  it  but  various 
other  inflammable  substances  Cl&.  Acad.  R.  scj_.,  1704,  p.  284). 
Finally,  Igeoffroy  believed  that  he  had  shown  that  Sulphur  was  con- 
tained  neither  in  the  vitriolic  acid  nor  in  the  inflammable  matter, 
but  that  it  was  formed  only  by  a  union  of  the  two  (jXL_d.  ). 
Stahl  did  not  consider  Homberg's  view  that  a  gm=W  matter 
WaS  One  Of  the  0OUStituents  of  gu-lphur  "a  happy  supposition"  and 
while  commending  Geoffroy's  work  pointed  out  that  it  was  "elearlýy 
(50) nearl,  y  ten  years  after  0-ar  own  statement  and  proof"  (Opusc.,  1715, 
P-749)!  An  account  of  Hombergfs  experiment  was  given  in  the 
Anatomia  Sulphuxis,  together  with  the  conclusion  that  a  more 
quantitative  examination  would  have  shown  that  the  proportion  of 
inflammable  matter  in  sulphur  was  much  smaller  than  Homberg  had 
believed  (01)use,,  1715,  P-755). 
It  must  be  remembered  that  Stahl,  ýlike-Bedher,  considered 
the  universal  acid  to  be  composed  of  the  first  earth  and  water. 
If  the  second  earth  were  added  to  this  acid  the  result  was  either 
bitumen  or  sulphur  according  to  the  proportions  present  (FundW=ta 
Mx  v-miae,  1723,  P-10).  Sulphur,  therefore,  was  composed  of  at  least 
three  substances. 
The  composition  of  sulphur  continued  to  attract  attention 
until  the  time  of  Lavoigier.  Le  F6vre  thought  he  had  extracted  a 
true  salt  from  sulphur,  'but  Hamel  and  Crosse,  reporting  to  the  Paris 
Aoaden7,  believed  it  to  be  merely  a  liver  of  =lphur  ("Observation 
Chimique,  "  Hist.  Acad.  R.  Sci.,  1730,  p.  52).  Cavendi  sh  thovght  that 
=lphur  was  composed  of  vitriolic  acid  and  phlogiston  (D  U3.  Trans., 
1766,.  16,  p.  145),  and  as  late  as  1782  Kirwan  gave  its  composition  as 
fifty-nine  per  cent.  vitriolic  acid  and  forty-one  per  cent.  phlogiston 
(Phil,  Trans,,,  1782,32,  p.  234). 
sane  decem  propemodum  amig,  post  nostratem  &  eommemorationem, 
&  deductionem.  11 
(51) It  is  sometimes  suggested,  as,  for  example,  in  LOwrY'S 
Higtorica,  l  1-41ROMMAtion',  to  Che-mlgtlX  (London,  1915,  p.  163),  that 
Stahl  wag  the  first  to  prepare,  or  at  any  rate  to  collect,  the 
volatile  fumes  given  off  by  burning  sulphur.  Here,  however,  as 
with  his  work  on  sulphur  itself,  Stahl  repeated  and  considerably 
extended  results  which  had  already  been  obtained  by  other  workers. 
The  irritating  vapoura  given  off  by  burning  sulphur  had 
been  knovun  from  the  very  earliest  times,  bnt  what  is  mnch  more  re- 
markable  is  that  even  in  clasgioal  times  they  were  used  as  a  Us- 
W  ectant  against  disease,  also  to  treat  wine  casks  in  order  to 
improve  the  keeping  qtalities  of  the  wine. 
Libavius  obtained  what  he  called  Froiritus  imlfuris  e&idixg- 
by  leading  fumes  from  burning  sulphur  into  a  vessel  fall  of  water 
(antagma  A  OMM  rgmorum  et  entatiOnum  Chymioarum,  Francofurti,  2  vole., 
4  ý-  431 
1615,  lib.  viii,  c.  19,  p.  413ý)- 
. 
Van  Helmont  called  these  vapours  R-as  or  spiritne-071yester 
and  found  that  they  extinguished  a  flame.  He  remarked  that  "since 
every  seed  of  burnt  sulphur  is  destroyed  by  the  flame,  for  that  very 
cause  it  is  transformed  into  a  Can,  or  wild  spirit,  which  by  reason 
of  the  properties  of  Its  own  concrete  or  compound  body  Is  an  Antidote" 
V'At  sulfuris  combuoti,  cum  onne  semen,  per  flammam  destruatur;  eo 
: LPOO,  in  Gas,  sive  spiritum  silvestrem,  transmatatur.  Qqod  ob 
proprietates  sui  conoreti,  est  Pesti  antidotuff.  " 
(52) against  the  Peot"  (Qle  Plague  Grave,  Works,  London,  1664,  Pta,  P-17; 
1+ 
Tumbas  Pe9tig,  ODuagnIa  Medica  Inudita,  Coloniae  Agrippinae,  16U, 
p.  167). 
In  his  Philog_o-ohical  Fa=aeeg  . 
(Works,  London.  3  PtS  -,  1689, 
Pt.  I,  P-1?  ),  Glauber  described  the  preparation  of  a  volatile  spirit 
from  vitriol  and  wag  very  enthnsiastio  over  its  marvellous  medicinal 
value  (ibid.,  P-55),  bmt  as  he  nowhere  mentioned  its  gmell'  It  may  not 
have  been  sulphur  dioxide. 
Stahlts  first  account  of  his  ovn  researdhea  appeared  in 
169q,  under  the  title  Spiritua  Vitrioli  Volatilis  in  copý&  %raudi, 
F-u-n-&mentmm  &  =erimentum  (Franoofurti  &  Lipsiae,  g_=_ge.,  M5,  P-333). 
While  studying  at  Jena  in  1682,  Stahl  had  been  shown  by  Zeidler,  a' 
pbarmacist,  a  flaok  containing  some  six  pounds  of  a  clear  almost 
tasteless  liquid  with  a  very  penetrating  smell  of  burning  dulpbur- 
This,  Zei4ler  said,  wag  a  volatile  spirit  of  vitriol,  and,  without 
making  any  secret  of  the  matter,  explained  that  he  had  prepared  it 
from  vitriol,  without  any  addition,  in  the  same  way  as  the  ordinary 
spirit.  He  told  Stahl  of  the  logo  of  yield  he  had  experienced 
owing  to  the  very  volatile  vapours  coming  through  the  pores  of  the 
retort  and  thought  that  this  inconvenience  could  be  avoided  by  using 
a  retort  of  a  dense  material. 
Stahl  was  immediately  seized  with  a  desire  to  try  this  ex- 
periment  himself,  and,  as  he  had  not  a  retort  of  the  kind  used  by 
(53) Zeidler,  he-aged  a  glass  retort.  The  vitriol  employed  had  first 
been  ealeined  towhitenessy  and,  after  four  hours'  heatingo  yielded 
no  more  distillate.  He  found  that  this  distillate  was  not  volatile 
at  all  but  merely  common  oil  of  vitriol. 
The  next  day  he  took  an  earthenware  retort  and  tried  again. 
As  he  gradual3,  v  increased  the  fire,  a  spirit  came  over  in  white  clouds 
for  the  space  of  abont  an  hour.  Then  the  clouds  began  to  diminigh 
and  his  large  receiver  also  cleared.  Meanwhile,  the  firewag  strong 
enough  to  bring  the  retort  to  a  red  heat.  Stahl  con1d  not  understand 
wb,  v  he  was  not  getting  any  spirit,  when,  as  he  busied  himself  with  the 
apparatus,  he  suddenly  notieecl  a  very  strong  amll  of  burning  sulphui. 
After  continual  heating  for  six  hours,  drops  of  oil  of  vitriol  began 
to  come  over  and  he  stopped  the  distillation  and  allowed  the  retort 
to  cool  very  slowly.  The  distillate  he  transferred  to  a  glass 
vessel  sealed  with  wax. 
On  examining  the  retort  the  following  day,  Stahl  found  a 
n-umber  of  long  narrow  cracks  whieh  at  first  he  attributed  to  Unequal 
oooling.  Thinking  the  matter  over,  however,  he  began  to  wonder 
whether  the  cracks  had  been  formed  at  the  time  he  IwA  added  fresh 
fuel,  when  part  of  the  hot  retort  had  been  exposed  to  the  air,  and 
.  whether  these  cracks  might  not  have  been  responsible  in  some  VW  for 
the  cessation  of  the  white  fumed  and  the  appearanae  of  the  volatile 
spirit. 
(54) Once  more  he  took  another  retort  of  the  oame  kincl  and, 
proceeding  ver7.  Oiro=0PeOtlYj,  obtained  a  copious  V&ite  vapour  for 
two  hours  and  no  smell  of  sulphur.  Having  now  made  the  YGE19el 
red  hot,  he  opened  the  door  of  the  furnace,  moved  part  of  the  ooalrjs, 
and  allowed  the  air  to  get  to  the  retort.  He  heard  the  flask 
crack  and  in  a  few  minutes  the  v&Ite  vapours  cleared  and  the  smell 
of  burning  sulphur  became  noticeable. 
Stahl  felt  $Ure  that  the  oraeks  were  the  oause  of  the 
formation  Of  the  volatile  spirit  and  that  the  reason  the  earthenware 
retorts  he  had  used  were  go  suitable  for  the  experiment  was  beeauoe 
they  fissured  very  readily  in  the  intense  heat.  Repeating  the 
experiment  a  number  of  times  wita  the  game  success,  he  felt  his 
oonolngions  oonfirmed. 
In  the  first  experiment  with  an'earthenware  retort,  Stahl 
had  not  placed  any  water  in  the  receiver,  and  from  two  pounds  of 
crude  vitriol  he  obtained  only  one  and  a  half  ounces  of  distillate, 
which  was  dark  in  colour  from  oil  of  vitriol.  In  the  later  exper- 
iments,  he  placed  eight  ounces  of  rain  water  in  the  receivers'swill- 
ing.  it  round  so  as  to  wet  the  sides  and  in  this  way  absorb  both  the 
volatile  spirit  and  the  less  volatile  oil.  He  subsequently  obtained 
a  more  concentrated  solution  by  carefully  distilling  the  crude  solutiOn 
from  a  water  bath,  three  pounds  of  the  latter  yieldJmg  six  ounces  of 
rectified  spirit. 
65) Stahl  observed  that  this  reetifiecl  spirit,  although  withont 
a  very  aoid  taste,  dissolved  iron  and  effervesced  with  fixed  and 
volatile  alkalies,  losing  at  once  its  characteristic  odour  (gggj., 
1715,  P-357)- 
The  laot  chapter  of  thlig  paper  containg  au  aoeount  of  the 
preparation  of  the  Same  Spirit  from  sulphur  itself  (LbLi_d.,  p,  35q). 
Three  methods  are  described.  In  the  first,  a  large  vessel  wag 
taken  with  a  wide  belly  and  a  narrow  neck.  A  little  above  the 
greatest  girth  a  uumber  Of  holes  were  bored  around  the  vessel. 
A  quantity  of  rain  water  having  bem  plaeed  at  the  bottom  of  the 
vessel,  a  Small  heated  crueible,  half-full  of  sulphur,  was  intro- 
dueed  from  the  top  and  suspended  by  Iron  wire  Just  above  the  surfaee 
of  the  water.  A  lighted  wick  was  then  set  in  the  middle  of  the 
emiphur  and  the  vessel  corked,  The  sulphur  burned  very  slowly, 
an  ounce  keeping  alight  for  as  long  as  six  hours,  and  the  fumes, 
diosolved  in  the  water,  gave  a  solution  which  wag  then  rectified  as 
above. 
The  seoond  method  eonsisted  in  deflagrating  =lphur  with 
nitre,  but,  although  by  this  method'&  large  quantity  of  the  Volatile 
spirit  was  obtained  in  a  shorter  time,  very  volatile  nitro-as  Pmes 
eame  over  as  well. 
The  third  method  was  similar  to  the  first,  but  the  famen 
were  colleeted  in  well  reotified  spirits  of  wine,  in  whidh  Stahl  found 
(56) they  were  more  fjobible  than  in  water. 
Further  experimental  work  was  degeribed  in  Stahl'o 
"Obgervatio  de  Copiosa,  Facili  et  Ooncentrata  Colleotione  Spiritus 
Acidi  oumme  Volatilia  gmlphureo-Vitriolici,  etc.  "  (Observatlo&e.  9 
HAllLn-sjs,  o  Mop  1,  pp.  255-2ql;  Q'Duoe-,  IqI5,  P.  246).  In  the 
earlier  paper  there  wail  a  brief  reference  to  the  fact  that  the 
volatile  spirit  combined  readily  with  alkalies  to  give  salts  (Opusz,, 
M5,  P-359)-  Further  details  were  now  given.  When  dry,  the 
alkali  salt  consisted  of  small  rather  dull  white  crystals,  very 
hygroscopic,  and  apparently  unaltered  even  at  a  red  heat.  The 
oolour  was  white  or  faintly  yellow,  according  to  how  the  salt  had 
been  handled,  and  solution  in  water  always  caused  a  certain  amount 
of  yellowing.  The  salt  had  no  smell.  Samples  v&ioh  were  rieher 
in  vOl&tils  Gss9nOe  [bigulphite, 
premmably]  readily  efferveseed 
with  alkalies.  The  salt  would  effervesce  with  acids  such  as  those 
of,  vitriol  and  of  salt,  provided  they  were  fairly  concentrated,  when 
volatile  spirit  of  sulphur,  identical  with  that  obtained  frOM  vitriol 
in  a  fissured  retort,  was  given  off.  There  was  very  little  efferves- 
Oence  with  gua  fortis,  although  considerable  heat  was  developed  and 
nitrous  fumes  were  liberated  (ibid.,  p.  249). 
The  Salt  Obtained  with  fixed  alkali  and  the  volatile  gpirit 
was  quite  different  from  that  with  the  more  fixed  .  acid 
[K2SO4] 
eould  be  seen  by  its  different  crystalline  form  (Ibid,,  p.  252). 
(57) -If  a  large  glass  vessel  with  a  narrow  neek  wag  one-third  filled  with 
a  solution  of  this  alkali  salt  with  the  volatile  aoidp  and  allowed  to 
stand  for  some  time  -  weeks  or  months  -a  white  crystalline  salt  began 
to  form  around  the  edge  of  the  liquid  gurfaoe  and  from  there  fall  to 
the  bottom.  This  salt  was  identioal  in  properties  with  that  given 
by  the  more  fixed  acid  [KOOý  and  could  again  'be  converted  into 
sulphur  by  treatment  with  coals  (see  P-391  above,  and  also  Ibmerimenta, 
GtO-,  1731,  No.  LV).  In  this  experiment,  Stahl  enclosed  his  flask 
in  wr&PPiWs  Of  Papers,  but  he  a4mitted  that  the  process  would  have 
taken  place  more  readily  if  the  vessel  had  been  left  open.  He  pro- 
ceeded  the  way  he  did  in  order  to  avoid  amýy  donbt  that  the  crystals 
might  have  been  formed  by  the  absorption  of  particles  of  the  more 
fixed  acid,  which,  it  had  been  MWested,  were  present  in  the  air. 
He  said  that  another  way  to  have  settled  the  matter  would  have  been 
to  take  two  similar  flasks,  both  open  to  the  air,  one  containing  a 
solution  of  the  salt  of  the  volatile  aeid  and  the  other  &  001-ation  of 
fixed  alkali  and  to  have  seen  'whieh  solution  yielded  the  greater 
quantity  of  vitriolated  tartar  (ULd.,  p.  2,54). 
In  the  same  papert  Stahl  deveribed  another  method  for 
obtaining  his  volatile  spirit  of  sulphur.  Linen  cloths  soaked  in 
a  saturated  alkali  solution  (olewn  -paratum  per  deliguiivn)  were  placed 
in  sublimation  vessels,  under  the  lowest  of  whieh  were  arranged 
several  small  oracibles  of  burning  sulphur.  As  the  alkali  becarne 
(58) neutralised,  it  dried,  but  on  absorption  of  excess  of  the  volatile 
spirit,  it  became  moist  again  and  then,  if  subsequently  placed  in 
alkaline  solution,  effervegoed.  The  volatile  spirit  could  be 
recovered  from  the  salt  by  the  addition  of  oil  of  vitriol,  the  com- 
pound  being  decomposed  by  the  greater  energy  of  the  otronger  more 
fixed  acid 
[H2SQ 
over  the  weaker  more  volatile  one  [112903]  ("b 
_d., 
p.  255). 
Stahl  had  fully  explained  these  experiments  to  J.  S.  Carl 
at  Halle  a  few  days  before  a  letter  from  Oeringa  informed  him  that 
Papin  had  been  trying  to  obtain  the  volatile  spirit  by  passing  the 
vapours  of  burning  Sulphur  through  a  series  of  glass  vessels  with  the 
aid  of  bellows.  PaPin  claimed  that  he  had  obtained  in  this  way 
one  pound  of  spirit  from  one  pound  of  sulphur,  but  Stahl  considered 
that  this  must  clearly  mean  weight  of  solution  before  rectification 
(jb_id.,  p.  255). 
The  clearest  and  most  interesting  account  of  Stahl's  work 
On  0UlPIIUr  and  Sulphur  dioxide  is  to  be  found  in  his  B=jrimenta,  ete., 
where  he  developed  his  theoretioal  views  with  great  skill  although 
little  experimental  detail  was  given  Up 
,  cit.,  Nos.  =1  -  LXX). 
A  deooription  was  given  of  the  preparation  of  &  volatile  or  amoniacal 
neutral  Salt  with  volatile  alkali  and  sulphur  dioxide  (_ib  d.,  No.  ; Lf-  LVII). 
The  volatile  spirit  Of  MaPhur  differed  from  oulpb=  itself  in  having 
no  action  on  silver  (ibid.,  No.  LVIII)'. 
Volatile  spirit  of  Sulphur  wait  poured  out  into  the  atmosphere 
(59) in  large  quantities  from,  metallurgical  furnaegs  and  could  be  collected 
cheaply  by  steeping  linen  clothe  in  concentrated  alkali  and  spreading 
them-out  over  the  chimneys  of  furnaces  where  sulphur-contaiuing 
minerals  were  being  roasted.  The  clothe  dried  in  about  a  quarter 
of  an  hour,  whereupon  they  could  again.  be  steeped  in  alkali  and  hung 
out  until  the  crystals  of  the  neutral  salt  could  be  rubbed  off. 
In  this  way  a  hundredweight  of  the  salt  (called  gal  EX2503*ZEE20 
julfurati  Stahlii  until  the  new  nomenclature  supplanted  the  old 
names)  could  be  obtained  in  a  single  day  ("b  d.,  No.  LXII). 
In  his  explanation  of  the  nature  of  the  volatile  spirit 
of  sulphur,  Stahl  considered  that  its  formation  by  the  burning  of 
sulphur  was  dtxe  to  formal  concourse  of  the  fire,  which  imparted  to 
the  molecules  of  the  sulphur  motion  only,  but  that  in  its  formation 
from  vitriol  there  was  material  concourse  of  the  fire,  actual  matter 
being  transferred  to  the  vitriol,  and  this  matter  was  not  fire  itself 
but  the  vapours  or  fumes  of  the  burning  material,  v&ich  were  able  to 
come  into  contact  with  the  vitriol  through  the  cracks  in  the  retort 
(Oimoc.,  1715,  P-351).  Roffmwnthought  later  that  the  fumes  which 
Stahl  had  found  to  go  through  the  cracks  of  his  vessel  were  the  same 
as  those  canaing  the  well-known  noxioits  effects  of  burning  charcoal 
[carbon  monoxide]  (LbgegLeLtion-um  ftAgo-ChýicaM.  velectiorum, 
lib_ri  III,  Halae,  1722,111,  P-334). 
Sulphur,  Stahl  said,  contained  an  Inflammable  principle 
(6o) called  phlogiston,  and  the  acid  of  sulphur  fixed  in  vitriol  lacked 
this  inflammable  material  but  gained  it  by  intimate  contact  with 
the  exhalations  of  the  fire.  Phlogioton  was  liberated  from  the 
fuel  by  the  same  motion  by  which  it  was  converted  into  fire,  and 
was  not  merely  removed  from  its  earthy  mixbure  but  was  also  intensely 
agitated.  In  the  retort,  it  struck  against  the  saline  acid  matter 
and  combined  with  it,  and  as  the  phlogiston  still  retained  its  ve- 
hement  motion  it  go  split  up  the  earthy  substance  of  the  acid  that 
Ito  particles  acquired  volatility  from  their  fine  state  of  Mb- 
division  (Opuoo. 
p  1715,  P-352). 
The  volatile  spirit,  therefore,  was  a  compound  of  vitriolic 
&aid  and  Phlogiston,  and  owed  its  volatility  mainly  to  the  smallness 
of  its  molecules.  Sulphur  was  also  a  compound  of  the  same  two 
substances.  The  difference  between  these  two  compounds  lay  In  the 
proportions  of  phlogiston  which  they  contained  and,  although  the 
amount  of  phlogigton  in  sulphur  was  very  small,  that  in  the  volatile 
spirit  was  even  less.  When  ordinary  sulphur  burned,  some  of  its 
phlogiston  was  dissipated  into  the  air,  saturating  it  go  that  the  flame 
would  go  out  unless  fresh  air  were  supplied,  and  some  of  it  remained 
in  combination  with  the  vitriolic  acid  to  form  the  volatile  spirit  of 
sulphur  (A;  Eperimenta,  etc.,  1731,  No.  XM7I). 
When  a  solution  of  the  alkali  salt  of  the  volatile  acid  was 
allowed  to  stand  in  air  it  became  converted  into  the  galt  of  vitriolic 
(61  ) acid.  This  was  because,  vuhile  the  acid  partieles  of  the  volatile 
elpirit  were  directly  and  firmly  combined  with  the  alkali,  the  phlog- 
iston  particles  were  but  feebly  held  by  those  acid  particles  and, 
gradually  becoming  dislodged,  were  dissipated  into  the  air,  leaving 
a  compound  of  alkali  and  vitriolic  acid  (OlLase.,  1715,  P-253; 
Experimenta,  ete.,  1731,  No.  LXI).  In  the  game  way,  the  phlogigton 
partielee  present  in  sulphur  combined  with  alkali  to  form  liver  of 
sulphur  were  dissipated  by  heating  in  open  air,  and  go  the  liver  of 
sulphur  was  oonverted  into  vitriolated.  tartar  (A-moVIrlighR 
Betra-chtum,  ate.,  1?  23,  p.  102). 
The  theory  outlined  above  gave  a  satigfaetory  explanation 
of  the  known  relationships  of  the  various  sulphur  eompounds  mentioned, 
and  had,  moreover,  an  'underlying  stratum  of  truth  as  well,  as  will  be 
seen  if  for  1*109i0ton"  we  read  "minus  o37gen.  tl  The  oonversion 
of  sulphur  via  su.  1phur  dioxide  to  sulphurie  aoid  was,  aeoording  to 
Stahlo  a  progressive  removal  of  phlogiston,  whereas  we  should  oall  it 
a  progreggive  oxidation. 
We  ean  gumarize  Stahl's  views  of  the  oomposition  of  these 
oompounds  ag  follows:  - 
V-  ftlphmric  Acid  P-  Phlociston  in  larger  proportion 
A-  Vegetable  Alkali  P-  Phlogiston  in  9maller  proportion 
Sulphurie  Aoid  VOlatile  Spirit  (S02)  Sulphur 
V.  VI)  F  vp 
(62) Potassium  Sulphate  Potassium  Sulphite  Liver  of  Sulphur 
(Polysulphides  of  Sulphur) 
AV  AVp  AVP 
s  02  S02 
VP  p  VP 
2902  02  2903 
vp  p  v 
2K  2 
so 
3 
+  02  2K2504 
Avp  p  AV 
(4)  T"2SO4  40  Y-2  s 
AV  +p  AVP 
It  will  be  noticed  that  in  the  above  equations  P-  2p. 
Stahl  himself  did  not  hazard  amy  opinion  as  to  the  actual  UUMerioal 
proportiong. 
Mile  chemists  for  the  most  part  accepted  Stahls  work  On 
the  volatile  spirit,  there  were  some  who  dortibted,  Boerhaavep  for 
example,  who  believed  that  the  fixed  and  volatile  acids  were  the  Ume 
(Blement-a  Malae,  Lugd'uui  fttavOrum,  1732,1,  PP-374  amd  810). 
various  methods  were  tried  for  the  collection  of  the  volatile  spiritsp 
and  one,  based  on  Stahl's  work,  was  described  in  the  Wlgo2phigal 
TrIM  D&tjjong  . 
(1744,43,1). 
(63) The  theory  was  successful  in  explaining  Hoffmann's  diseover7 
that  the  oclour  of  burning  sulphur  wag  prod-aced  immediately  oil  of 
vitriol  had  been  dropped  on  red  hot  coals  (Obger3Eatjonum,  Pkvgiq__ 
Mamlearmn  021901-12rom,  li]Lri  III,  M2,  P-3321),  an  experiment  whieh 
Glauber  also  appears  to  have  tried,  although  he  did  not  mention  the 
volatile  spirit  (Me  Third  Centur.  -p.  66).  v,  No.  94;  Works,  1689,  I>t.  II, 
Cavendish  thought  he  had  proved  the  truth  of  the  theory  by  heating 
together  sulphur  and  Oil  of  vitriol  and.  obtaining  much  sulVWz  dioxide 
(-Phil-  Zzang.,  1766,56,  p.  146,  footnote),  ie.:  - 
VP  +v  21rp 
Hoffmam  had  readhed  the  sams  eonol-agion  some  forty  years 
earlier  as  the  result  of  a  somevohat  similar  experiment.  He  had 
heated  together  oil  of  vitriol  and  orpiment,  known  to  be  a  compound 
of  arsenia  and  sulphur,  and,  after  distillation  from  a  sand  bath, 
found  a  substance  left  behind  similar  to  butter  of  antimomy,  while 
large  quantities  of  the  volatile  spirit  of  sulphur  wereýgiven  off. 
Hoffmann  added:  'Ve  learn  from  this  experiment  that  that  very  acid 
and  highly  corrosive  liquid,  by  combination  with  the  insipid  phlog- 
istic  earth,  can  be  converted  into  an  insipid  substance  itself,  which 
seems  very  remarkable"  (_ObooXv&tionum,  Phy#jcorG  IMIgaram  gelg_etiorum, 
I.  Incorreotly  umbered  "232-" 
(64) ljýri 
. 
UI,  1?  22,  p.  1?  2)ý 
Oavendioh  passed  the  gas  into  milk  of  lime,  and  on  exposing 
the  resulting  soluble  salt  to  the  action  of  the  air  obtained  gypsum, 
a  parallel  ease  to  that  of  the  potassium  salt  prepared  by  Stahl 
(Lh_.  il.  TrAAO.,  74,1784,  pp.  123-5). 
Sulphur  dioxide  was  firot-Asolated  in  the  gaseons  state 
by  Priestley,  who  prepared  it  in  1774  by  heating  oil  of  vitriol 
with  olive  oil.  He  was  unable  to  obtain  it  by  heating  the  acid 
alone,  but  an  accidental  sucking  back  of  mercury  during  the  experi- 
ment  showed  Priestley  that  the  gas  could  be  obtained  by  heating 
mercury  with  oil  of  vitriol,  although  it  caused  the  apparatuffýto 
break.  He  also  found  that  copper  could  be  used  in  place  of 
mercury.  The  gas,  wbich  he  called  "witriolie  acid  air"  or 
isphlogistioated  oil  of  vitriol,  "  was  collected  over  mercury 
AL  (&MerlMento  Rn  r,  London,  1775,11,  pp.  16-2,  O).  It  will  be 
seen  that  all  these  experiments  are  readily  explained  in  terms  of 
the  phlogiston  theory. 
Besides  the  work  desoribed  above,  Stahl  also  made  mmeroug 
observations  on  other  sulphur  compounds.  The  substance  called 
liver  O:  C  MlPhw  (U-Max  fftflfurls),  obtained  an  a  reddish  mass  by 
L"  Docemur  ex  hao  meohanica  ohymioa,  quod  aoidissimm  liquidum  idque 
omme  oorrogivum  sola  mixtione,  eum  terra  nempe  phlogiota,  insipid&, 
in  insipidum  oonverti  posgit,  quod  sane  mirum  videtur.  " 
(65) fusing  together  oulph-ur,  and  fixed  alkali,  had  been  familiar  to  chemids 
for  a  long  time.  Liver  of  sulphur  was  a  mixture  of  the  Sulphide 
and  polv-sulphideo  of  the  alkali  metal  and,  when  a  dilute  aoid  was 
added  to  it,  part  of  the  sulph=  wag  preeipitated  as  "milk  of  gnlphur" 
and  part  was  given  off  as  sulphuretted  bydrogen.  Lemery  (A  O_ourge 
rr.,  London,  1686,  P  of  9=str  .  357)  had  remarked  npon  the  blaCkening 
of  silver  by  the  fumes  given  off  in  the  preparation  of  milk  of  sulphur. 
Roffma=  had  notioed  that  t7ae  smell  wag  partioularly  strong  on  the 
addition  of  the  acid  (Oboervatjop:  um  i?  hyoioo-CLvmioarum.  seleetiorum, 
111,1722,  P-305)-  Stahl  mentioned  the  very  penetrating, 
volatile  and  foetid  smell  given  off  v&en  sniphur  was  dissolved  in 
alkalies,  and  that  silver  articles  near  by  were  blackened  (SRegmen 
Be2eheria-mmu-m-,  1?  38,  p.  124). 
Boyle  had  described  the  preparation  of  a  volatile  spirit 
of  sulphur  [MmOnium  Oulphide]  by  distilling  a  mixture  of  five  ounees 
of  Oulphurp  five  ounces  of  sal  ammoniac  and  six  oumeo  of  lime,  "the 
liquer  itself  being  touched  by  our  fingers,  did  immediately  dye  them 
blaok"  (Mbroeriments  &  (IOngJAIratio-no  T231  j=  olours,  Experiment  34, 
Work_s,  1744t  ii,  P-59).  Sabgequently,  Stahl  showed  how  the  fumes 
given  off  when  aoetio  acid  was  poured  on  a  solution  of  sulphur  in 
ealu.  stic  alkali  eould  be  used  to  bring  out  oeoret  writing,  written  with 
a  solution  of  sugar  of  lead  (Experimenta,  etc.,  1731,  No.  COMII). 
Stahl  observed  the  heat  produced  vhen  moistened  iron  filings 
(66) were  mixed  with  an  equal  weight  of  powdered  sulphur  (gp_ekgjmen  Beecher 
lanum,  173B,  p.  106).  A  remarkable  example  of  this  effeot  resulting 
in  the  mixture  beeoming  go  hot  as  to  oatch  fire  was  reeorded  in  the 
le  des  1- 
-(Paris, 
"Observation  Blot""  dp  ltAcad6nie  lbya  eienees/ 
1(.  qq  -)  io( 
Chimicime,  "  P-36)  and  referred  to  by  Stahl  in  his  E=erimMt_a,, 
eto.  (1131,  No.  IMII)- 
In  one  of  hig  early  paperg,  Vitulng  Aureus  lime  Combustus, 
_Aroan,  um  Simlex  &ed  ArMu_m  (Halae  Yagdeburgicae,  1698;  Omm.,  I  qI5, 
p.  585),  Stahl  encleavoured  to  explain  the  fate  of  the  golden  calf. 
We  are  told  that  lbseo  "took  the  calf  whichthey  had  made,  and  bu=t 
it  in.  the  fire,  and  ground  it  to  powder,  and  strewed  it  upon  the  water, 
and  made  the  children  of  Israel  drink  of  it"  (ExodW 
,  XXXII,  2o). 
After  a  brief  digauggion  of  the  Hebrew  text,  Stahl  proceeded  to  con- 
sider  some  of  the  explanations  which  had  been  advanced.  Vany  be- 
lieved  that  moses  bad  performed  a  miracle,  while  some  suspected  that 
the  calf  had  really  been  made  of  wood,  since  no  chemist  had  been  able 
in  Stahls  time  to  convert  Cold  by  treatment  with  fire  into  a  powdery 
oalx  such  as  co-ald  be  obtained  from  the  base  metals.  Borrichins, 
indeed,  had  concluded  from  t  his  episode  that  chemistry  must  have  been 
very  flourishing  in  the  time  of  Moses,  since  the  prophet  had  been  able 
to  render  gold  friable  (Hermetis,  Aeg".  tiorwn  et  gUMIcor-um  Sapientig, 
Whiae,  1614,  p.  226).  Le  Febure  expregged  a  similar  opinion  (A 
D-ompendious,  of  gogstrX,  London,  1664,  p.  2). 
(67) Stahl  held  that  it  was  impossible  to  convert  gold  into  a 
powder  by  fire  alone  and  that  if  Moses  had  done  this  he  had  indeed 
performed  a  miracle  (Opuzo.,  1115,  P-591).  That  gold  suffered  no 
change  whatever  either  in  quality  or  quantity  when  kept  molten  for 
several  months  in  a  glass-maker's  fu=ace  had  been  stated  by  Clavaeus 
(APolgjLiI&  M=oovoeiae-  et  ArorroDoelae  advereas 
-Th. 
Braotum,  Nivernis, 
1590,  P-39)-  It  was  true  that  Isaae  of  Holland,  in  his  Zraotalm-0 
de  galibus  yet&llorm  (Lib.  1,  oap.  2),  olaimed  that  gold-eould  be 
ealoined  by  heating  it  in  a  reverberatory  furnaee  for  about  six  weeks, 
but  Stahl  thought  that  this  method  suceeeded  only  for  the  base  metals. 
After  oonsidering  varions  other  possible  devioes,  suoh  ag 
treating  the  gold  with  quiek-oilver,  tin  or  lead  (Opuoo.,  1715,  P-597), 
or  OnlPhur  (ibid.,  p.  600),  he  rejected  them  all  as  inapplicable  : ror 
various  reasons.  e-lamber  had  described  a  method  for  dissolving  gold 
with  his  ggl_  i-mirabile,  ftraotatno  de  nature,  gallum,  Ambsterdam,  1658, 
p.  96),  but  Stahl  had  satisfied  himself  that  this  salt  alone  and  of 
itself  had  not  the  least  action  On  gold  until  ashes  had  been  added, 
the  solution  really  being  due  to  the  liver  of  sulphur  so  formed  (03M 
X_  1715,  P-605).  9tahl  himself  had  prepared  a  really  strong  (ag  er- 
satur4tum)  liver  of  sulphur  by  fasing  together  equal  parts  of  fixed 
alkali  and  sulphur,  and  when  gold  was  fused  with  this  it  vms  quickly 
dissolved  with  an  obvious  ebullition  (IbLid.,  p.  6o6).  The  product 
contained  gold  firmly  combined  with  sulphur.  - 
(68) On  accouut  of  the  ease  and  simplicity  of  the  operatiou,  the 
fact  that  no  special  apparatus  was  necessary  amd  that  the  reagents 
required  were  both  common  substances,  Stahl  felt  sure  that  that  wag 
the  method  employed  by  Moseg.  Moreover,  only  comparatively  small 
quantities  of  the  reagents  were  required,  since  three  parts  of  alkali 
with  three  or  even  two  parts  of  sulphur  were  sufficient  to  dissolve 
rather  more  thaa  one  part  of  gold  (lb--id.,  p.  607). 
men  water  wao  added  to  gold  Whieh  had  been  f-aged  with  liver 
of  sulphur,  a  black  powder  was  precipitatedt  but  at  the  same  time  the 
oupernatent  liquid  was  of  a  bright  yellow  oolour  similar  to  that  Of 
solution  of  gold  [gold  chloride]  and  quite  different  from  that  given 
by  liver  of  sulphur  alone.  The  b  lack  powder  wag  heavy,  and  consisted 
of  Cold  combined  with  sulPhurp  which  could  be  driven  off  from  it  only 
with  difficulty.  If  vinegar  were  added  to  the  bright  yellow  golutiont 
an  orange-coloured  milk  of  sulphur  was  precipitated,  which  turned  a 
dark  brown  on  standing  or  on  exposure  to  the  air.  It  contained  a 
considerable  proportion  of  gold  and,  on  heating  with  burning  coals, 
the  sulphur  burned  away  leaving  the  gold  yellow  bmt  lnetrelestj  (1bidw, 
p.  06; 
_ZSL&1ljRe 
gjg9_ndken*  etc.,  t718#  p.  240). 
CfOmmOn  Oulphur  attacked  and  penetrated  all  metallic  subotances, 
although  it  attaoked  gome  more  readily  than  otherg,  produced  Oomewhat 
different  effects  in  different  eases,  and  eould  be  liberated  from  some 
metalg  more  easily  than  from  othero.  It  &ttsoked  iron  most  readily, 
(69) and  then  eopper,  lead,  tin,  meroury  and  silver,  in  the  order  given, 
with  very  similar  effeots  in  each  ease.  It  also  acted  upon  regalno 
of  antimony,  bismuth  and  zinc,  but  it  attacked  gold  only  uiAer  the 
special  oonditions  mentioned  above.  Sulphur,  when  combined  with 
lead,  bismuth,  regulus  of  antimony,  tin  or  zinc,  gave  these  metals 
a  striated  structure,  turned  them  black,  and  converted  them  into  ores. 
It  rendered  silver  and  copper  smooth  and  brittle.  Heated  with 
mercury,  it  yielded  a  coarse  powder  whidh  gave  cinnabar  on  sublimation. 
It  was  comonly  believed  that,  in  order  to  obtain  cinnabar  of  a 
beautiful  red  colour,  it  was  necessary  to  use  only  a  gentle  fire  for 
the  sublimmtion  and  that  if  too  fierce  a  fire  were  used  the  cinnabar 
would  be  bladkened.  Stahl  found  by  experiment  that  thig  was  not 
so  but  that,  on  the  contrary,  a  better  prodnot  oonld  be  obtained  by 
a  quick.  fire.  The  black  eolonr  was  due  to  excess  of  sulphur 
(ZaLi-illice  led-Make-a-,  etc  -P  17  18  -P-  342)  -  Sulphur  could  be  removed 
from  its  combination  with  a  metal  by  (1)  the  aid  of  another  metal; 
(2)  the  aid  of  fire  alone;  (3)  the  aid  of  some  other  substance,  such 
as  alkali  or  chalk,  or  a  solvent  suitable  for  dissolving  the  particular 
metal  present  (jbLi_d.,  P-348).  In  no  ease  could  sulphur  be  removed 
from  emy  metal  by  heat  alone  without  free  access  to  the  air;  in  this 
way,  sulphur  could  very  readily  be  removed  from  gold,  somewhat  less 
readily  from  silver,  bismath  and  mercury,  and  only  with  considerable 
difficulty  from  tin  and  from  the  regalus  of  antimony.  In  the  ease 
(70) of  iron  and  copper,  only  the  inflamable  part 
[phlogiston] 
of  the 
sulphur  was  removed  by  roasting  in  air,  which,  left  the  acid  part 
still  in  combination  to  give  the  iron  and  copper  salts  of  vitriolic 
acid.  Very  powerful  heat  was  necessary  to  remove  gulphnr  from 
lead  (Lblid-,  P-348). 
Sulphur  wag  quick3,  y  removed  from  the  gnlphides  of  all 
metals  when  they  were  heated  with  nitre,  and  in  the  ease  of  all  metals 
except  gold,  silver  and  mercury  the  phlogigton  of  the.  metal  was  also 
extracted,  leaving  the  oalx.  Acid  solvents  would  decompose  sulphides 
by  dissolving  out  the  metal.  Becher  had  mentioned  this  but  was 
mistaken  in  believing  that  &qM  fortis  would  not  attack  the  iron 
(present  as  sulphide)  in  the  dross  of  martial  regulus  of  antimony 
(WilliRe  Codancken,  ete.,  1718,  P-349). 
A  remarImble  property  of  sulphur  was  the  way  in  which  it 
preferred  to  attack  certain  metals  rather  than  others.  Mug,  v&en 
six  o-aneeg  of  cinnabar  were  heated  ina  retort  with  two  ounces  of 
regul-as  of  antimony,  quicksilver  distilled  over  and  the  sulphur  com- 
bined  with  the  regulng  to  form  crude  antimony.  V&en  three  parts  of 
this  crude  antimony  were  heated  in  a  closed  vessel  with  two  parts  of 
silver  moot  of  the  latter  combined  with  the  sulphur  from  the  antimony, 
the  remainder  alloying  with  the  regulno  of  antimorW  formed  at  the  same 
time.  If  the  silver  dross  ýg2S]th-us 
obtained  was  heated  with  lead 
in  a  covered  crucible  the  sulphur  paused  into  the  lead.  By 
NO I 
. similar  operations  the  sulphur  eould  be  transferred  from  lead  to 
copper  and  from  the  latter  to  iron.  When  this  final  product  was 
pulveriged  and  added  to  aqua  fortig  the  iron  dissolved  and  a  black 
precipitate  fell  to  the  bottom.  Despite  its  colour,  this  pre- 
cipitate  was  sulphur,  as  eould  be  shown  by  sublimiM  it  and  thus 
obtaining  flowers  of  sulThur  (Willip-9-  (;  egM6e_ken,  ete.,  1718,  P.  3.51). 
Stahl  thought  the  fact  that  sulphur  would  leave  one  metal 
in  order  to  oombine  with  another  might  be  -aged  very  advantageonsly 
in  the  large  scale  Purification  of  metals,  especially  of  those 
heavily  charged  with  m1phur,  thus  avoiding  some  of  the  long  and 
tedious  operations  in  use  at  that  time  (Ibid.,  p.  35i). 
In  the  dissertation  Aggomis  2&jL1_xuris  the  solution  of 
iron  and  steel  in  concentrated  oil  of  vitriol  was  described. 
A  black  solid  matter  formed  and  was  precipitated,  and  this,  according 
to  Stahl,  was  sulphur.  Asimilar  result  was  obtained  by  using 
regul,  as  of  antimony  (()Moe.,  IM,  p.  q60).  In  his  ZaMillge 
Oedancken,  eto.,  Stahl  qaoted  Kunokel's  aOcOunt  of  the  preparation 
of  vitriol  from  iron  anci  oil  of  vitriol  (o-o,  cit  #tp.  89). 
Kunokel  had  found  that  the  reaction  was  speeded  up  if  water  were 
added  to  the  acid  and  that,  under  those  conditions,  mch  less  of  the 
blaek  powder  wail  formed  (Laboratoripm  ch 
,  IMic=,  1716,  p.  351). 
(72) IV 
TMMIgAL  IDW 
Aire  Maequer,  in  the  second  edition  of  his  celebrated  Diotionn 
cle  ghymie  (Paris,  lqqS),  mentioned  the  four  Aristotelian  elements, 
fire,  air,  earth  and  water,  as  the  prinoiples  of  all  dhemioal  substanees. 
A  few  years  later,  we  fin(I  chemists  giving  universal  and 
ready  acceptanee  to  a  list  of  ehemieal  elements  very  similar  to  those 
of  the  present  day,  following  the  pablioation  of  Lavoisier's  b!  &it6 
ilement&Ire  de  Chimi  (Paris,  Iq8q).  From  the  middle  of  the  seven- 
teenth  century  ouvards  the  practical  chemist's  concept  of  an  element 
had  been  graduallY  chaUging,  so  that  this  transition  was  by  no  means 
gueh  a  revolution  as  it  would  appear. 
The  four  elements  of  Aristotle  were  the  ooncepts  of  a 
. nhilooopher  rather  than  those  of  a  chemist,  and  emphasised  qualities 
. W-- 
rather  than  anbstances;  thus,  earth  was  dry  and  oold,  fire  dry  and 
hot,  water  wet  and  oold,  and  air  wet  and  hot.  The  proportions  of 
these  elements  present  in  a  given  substance  could  be  inferred  from 
the  degree  in  which  it  exhibited  the  corresponding  qualities. 
The  ahemists  and  alchemiote  of  the  VMddle  Ages  found  the0e 
elements  insuffioieut  to  explain  their  growing  knowledge.  To  account 
for  the  metallic  property  common  to  metals,  a  well-knoym  and  clearly 
marked  group  of  Substances,  the  existence  was  postulated  of  a  metallic' 
isprineiple,  "  whiah  was  oalled  "neroury.  "  Not  the  metal  merouz7 
(73) itself,  but  its  essence  or  spirit,  the  presence  of  which  in  all  metals 
was  supposed  to  be  responsible  for  the  characteristic  metallic  pro- 
perties  which  they  exhibited.  In  the  same  way,  the  combustibility 
of  numerous  substances  was  explained  by  the  presence  of  an  inflammable 
principle,  usually  called  "sulphur,  "  not,  of  course,  ordinary  sulphur 
but  the  component  principle  to  vhich  the  latter  owed  its  inflammability. 
Later,  "Salt"  was  added  to  explain  fixity  and  gollibility.  These 
o-fLc 
three  principles,  aocordimg  to  Paraaeleus,  %0-410  04b.  V- 
a-  of-  &ZrQ,,  ý2  11  S  "&  " 
oalpbar  -mAetuly  theory,  were  the  more  immediate  rather  than  the 
. C,  -- 
ultimate  eonstituents  of  subotances. 
The  two  hypotheses  of  the  four  elements  and  of  the  tbree 
principles  existed  side  by  side  for  two  hundred  years.  Individual 
chemists  abstraoted  from  one  or  other  of  them  or  sought  to  reoonoile 
them.  Thus  Van  Helmont  attempted  to  show  experimentally  that  water 
and  air  were  the  only  elements.  Efforts  to  eombine  them  usually 
led  to  five  prineiploo,  air  being  omitted  and  the  prineiple  of  In- 
flammability  taking  the  place  of  fire. 
The  ehanged  attitude  of  chemigto  to  the  Ooncept  of  element 
itself  was  far  more  ijuportant,  however,  thau  the  uumber  or  uature  of 
elements  aocepted.  Boyle,  in  his  So22tiggl  gg-migt  (London,  1661), 
assailed  both  the  four  elements  of  the  Peripateties  and  the  three 
principles  of  the  Spagyristo.  To  him  an  element  was  an  experimental 
faot  and  not  a  hypothesis:  "It  may  likewise  be  grante4,  that  those 
(74) distinct  Substances,  which  Concretes  generally  either  afford  or  are 
made  np  of,  may  without  very  much  Inconvenience  be  callId  the  Elements 
or  Principles  of  them"  (ok. 
_cit., 
p.  46).  Elements  must  be  material 
substances  andl  not  hypostasized  qualities. 
Although  Boyle  showed  the  shortoomings  of  existing  theories, 
and  gave  a  criterion  by  which  an  element  could  be  judged,  he  did  not 
attempt  to  apply  his  ideas  experimentally  or  to  give  a  list  of  irab- 
stances  he  considered  to  be  elementary.  He  did,  however,  suggest 
that  they  might  be  found  to  be  more  numerous  then  those  of  the 
Aristotelians. 
Obviougly,  in  order  to  apply  Boylets  oriterion  of  an  element, 
it  was  neoessary  to  malyse  substances  until  no  further  analysis  vms 
possible.  The  practical  difficulty  was  to  decide  whether  a  given 
reaction  regnlted  in  analysis  of  the  substance  -under  examination  or 
not.  The  answer  Is  obvions  to  -as  -  by  weighing.  Bat  in  Boyle's 
time  quantitative  chemistry  and  analytical  methods  were  only  just 
developing.  It  was  the  task  of  the  next  hundred  years  to  supply 
the  knowledge  and  technique  necessary  before  Boyle's  ideas  could  be 
satisfactorily  applied. 
Neverthelegst  Chemists  were  already  begjuning  to  regard 
their  existing  elements  =d  prinoiples  in  a  very  different  light,  no 
longer  as  hypothetical  COUCOPtO  to  explain  qualitiesp  but  as  the  final 
material  products  of  ohemical  analysis.  Admittedly,  their  elements 
(75) were  not  yet  entirely  specific,  and  the  terms  earth,  air,  etc.  were 
still  used  generically.  There  were  many  kinds  of  earth,  all  having 
the  common  property  of  "earthiness,  "  but  the  term  referred  to  some- 
thing  which  the  chemist  conld  see  amd  handle  in  his  laboratory  and 
with  which  he  was  familiar  in  hie  experimental  work.  Boyle's 
criterion  of  an  element  was  already  accepted  by  maziy  who  still 
thought  in  the  terminology  of  the  old  theories.  A  few  extracts 
from  well-known  text-books  will  make  this  point  clearer. 
I'Miymical  Philosopby  doth  admit  for  Principles  of  the 
Compound,  these  five  substances,  water,  earth,  spirit  or  mercury, 
sulphur,  salt,  whereof  we  have  treated  above,  because  as  it  is  a 
science  wholly  sensual,  it  grounds  its  reasons  only  upon  what  senses 
do  demonstrate  unto  her:  And  because  having  exactly  anatomised  a 
body  natural,  nothing  is  found  beyond  what  may  answer  one  of  these 
five  substances"  (N.  le  Pebure,  A  Comp 
--- 
StIz,  Mdicus  Body  of  Owmi 
London,  1664,  p.  21). 
'Iftereas  the  Chymists  in  making  the  Analysis  of  Idxt  bodies 
have  met  with  five  sorts  of  Substanoes,  they  therefore  ooncluded  that 
there  were  five  Prineiples  of  Natural  things,  Water,  Spirit,  Oil, 
Salt  and  Earth.  Of  these  five,  three  of  them  are  Aetive,  the  Spirit, 
Oil  and  Salt;  and  two  Passive,  Water  and  Farth  ....  The  word  Prinoiple 
in  Chymistry  must  not  be  understood  in  too  nioe  a  sense:  for  the  sub- 
staneea  whiah  are  so  oalled,  are  only.  Principleg  in  respeet  of  us,  and 
(76) as  we  can  advance  no  farther  in  the  division  of  bodies;  but  we  well 
laxow  that  they  may  be  still  divided  into  abundance  of  other  parts, 
which  may  more  justly  claim,  in  propriety  of  speech,  the  name  of 
Principles:  wherefore  such  substances  are  to  be  mAergtood  by 
Oxymical,  Prinei-olpa,,  as  are  separated  and  divided,  so  far  as  we  are 
capable  of  doing  it  by  our  weak  imperfect  powers.  And  because 
Chymistry  is  an  Art  that  demonstrates  what  it  does,  it  receives 
for  fundamental  only  such  things  an  are  palpable  and  demonstrable. 
It  is  in  truth  a  great  advantage  that  we  have  Principles  so  sensible 
as  they  are,  and  whereof  we  can  have  so  reasonable  an  assurance" 
(Lemery,  A  Course  of  ftymistrv,  London,  1686,  pp.  5-6;  Couro  do- 
Ckvmie-,  Paris,  1697,  PP-3-W 
"We  give  in  chemistry  the  name  of  'elements'  to  bodies 
-I.  "COmmG  109  Chymistes  en  faisant  l'Analy0e  do  divers  ?  Oixteo,  Ont 
treuve  oinq  sortes  de  substances,  ilg  ont  oonoln  qulil  y  avoit  cinq 
prineipes  des  choses  naturellea,  lteam,  lleeprit,  lIhnile,  le  gel, 
&  la  terre.  De  oes  oinq,  il  y  en  a  trois  actifs  llesprit,  l1buile 
&  le  eel;  &  deux  passifs,  lteau  &  la  terre 
....  Le  uom  de  Principe 
en  Miymie,  ne  doit  pas  estre  pris  dans  -une  signification  tout  a  fait 
exacte-,  oar  les  substances  quIon  appelle  ainsi,  ne  sout  Prineipes 
quIa  notre  egard  &  quIentant  quo  none  ne  pourons  point  aller  plus 
avwmt  dans  la  division  des  corps:  mais  on  comprend  bien  que  oeo 
principes  sont  encore  divisibles  en  une  infinitd  do  parties  qui 
pourroient  a  plug  Ju9te  titre  estre  appellez  Prinoipes.  On  n1entend  done  par  principeg  de  MWmie  qne  des  substances  separees  &  divisees 
autant  que  nos  foibles  efforts  en  sent  capable:  Ht  comme  la  MVmie 
eat  une  science  demonstrative,  elle  ne  regoit  pour  fondement  ve 
eeluy  qui  luy  est  palpable  &  demonetratif.  Clest  a  la  vOrite'ýun 
grand  avantage  que  d1avoir  des  prinoipes  si  sensibles,  &  dont  on  pent 
raisonablement  egtre  aoeeureoll 
(77) which  are  go  simple  that  all  the  efforts  of  art  are  insufficient  to 
decompose  them  and  even  to  cause  them  any  kind  of  alteration;  and 
which,  on  the  other  hand,  enter  as  principles  or  constituent  parts 
into  the  composition  of  other  bodies,  which  are  called  for  that 
reason  compounds.,  The  bodies  in  which  this  simplicity  hag  been 
recognised  are  fire,  '  'air,  '  'water,  and  the  purest  earth,  '  because 
indeed  the  most  complete  and  exact  analyses  that  we  have  been  able  to 
make  up  to  the  present  have  never  produced,  in  the  last  resort,  any- 
thing  different,  only  some  or  all  of  these  four  substances,  according 
to  the  nature  of  the  stubstance  analysed.  It  is  quite  possible  that 
these  substances,  although  reputed  simple,  may  even  be  very  compound, 
that  they  may  result  from  the  combination  of  a  number  of  other  simple 
onbstanoes,  or  that  they  may  be  convertible  into  each  other,  as  M.  le 
. 3. 
j..  11  on  donne  en  chimie  le  nom  d'414tens  aux  corps  qui  gout  d1une  telle 
gjmplioiteý,  qne  tons  lea  efforts  de  Part  gout  insuffisang  Pour  leg 
decomposer,  &  memo  pour  lour  causer  amoune  esp-ece  dIalteration;  & 
qui  dfune  antre  part,  entrent  comme  prinoipes  ou.  parties  conatituantes 
dans  la  combinaison-des  autres  corps,  quion  nomme  pour  cette  raigon 
o2rPs  o  09691.  Lea  corps  auxquels  on  a  reconnu.  cette  aimplicit4Er, 
sout  le  feu,  l1air,  llemix  &  la  terre  la  plus  pure;  parce  quIen  effet 
lea  an  sea  leg  plus  compl6tes  &  leg  plus  exacteg  quIon  ait  pa  faire 
jugqnla  prd'sent,  n1ont  j  in  produit  autre  chose  en.  dernier  resort, 
que  leg  uneg  ou.  lea  autreg  (le  ees  quatre  substances,  on  touteo  lee 
quatre,  suivant  la  nature  dog  corps  qui  out  Ad  digiompogeg.  11  eat 
tres-possible  qae  ces  oubgtanees,  qýoique  riýuteGs  simples,  ne  le 
goient  pas,  quIellea  soient  meme  tree-composees,  qnIelleg  re'sultent 
de  l'union  de  plugieuro  autrea  substances  plus  simples;  ou,  quIelles 
goient  transmuables  de  11une  en  l1antre,  oomme  le  pense  M.  le  oomte 
de  Buffon.  Vais  oomme  l1exp4iienee  n1apprend  absolument  rien  our  oela, 
on  pent  sans  aucun  inconvenient,  on  doit  meme  regarder  en  chimie  le  Sju, 
Pair,  llean,  &  la  terre,  oomme  des  corps  simples;  paroe  quIen  effet  ile 
agissent  come  tels  dans  toutes  leg  operations  de  oet  art,  " 
i  -e%  % oomte  de  Buffon  thinks.  But  as  we  have  no  experimental  knowledge 
of  that  we  must  still  re6ard  in  chemistry  fire,  air,  water  and  earth 
as  simple  bodies:  because  they  act  as  such  in  all  the  operations  of 
this  art"  (Nacquer,  Dietionnaire  de  Oxymie,  Paris,  Iq78,  Article 
Elemens). 
Before  discussing  Stahl's  attitude  on  this  question  it 
will  be  necessary  to  mention  the  work  of  Becher.  The  latter  de- 
fined  an  element  as  'that  ....  from  which  anything  takes  its  origin" 
(_FhX!! 
_ica 
Subterranea,  Lipsiae,  1738,  P-53).  There  were  three 
elementary  principles,  air,  water  and  earth,  and,  of  these,  air 
played  the  part  of  an  instrument  rather  than  that  of  a  material 
component,  although  it  was  found  in  some  componnds  (jjLd,,  p,  19). 
On  the  other  hand,  there  were  three  kinds  of  earth:  "I  say  that 
stones  and  metals  are  composed  of  three  earths.  And  this  we 
maintain  in  the  subsequent  chapters  of  this  section,  not  from  any 
.3  theory  but  by  experiment',  (Ilki-d.,  p.  60). 
The  first  of  these  three  earths  was  the  teM  182idea,  the 
principle  of  fagibility;  the  90cond  was  the  terra  joingais,  the 
1.11....  id  ....  ex  quo  aliquid  initinm  sumit.  11 
. 2.  Pirst  edition,  Francofurti,  1669. 
3.  "Dico  ....  lapideo  &  metalla  ex  tribns  terrig  constare  .... 
Et  haeo 
non  ex  aliqua  theoria,  sed,  -oraxi,  in  seqnentibu-9  hnj-mo  aeotionia 
capitibus,  defendemus.  11 
09  ) prineiple  of  inflammability;  the  last  was  the  terra  flnida,  a  volatile 
mercurial  earth.  These  three  corresponded  to  the  Paraeelsan  salt, 
sulphur  and  mercury,  which  Becher  himself  rejected.  The  second 
earth,  for  example,  "clifferg  in  this,  from  the  vulphur  whiah  Paraeelous 
set  -up  as  an  element,  that  the  Paracelsan  element  is  a  mixt  and  de- 
compound,  consisting  of  an  acid  salt  and  our  second  earth;  our  element, 
on  the  other  hand,  is  a  pure  earth,  free  from  all  saline  matter  and 
11. 
mixtion"  (Lbid. 
p.  P.  70). 
In  the  Bwaira  Snbtir_ranea,  Becher  builtup  a  system  of 
theoretical  chemistry  basecl  on  the  above  hypotheses,  but  of  experi- 
mental  evidence  he  gave  practically  none,  and  although  he  promised  to 
supply  this  in  a  subsequent  work,  the  latter  never  appeared. 
Becher  seems  to  have  had  little  direct  influence  on  other 
workers  until  the  time  of  Stahl.  The  latter  was  greatly  impressed 
by  the  possibilities  of  Becher's  theory  and  edited  a  new  edition  of 
the  Pbvsica  Subterranea,  togetherwith  a  commentary,  Specimen  Beo2Ler 
i0m  (Lipoiae,  1703).  He  set  himself  the  further  task  of  impplying 
the  experimental  justifteation  omitted  by  Becher.  Most  of  his  work 
was  devoted  to  the  second  earth,  which  became,  as  a  result  of  fts 
labours,  the  almost  universally  accepted  phlogiston.  Rig  aim  wag 
1.1'a  oulphure  tamem  in  oo  differt  (quod  Paraoelgus  pro  principio  statuit) 
quod  hoo  Paraeelvi  prinoipium  mixtum  &  deoompositum  sit,  eonotano  ex, 
gale  aoido,  &  nogtra  hao  seo-unda  terra:  nostrum  verwu  prineipium,  pura 
terra  sit,  omnio  oalsedinis  &  mixtionis  expers.  " 
(80) to  prove  that  the  three  earths  were  elements  In  the  sense  in  which 
Boyle  understood  the  tem,  and  that  their  combination  with  each  other 
and  with  water  gave  rise  to  all  the  various  substances  known  to 
chemists.  In  this,  he  was  considered  by  most  workers  to  have 
oueeeeded.  To  quote  Mhoquer  once  more  Ve  must  regard  as  demon- 
strated  at  the  prenent  time,  and  from  the  work  of  Becher  and  Stahl, 
that  water,  earth  and  fire  really  enter  ail  principles  in  the  com- 
position  of  bodies.  The  experiments  of  several  pbysicists  and 
chemists,  and  especially  those  of  Boyle,  Hales,  Black,  Priestley,  and 
of  all  those  modern  chemists  who.  have  worked  on  gases  show  that  there 
ar  e  marW  bodies  in  whose  composition  air  also  enters  as  a  principle 
and  even  in  very  large  quantities:  so  if  one  adds  the  fourth  prinoiple 
to  the  other  three,  one  reaogniseg,  without  doubt  with  astonishment, 
that  we  admit  at  present  as  principles  of  all  compounds  the,  four  elements, 
fire,  air,  water  and  earth,  Whi(ft  Arigtotle  had  indicated  a  very  long 
1  time  before  sufficient  chemical  knowle4ire  existed  to  state  such  a  truth" 
, i.  "On  dolt  regarder  comme  demonotre  pr(raentement,  &  clvapre%0  leg  travaux 
de  Beecher  &  de  Stahl,  que  lteau,  la  terre  et  le  feu  entrent  veritable- 
ment  commen  principen  dans  la  coffloition  den  corpo..  Leg  experionaed 
de  pluoieurs  phyoiciens  &  chimistes,  &  our-tout  aelleo  de  äg_vle  &  de 
Rales,  de  IM.  Blaok,  Prieotley,  &  de  tous  leg  chimisteo,  moderneo  qui  out 
travaillg  our  leg  gas,  nouo  ont  falt  cortniýiitre  depuls,  qulil  ya  beaucoup 
de  cor  a  dma  la  composition  desquelo  lfair  entre  augoi  comme  prineipe,  .%p 
&  meine  en  trekl-grand  quantite:  ainsi,  si  lIon  joint'oo  quatrieime  principe 
aux  troig  autreg  dont  nous  venons  de  parler,  on  recormohltra,  gans  doute 
avee  itonnement  que  nous  admettons  a  present  comme  prineipeg  de  tous  leg 
compogeo  leg  quatre  elemens,  le  feu,  l'air,  lieau  &  la  terre,  qu'Arlo-tote 
avait  indique  eomm  tels,  bien  inng-tempo  avant  quton  4t  leg  oo=oisoances 
de  ohimie  neoeooaireo  pour  constater  une  pareille  ve'rite.  ll 
(81) (Dictionnaire  de  Oxymie,  1778,  Article  Prinoi'Des). 
Stahl  defined  a  principle  as  "a  priori,  that  in  mixId  matter, 
which  first  existed;  and  a  posteriori.,  that  into  which  it  is  at  last 
resolved" 
I  (Philosophical  Principles  of  Univergal-  str7.27  London, 
1730,  p.  4;  F=damenta,  Ohymiae,  1?  23,  P-3)"-  He  made  a  distinction 
between  the  physical  and  the  chemical  principles  of  substances:  "Those 
are  called  physical  Principles  whereof  a  Vdxt  is  really  composed; 
but  they  are  not  hitherto  settled:  for  the  four  Peripatetic  Elemomts, 
according  to  their  vulgar  acceptation,  do  not  deserve  this  title. 
And  those  are  usually  termed  chemical  Principles,  into  which  all 
BodieN  are  found  to  be  reducible  by  the  chemical  operationo  hitherto 
known.  Thege  chemical  Principles  are  called  Salt,  Snlphur  and  Mercury; 
the  analogy  being  taken  from  Vineralot.  or  Salt,  Oil  and  Spirit;  to 
which  Dr.  Willis  adds  Phlegm  and  Farth;  but  improperly  ....  Bat  as 
the  four  Peripatetic  Elements,  hovmoever  understood,  cannot  have  place 
if  supposed  the  same  in  all  gubjeotg;  go  neither  can  the  chemical 
Principles:  for  no-one  has  hitherto  pretended  to  show  that  these 
principles  are  specifically  the  same  in  all  Bodies"  (Philog0johL  a" 
1.  "Prineipium  definitur 
Ntum  a  priori,  quod  sit  illnd,  qno  in  esgendo 
non  datur  pring:  tum  a  posteriore,  qiiod  sit  illud,  in  qno  Mixtm 
n1timo  resolvitur.  " 
. 2-An  English  translatioA  by  P.  Mmw  of  -the  BNýglrta  Chvmiae,  Jq23. 
(82) Principleg,  etc.,  1730,  p,,  4;  Fnndamenta  MxVmiae,  1723,  p.  4)ý 
In  the  first  section  of  the  Fmdjawgnta  Chymia-e  (Iq23), 
Stahl  appears  to  have  been  groping  after  the  concept  of  an  element 
with  absolutely  specific  qualities.  His  account  is  very  confused 
and  intricate  but  he  appears  to  have  been  working  on  some  such  lines 
as  the  following:  that  what  he  called  "primary  mixtg,  11  that  is  to 
say,  compounds  formed  by  the  direct  union  of  two  or  more  elements, 
differed  from  secondary  mixts  or  compounds  (commonly  included  under 
the  general  term  of  mixt)  in  that  the  former  were  much  more  stable 
than  the  latter,  since  these  were  easily  separated  into  heterogeneous 
parts  'Tor  such  is  the  firmness  of  Y&xture  and  of  original  b1ixts,  that 
some  esteem  it  an  impossibility  in  Chemistry  to  separate  their 
Principles"  (Lbid.,  p.  ?  )!  *  It  would  seem  that  Stahl  had  some  vague 
1.  'Thysioa  dieuntur,  ex  quibus  revera  Mixtum  constituitur,  quas  haotenus 
minus  oerta,  ow  element&  illa  IV  Peripatetieorum  juxta  oommunen  sui 
acceptionem  hoe  nomen  non  mereantur.  Chymica  vero  ill&  appellantur 
oommuniter,  in  quae  per  Bachireses  haotenus  notas  omnia  corpora  redual 
posse  expertum  habemas.  Vooantur  haeo  45  ,  -Jý  ,&0  ab  analogia 
minerali,  seu  terrewn  siocum,  inflammbile  volatile  &  fluidum  volatile; 
alio  nomine  G,  Oleum,  &  Spiritus.  Adjieit  his  Willisius  do 
fermentatione  Cap.  1.  &  2.  Phlegm  &  Terram,  sled  minus  utiliter  .... 
Qaemadmodum  autem  illa  IV  elementa,  quomodocunqne  aecipiantur,  si 
omnia  subjecta  his  plane  speoie  igodem  oonstitui  oensi  Sal  illud, 
&ý,  gtatuantur  in  omnilms  corporibue  eadem  esse  specie,  hoc  demon- 
stare  haotenus  nemo  ougtinet.  " 
JVTX  enim  egt  primorum  Yixtorum  &  mirtionis  firmitag,  ut  sint  qui  ex 
Nixtio  Prineipla  Eleparare  pro  imposeibili  ohymico  habeant.  " 
(83) ýdea  of  substituting  original  mixts,  each  with  specific  properties, 
as  the  ultimate  chemical  units,  and  that  he  felt  that  the  number  of, 
these  units,  although  small,  should  be  greater  than  that  of  the 
Aristotelian  elements,  and  that  his  efforts  were  restrained  by  certain 
arbitrary,  &  priori  and  preconceived  ideas,  borrowed  from  Becher 
(Mysica  Subterranea,  1738,  P.  86).  Thus  he  wrote:  "But  allowing 
the  material  prod-action  of  Mixts  from  Water  and  Earth,  there  can  be 
no  more  than  one  species  of  mix'd  bodies,  If  the  conjunction  be  made 
in  equal  proportiou;  but  more  if  the  proportion  be  unequal. 
However,  as  we  cannot  well  conceive  a  Mixt  to  be  made  in  equal  pro- 
portion,  and  yet  there  are  many  thousands  of  Compounds  in  the  World; 
we  must  necessarily  allow  of  more  than  one,  two,  or  three  Mixto: 
yet  I  am  persuaded  their  number  is  not  great  ....  11  (all2gop-hioal 
PrIneiples,  etc.,  1?  30,  P.?;  ZgaggMenta  Ox  .1  ymiae,  1?  23,  P-5)* 
Ands  if,  according  to  Becher,  there  were  in  reality  four 
Principles,  viz.  Water,  and  three  kinds  of  Earth,  each  capable  of 
changing  its  situation,  with  its  change  of  place;  and  as  the  number 
four  added  to  four  makes  eight,  and  as  eight  may  be  transposed  forty 
j,  "Hano  itaque  ex  7&V  Nixtorum  productionem  in  materiali  si 
attendamas,  fleaundum  haec  duo  genera  suma  non  oocurreret  nifji  unioa 
gpecieo  mixta,  si  in  proportioneaequali  fiat  conjunotio,  plures 
vero,  si  inaequali  proportione.  Gý=  vero  ex  inaequali  proportione 
non  Possit  OOnOiPi  ldxtumt  interim  tot  mille  Compooita  in  orbe  dentur 
per  proportionem  -Arithmetico-4geometrioam,  plura  uno,  plura  duobus, 
imo  tribue  mixtid  neoessario  supponenda  veniunt.  " 
(84) thousand  three  hundred  and  twenty  ways,  it  follows,  that  four  Prine- 
ipleg,  thus  alterld  in  situation,  and  transposed,  might  form  forty 
thousand  three  hundred  and  twenty  Mixto,  essentially  differing  from 
each  other.  But  as,  according  to  what  was  before  observed,  the 
primary  Mixts  must  of  necessity  be  very  few,  with  regard  to  such  a 
large  number;  go,  &  posteriorl  this  hypothesis  also,  of  four  Prino- 
ipleg,  is  not  strictly  true.  We  may  however  very  well  allow  it 
as  the  most  probable;  and  till  time  shall  make  farther  discoveries, 
retain  it  for  the  better  explanation  of  chemical  Operations  and 
Phaenomenall  (phjjogoRhie&l,  PrjnolRleFfq  atool  1730v  PsIO't  Fundamenta 
.I 
ChYmBile,  1723,  p.  6). 
This  ooneept  of  the  Mixt  wa  the  nltimte  dhemioal  unit  bore 
a  remarkable  resemblance  to  that  suggested  by  Boyle  in  Part  II  of  his 
SeeAioal,  ChymIst  (London,  1661),  EL  work  with  v&ioh  Stahl  was  quite 
familiar  in  its  Latin  form,  sines  on  a  wwber  of  occasions  he  referred 
to  the  Chip-d-Sm_0  Skel3tiMLo.  Boyle  suggested  that  there  might  be  two 
IL  ....  si  sint  quatuor  prinoipia  IM  mente  Boooheri,  &  Sing  it  %Ila  povoint 
mutare  situm,  fit  ex  quatuor  &  quater  numerug  oCtOn&riugl**  a9t  OOtO 
diversA  trangPOnuntur  40320  ViOib-411:  Ergo  ex  quatuor  PrinoipiiS 
&  guadrapla  illOrm  tranOPOsitiOne  POterunt  fieri  totidem  Mixta 
gsoentialiter  a  Be  invicem  distinota.  Cam  interim  Ouperi-as  Pag-5. 
dixerimag,  sine  dubio  pauoissima  prima  Mixta  dari  in  rerum  natura, 
in  respeetu  nempe  ad  t&=  jmmengum  numerun;  it&  a  posteriori  quoque 
hu,  jus  ipgiug-hypotheseog  de  Iv.  prineipLis  absolnta  veritao  &liquid 
patitur.  -  Suffioiat  autan  eandem  ut  probabilisoim=  onm:  Lvm  agnoBoere  P  &,  donee  tempus  fortagse  plura  revelet,  pro  operationum  &  phaenomenorum 
M*,  micorum  ezplieatione  retinere.  " 
(85) kinds  of  Mixt,  one  separable  into  its  oonotituents  by  fire  and  solvents., 
and  the  other  not,  the  latter  being  e0tiposed  of  partiolea  so  tightly 
bound  that  they  oonld  not  be  separated  by  any  chemical  means,  so  that 
although  not  simple  they  were  undeoomponable.  Boyle  also  suggested 
that  among  the  latter  might  be  silver  and  gold,  substanees  whidh 
Stahl  thought  were  among  the  few  simple  Mixts  eapable  of  separate 
exigtence  Fundamenta  Ckvmiae,  1723,  P-9)-  Lemery  wag  another 
influential  ehemist  v&o  thought  on  similar  -lines,  as  my  be  seen 
from  the  quotation  on  P-  76  above. 
Stahl  did  not  purame  thio  idea  very  far,  but  it  may  be 
remarked  that  in  both  earlier  and  later,  work  he  emphasirled.  the 
specific  character  of  phlogiston,  the  second  earth  or  principle  of 
inflanmability,  which  was  one  and  the  same  in  all  compounds  contain- 
ing  it  whether  they  were  of  animal,  vegetable  ormineral  origin. 
Stahlfs  theoretical  ideas  on  the  nature  of  the  -altimate 
units  with  v&ich  scientists  wer  a  concerned  are  set  out  in  five  places.. 
(1)  I!  rýaRm-Leýn--tona  ARtiolodae  IlusioloR1097-OlLy-mia"  (Jena,  1683  -  his 
first  published  work),  (2)  the  papers  "Aristotelis  error  circa 
Definitionem  Naturae,  correctus"  and  (3)  I'de  Differentia  Mixti,  Textip 
Aggregati,  Individuill  (both  pablighed  in  the  Oboeryqtionas  Hallensis), 
(4)  the  opening  pageg  of  the  Specimen  Be2ghorkauum  (1703),  and  (5) 
the  F=damenta  Owmiae  (1732).  The  first  two  works  are  mainly  of 
a  philosophical  nature.  In  the  third,  after  emphasising  how  mch 
-(86) confusion  had  arisen  from  the  use  of  vague  and  ambiguous  terms,  Stahl 
proceeded  to  state  a  number  of  definitions.  An  individnum  or  At-D-m 
was  that  from  which  nothing  could  be  taken  and  which  could  not  be 
divided  without  its  essence  being  destroyed:  'Which  indeed  the  ancient 
physicists,  *  more  discerning  in  this  respect  than  Aristotle,  denoted 
by  this  same  Greek  name  of  atom"  (Qlmoo.,  1715,  P-233)ý  Stahl  held 
that  Aristotle  and  those  who  believed  in  the  possibility  of  the  in- 
finite  division  of  matter  had  confused  matter  with  extension,  and  had 
failed  to  distinguish  between  physical  separation  and  mathematical 
division  (ibid,.,  p,  233:  see  also  I'De  Divisionis  et  DiffisoLonio 
Differentia,  "  OboerMtiones  11allensio, 
_J, 
PP-372-412;  Oinso.,  1715, 
pp-237-245;  Mherefore  indeed  I  *...  reject  that  Aristotelian 
2. 
divigibility,  "  P-234)* 
A  J=  wag  a  oorpneele  whioh,  although  so  small.  tbat  it 
was  imperceptible  to  the  sense$,  was  composed  nevertheless  of  several 
even  smaller  particles  of  differing  mobilities  (Oruee 
In  mixts  the  individual  components  retained  their  individuality  and, 
removed  from  the  mixt,  exhibited  their  own  peculiar  properties  (=-P 
p.  22?;  Specimen  Beccheria  num,  1?  38,  P-3)-  Movertheloos,  the  =ion 
of  parts  in  a  mixt  was  so  firm  that  it  was  only  deotroyecl  with  the 
I-,,....  quod  quidem  veteres  Phyojej,  Aristotelein  hoo  genere  peropioao-  iores,  hoe  eodem  nomine  graeeo,  videlioet  c4-ro,,,  s.  s,  notaverant.  " 
a.  "Ubi  quidem  ego  ,  ...  aspernor  illam  divisibilitatem  Aristotelioam 
(87) greatest  diffioulty,  and  even  then  only  as  a  rule  by  transferring  one 
of  the  components  to  a  new  mixt  (ORLigo.,  1715,  p.  230-  Mixto  were 
composed  of  very  few  species.  Stahl  considered  that  Democritug  and 
Descartes  had  erred  in  assuming  that  there  were  innumerable  primary 
atoms,  differing  in  shape. 
Mixto  combined  together  to  form  a  large  number  of  Oo 
ýo 
= 
_undo, 
which,  like  their  component  parts,  were  still  too  small  to  be  per- 
ceptible.  Only  when  very  many  such  particles,  mixts  or  compounds, 
formed  a  single  AggregAU  did  they  become  large  enough  to  be  seen 
and  handled  (Ibid.,  p.  229). 
Stahl  said  that  v&at  he  called  Texts  ocowred  especially 
in  organic  matter  and  were  composed  of  innumerable  corpuscles  of 
mixts  and  compounds  not  merely  heaped  together  but  co-ordinated  in 
exact  proportion.  '  They  were  large  enough  to  be  perceptible  but 
differed  from  aggregates  in  that  the  latter  did  not  require  any 
special  situation  or  disposition  of  the  constituent  parts.  A  mixt 
had  no  determinable  shape  and  that  of  a  text  wag  due  rather  to  its 
structure  than  to  the  shape  of  the  individual  components  (J=,,  p,  232). 
V .  sica  These  ideas  were  very  similar  to  those  of  Becher  (pix 
Subterranea,,  1738,  p.  273).  Becher,  however,  did  not  -use  the  term 
"text"  and  spoke  also  of  fleompounds,  tt  %SOMPOundglt  aud  f'super- 
decompoundo,  "  gubstanees-of  increasing  degrees  of  complexit.  V,  tidecom- 
pounds"  being  formed  by  the-anion  of  two  or  more  "Compounds*"  and  so  on. 
(88) Stahl  emphasised  that  Becher  vmg  concerned,  not  with  the  gaalities  or 
affeations  of  mineral  bodies,  but  solely  with  their  matter  or  the 
material  principles  by  the  combination  of  which  mixts  were  formed 
(Si3ecimen  BeacheriamM,  1738,  P  The  material  prineiplee  of 
mixts  were  earth,  water  and  fire.  Air  was  not  an  ingredient  of 
mixts  but  only  of  aggregates.  In  some  eases  its  presence  was 
merely  passive  and  casual-,  in  others,  for  example,  in  the  formation 
of  flame,  it  wag  active  and  necessary  (Lbid.,  p.  20).  In  saying 
that  air  was  not  an  ingredient  of  mixts,  Stahl  stated  that  he  had 
not  forgotten  certain  experiments  with  exhausted  receivers.  Th-um, 
if  a  barometer  were  placed  under  a  receiver,  together  with  a  vessel 
containing  wana  fortis  to  which  some  copper  filings  had  been  added, 
the  level  of  the  mercury  in  the  barometer  fell  when  the  air  was 
withdrawn  from  the  vessel  by  means  of  a  pump.  Soon,  however,  the 
ebullition  of  the  copper  and  acid  produced  so  much  of  aerial  expan0ion, 
that  the-mercury  slowly  rose  higher  and  higher,  remaining  steady  at 
its  now  level.  Evidently,  Stahl  continued,  the  air  could  not  have 
come  from  the  mixt  of  copper,  since  that  9till  exiated  in  the  Solution 
and  could  be  recovered  from  it.  UP  however,  air  did  form  part  of 
any  mixt,  surely  it  must  be  in  that  of  nitre,  Vvhich  on  deflagration 
with  suIphureous  bodies  wag  resolved,  as  it  were,  into  an  aerial 
exhalation.  Further  experiments  were  necessary  to  determine  in 
what  way  the  expansion  exhibited  the  true  nature  of  air  (Q?  ýd.,  p*20). 
(89) ?,,  rLny  years  later  he  wroto:  "nitro  irt  an  norial  calt,  v,,  Iioro  olnctic 
I 
air  is,  as  it  were,  concentratcA"  1732,  I't-1,  V-3). 
The  realivation  that  auch  a  aubstanco  na  copper  v,  -no  not 
dantroye(I  on  solution  in  acid  but  wai  notuallY  pravent  nit  copper  in 
the  resulting  co=ound  %.  -as  a  comparativoly  idea.  Van  1101mont 
had  been  the  first  to  combat  tho  alchemical  vlow  that  metnlu  wern 
destroyed  on  iiolution 
(Ortu.,  i  Yollcirznq,  1649,  Pt.  1,  P-56 
Stahl  vaid  that  neither  water  nor  any  one  of  tho  threo 
cartha  ma  to  be  found  in  nature  in  a  puro  Istatc.  A  mixt  of  water 
and  Of  earth,  especially  the  first  &n.  1  second  eartha.  f-,  avo  rivo  to 
th  orna  0  JVO  0  Ov,  ltv  and  oils,  and  from  tho  mixture  of  earths  n:  7,  ojV-  - 
proceeded  colouxod  earths.  ae  three  earths  in  combination  fort,,  i(ýA 
the  metals.  Gold  containcl  r-ainly  the  vecoiid  and  third  carth". 
silver  mostly  the  first  and  second.  Iho  other  motalti  wore  iwt  mixtit 
but  compounds,  containin,!  -;  other  aubstancofi  in  "(1ition  to  tho  primItLve 
earths.  Water  combined  witli  the  firot  earth  formoA  tho  univoraftl 
acid,  of  which  all  acids  v,,  oro  particular  modificationri.  '111o  ý1111- 
versal  acid  and  the  second  earth  for,  --ed  bitlurcn,  witter  and  tho  riocoiiýl 
earth  formed  oil,  and  so  on  Cýi,,  -Tnjnn.  1'123,  p.  9).  Althoiýf-h 
this  appears  vor-f  a  priori  ,  Stahl  believed  he  could  dcmontttrato  it 
experimentally  As  he  pointel  out,  there  wac  iidvantfV-c  ill  ntitij-.  1jiv- 
G=  Ilitr=  sit  Sal  aierox-i,  tibi  n6r  oln-iticim  quiol  concontrntmi 
Got.  " 
(90) a  salt  to  be  a  mixt  of  earth  and  water,  since  these  were  known  sub- 
stances.  If  one  wished  to  make  a  salt,  the  assumption  gave  a  line 
of  attack,  and  if  one  had  a  salt  it  should  be  possible  to  obtain 
water  and  earth  from  it.  But  if,  for  example,  a  salt  was  defined 
as  composed  of  sharp-pointed  particles  longer  than  they  were  wide, 
of  what  assistance  was  such  an  idea?  To  talk  of  the  figures  and 
shapes  of  the  corpuscles  of  a  substance  was  to  talk  of  occult  qualities, 
since  they  were  unknown  and  unknowable  (Specimen  Boooheriamm,  MS, 
P.  18).  Again;  'Weehanioal  Philosopby,  although  it  vaunts  itself 
to  be  able  to  explain  all  things  with  the  utmost  clarity,  has  applied 
itself  rather  presumptuously  to  the-consideration  of  ehemieo-physical 
matters.  Although  I  should  not  have  disdained  a  cautious  use  of 
this  method,  no  one,  however,  who  is  not  blinded  by  preconceived 
beliefs,  finds  it  shed  any  light.  Nor  is  this  to  be  wondered  at. 
It  involves  many  uncertainties,  it  scratches  the  shell  and  surface  of 
things  and  leaves  the  kernel  untouched,  content  to  deduce  abstract  and 
very  general  reasons  for  phenomena  from  the  shape  aud  motion  of  particles, 
it  is  heedless  of  the  nature  of  mixt,  compound  and  aggregate  bodies  and, 
of  their  qualities  and  differences.  It  is  clearly  the  cause  of  so 
many  of  the  fanciful  ideas  and  Of  so  many  of  the  vain  and  fruitless 
tendenoieg  which  are  obvious  in  the  Chemistry  of  to-day-(Fundamanta 
9=140,1723)'TraGf4tLO")*  To  be  sure,  Stahl  was  not  always  quite 
J.  'Vechanica  Philooophia,  qumv:  LfJ  onmia  summa  Be  perspioultate  explicare 
(9') consistent  on  this  particular  point,  for  he  did  on  occasion  explain 
the  neutraligation  of  an  aoid  by  an  alkali  in  terms  of  the  points  of 
the  former  enteririg  the  sheaths  of  the  latter.  He  was,  however, 
careful  to  point  out  that  the  explanationwas  purely  hypothetical. 
This  theory,  popalarised  by  Lemery,  was  widely  accepted. 
In  one  of  his  last  works,  Stahl  returned  to  the  question 
of  mathematical  hypotheses  and  occult  qualities.  He  believed  that 
almost  everything  concerned  with  chemioal  and  physical  mixtion.  could 
be  clearly  enough  explained  and  understood  by  experiments  carefully 
carried  out  (F=erimenta,,  eto.,  1731,  p.  291).  Iffffe  ought  wholly 
to  abstain,  from  using  the  ultimate  affections  of  very  simple  things 
for  the  purposes  of  explanation"  (_ibid.,  p.  29W  Stahl  realined 
the  deficiencies  of  the  atomic  theory  of  Empedooles,  Democrit-as  and 
Epieurag  as  an  attempt  to  explain  natural  phenomena,  and  oriticised 
glorietur,  audacins  geoe  appliouit  ad  Obvmioo-pbygioam  rerum  oontem- 
plationem.  Mai  enim  sobri-am  illiue  -am=  non  spreverim,  tamela:  ullam 
lueem  hine  e9se  allatam  nemo  videt,  nigi  praejudicatig  opinionibus 
oeooeoatmo.  Neque  id  mirvai.  Haeret  Plermnqme  dubia,  intaotoqne 
nnaleo  oortioes  rermn  &  9-aperfielem  lambit,  ex  partioularl=  figura 
&  motu  phaenomenorm  rationeo  abstraotas  sane  &  Ceneralissimas 
deduoere  oontenta,  quid  mixtwn  sit  quid  compooitum  &  aggregatum  oorpus, 
quaeque  eormn  natura,  proprietates  &  diserimina  eint,  inowiosa. 
Atque  hine  q7aidem  tot  infelioes  phantasiie  chimaerao,  tot  vanais  mutilas- 
que  applioationes  in  Miymia  exotitisfie  apparet.  " 
VlOmnino  vero  abotinendum  erit,  ab  ultimiE'  illis  affeotionibus  rerum 
sim'Plicissimarum  00nOOPt-ai  Oifftendig,  &  per  eausag  guas  explicandlo.  II 
(92) the  useless  accessory  hypotheses  of  loves  and  hates,  natural  appetites, 
and  the  like.  Descartes  had  endeavoured  to  overcome  these  difficulties 
by  distinguishing  between  matter  and  motion,  'hot  with  equal  success, 
however,  assigning  a  proper  motion  inherent  in  minu:  test,  matter"(A"i 
P-300!  Bodies  existed  in  three  dimensions,  and  differences  de- 
pended  partly  on  magnitude  and  partly  on  shape:  "This  view  of  matter, 
or  rather  of  bodies,  on  the  one  hand,  and  of  motion,  on  the  other, 
clearly  sheds  some  light  on  material  bodies  and  their  variations,  but 
only  of  a  very  general  kind"  (Lbid.,  p,  302).  It  might  be  true  that 
the  specific  diversity  of  bodies  consisted  in  differences  of  magnitude 
and  shape,  and  differences  of  action  or  effects  produced  by  the  diverge 
power  of  motion.  "The  whole  Hypothesis  blundered,  however,  in  that 
it  did  not  distinguish  between  the  power  of.  bodies  to  undergo  motion 
and  the  act  of  moving  itself,  or  the  potentiality  of  receiving  and  the 
power  of  acting  and  the  mutual  relations  of  the  two"  (Lb-i-d-,  P-303) 
We  shall  see  later  how  Stahl  made  use  of  this  distinction  in  his 
M'Non  pari  vero  suocesou,  9tatim,  ipsis  materiatio  minuftio,  inoitum 
inhaerentem,  proprilum  motum,  assignans:  11 
haeo  ipga  oongideratio  materiae,  sen  oorporum  potiuo,  ex  u-na 
parte,  &  Motus,  '  ex  altere.,  non  plane  nihil  lucio  affe'rat  conceptui, 
eirca  contemplationes  rerum  eorporearum,  &  illarum  variationeg:  Interim 
tamen  non  n1tra,  quam  ad  generalignimas  velixti,  denominationes,  quadrent,  " 
. s.  "Offenclit  tamen  otatim  tota  speoulatio,  in  00,  quod  non  diatinguat 
habitudinem,  in  corporibug*  ad  subeunlmm  motum;  ipsam  actionem  movendi; 
Sou  potentiamt  -ati  schOlae  loquuntur,  patiendi,  potestatem,  agendi: 
&  utrorumque  matuam  relationem.  11 
(93) explanation  of  the  nature  of  fire  (p.  t2?  below).  Aristotle  at 
least  had  realised  that  "whatever  is  moved,  is  moved  by  something 
I 
else,  "  unlike  those  who  had  considered  motion  inherent  in  all  the 
smallest  particles  of  a  body,  It  was  universal  experience,  Stahl 
said,  that  no  body  simply  received  motion  of  another.  There  was 
a  transference,  one  losing  as  much  as  the  other  gained  (Rxp_erize=ta, 
etc-,  1731,  PP-385  and  387). 
Stahl  also  rejected  the  Cartesian  idea  of  the  abrading 
and  wearing  down  of  atoms,  which  "is  not  indicated  to  no  by  any 
recorded  or  experimental  fact,  mudh  legs  proved,  but  rather  ex- 
perienee  testifies  to  the  oontraa7l'  (Opuso.,  1715,  P-234)'.  - 
These  fundamental  considerations  required  much  further  careful  study, 
"and  not  indeed  by  the  fruitless  speculations  or  absurd  writings  of 
ignorant  and  inexperienced  men:  but  rather  by  op_erAU_Ong.,  partly 
occurring  spontaneously  In  nature,  partly  brought  about  by  chemical 
or  chemico-mechanioal  art  in  the  laboratories  of  various  experimental 
a 
workers  11  (.  Ikbi-d.  p  P-235).  He  ooncluded  that  "there  is  a  more 
quidquid  movetur,  moveatvr  ab  alio.  " 
milla  historica  ant  experimentalig  v'eritas  nobis  adumbrat, 
....  it  nedum  m2adet  aut  perouadet,  oed  OOntra  experientia  testotur 
3.1'....  Neqne  illud  vero  per  vs=g  speonlationeg,  a-mt  abg-urdos  oanones 
imperitorum  &  otiosorum  hominum:  Sed  sane  per  operationeg,  partim 
sponte  in  macrooosmo  flentes,  partim  arte  tam  c  ica,,,  quam  ollymieo- 
mechanica,  in  variorum  opifio-um  offioinis  perpetrandag.  st 
(94) creditable  confession  that  it  may  not  be  within  our  power  to  show 
clear  reasons  for  all  effects,  such  as  taste,  -odour  and  colour, 
to  say  nothing  of  structure  and  shape"  (E=erimenta,  eta.,  1731,  P-306)ý 
Nevertheless,  in  the  last  of  his  works  published  before  his 
death,  Stahl  appeared  to  have  given  way  a  little  more  to  the  math- 
ematico-physioal  influences  which  were  so  strong  at  that  time.  In 
this  work  he  said  that  the  instrument  of  Chemistry  was  motion. 
Chemistry  profited  from  the  science  of  Physics,  for  he  who  wished  to 
be  a  good  chemist  must  understand  the  Motion  and  Matter  of  all  things, 
which  was  nowhere  better  learned  than  in  Chemistry.  Mixts  and 
Compounds  were  the  s-abject  of  Chemistry.  All  snah  contained  un- 
compounded  substances  which  were  called  elements.  Such  individuals 
were  not  met  with  singly  in  Nature,  and  all  things  that  existed  were 
lvmxts.  Nevertheless,  such  simple  bodies  as  elements,  although  not 
given  in  reality,  could  be  conceived  by  the  mind.  B  odies  were  said 
to  be  compound  when  composed  of  different  mixts  united  in  one  substance;. 
thus,  antimony  was  a  compound  of  sulphur  and  the  antimonial  reguline 
substance,  vitriol  a  compound  of  iron  and  spirit  of  vitriol. 
There  were  two  chief  elements,  fluid  and  solid,  called  in 
I-I'Supervenit  autem  denique,  honestior,  hic  illic,  oonfessio,  quod 
omnium  &  singulorum,  passim  oomparentium,  e"eetnum,  planas  r&tiones 
declarares  admirandis  illis  viribus  innitentes,  non  sit  in  nootra 
potestate.  Id  quod  i=-mneris  qxemplig,  v.  g.  diversorum,  saporum, 
odoram,  oolorm,  nedvm  stracturamn,  oonformationum,  &o.  per- 
petuum  Sgt.,, 
(95) the  Scriptures,  heaven  and  earth.  There  were  two  fluids,  one  very 
subtle  called  ether,  the  other  humid,  which  was  water.  Ether  wag 
a  very  fluid,  very  active  element,  'which  mingled  with  the  other 
elements  and  set  them  in  motion.  Ether  existing  per  se  without 
motion  constituted  cold;  with  motion  it  was  heat.  The  Sun  Itself, 
the  cause  of  heat  and  of  all  motion  of  fluids,  set  the  ether  in 
motion  and  caused  its  heat.  When  that  motion  was  rectilinear,  it 
was  called  light.  Air,  which  was  the  vehicle  of  sound,  was  nothing, 
else  but  other  mixed  with  watery  effluvia  and  the  exhalations  of 
solid  bodies.  The  other,  more  dense,  fluid  wag  water,  which  con- 
gtituted  the  matter  of  all  bodies  and  fromwhich,  according  to 
Scripture  and  the  almost  unanimous  testimony  of  the  ancient  phil- 
osophers,  everything  owed  its  origin. 
All  bodies  were  either  solid  or  fluid  or  composed  of  both. 
It  was  necessary  that  the  particles  of  the  fluid  should  be  very  small, 
that  they  should  be  spherical  in  shape  and  smooth'in  surface,  and 
that  they  should  all  have  an  equal  strength  of  motion  acting  downwards, 
that  is,  be  equally  heavy,  so  that  liquid  surfaces  might  alwvg  be 
parallel  to  the  horizon. 
Hardness  did  not  consist,  as  Descartes  had  said,  in  the  mere 
quiescent  juxtaposition  of  hard  particles  -  this  was  found  in  a  heap 
of  sand  but  It  was  necessary  that  the  particles  should  be-bound 
together  (Funaamenta 
_Ojymiae, 
1732,  Pt-I,  pp.  1-6). 
(96) The  mutual  and  reciprocal  configuration  of  passive  bodies 
was  the  basis  of  mixture  and  of  composition.  Thns,  two  plane 
surfaces  were  very  easily  applied  to  each  other,  whereas  a  sphere 
and  a  plane  would  not  eohere.  This  mutual  proportion  of  shape 
and  the  shapes  of  individual  corpuscles  could  not,  however,  even 
be  conceived  a  orjorl,  much  less  discovered. 
The  relationship  of  active  and  passive  corpuscles  depended 
partly  on  their  relative  shapes  and  partly  on  their  relative  sizes. 
An  example  of  the  latter  waft  the  fact  that  very  minute  particles 
could  be  driven  off  by  fire  and  those  a  little  larger  by  water 
(Lb-id-,  1732,  Pt.  II,  pp.  1-2). 
(97) THE  PHLOGISTON  THEM 
The  term  "alogiston,  Theory"  is  commonly  applied  to  that 
first  general  chemical  irynthesis  based  on  the  hypothesis  of  the 
existence  in  various  bodies  of  "phlogiston,  "  a  substance  endowed 
with  a  m3mber  of  remarkable  properties.  This  hypothesis  enabled 
a  very  satisfactory  explanation  to  be  given  at  the  time  to  three  of 
the  most  important,  if  not  the  three  moat  important,  chemical  problems 
of  the  day.  Although  this  hypothesis  wag  subsequently  overthrown, 
the  underlying  relationship  it  established  between  certain  classes  of 
phenomena  was  never  afterwards  in  qnestion.  ThLese  three  problems 
were  U)  the  nature  of  fire,  (ii)  the.  nature  of  coinbujotion,  aud  (iii) 
the  nature  of  caleination.  The  development  of  ideas  on  these 
qaestions  is  dealt  with  in  some  detail  in  the  opening  chapters  of 
White's  The  PhlqAjoton  TkteojZ_(ýLondon,  1932),  on  which  the  following 
outline  is  based  in  part  in  the  ease  of  certain  pre-Stahlian  workers. 
There  is  an  obvious  cormexion  between  the  first  two  questions 
and  the  Idess.  of  early  thinkers  concerning  combustion  were  based  on 
their  views  as  to  the  nature  of  the  ultimate  elements  of  which  the 
world  was  composed.  HiPpasus  an4  Heraolittis  (c.  500  B.  C.  )  held  that 
fire  was  the  only  element  and  that  in  combustion  everything  was  re- 
solved  into  this  primitive  prinoiple, 
When  Aristotle  (a.  350  B.  C.  following  Empedooleo  (o.  450  B.  Q, 
(913) taught  the  doctrine  of  the  four  elements,  fire,  air,  water  and  earth, 
this  concept  of  combustion  as  a  process  of  analysis  was  retained  and 
for  nearly  two  thousand  years  it  remained  almost  unquestioned. 
The  Aristotelian  would  explain  the  phenomena  observed  when  a  piece 
of  wood  burned  something  like  this:  the  smoke  was  the  air  coming 
off,  the  ashes  were  the  earth  left  behind,  the  flame  was  the  fire 
liberated  and  during  the  burning  water  would  probably  be  observed  to 
exude,  the  wood  thus  resolving  into  the  four  elements  of  which  it 
was  composed. 
A  similar  explanation  was  given  by  the  alchemists  in  terms 
of  the  salt-aul;  hur-meroury  theor7.  Flme  was  the  "sulphur,  11  the 
principle  of  inflenmability,  being  liberated,  any  volatile  matter 
driven  Off  wao  the  'heroury,  "  the  principle  of  volatility,  and  any 
residue  was  the  "salt,  "  the  principle  of  fixity. 
From  the  time  of  Lneretius  and  Democritus  (c.  400  B.  C.  ), 
supporters  of  the  atomic  theory  of  matter  had  considered  fire  also 
as  atomio,  and  this  view  was  taken  by  Descartes,  whose  influence  did 
much  to  make  it  popular  on  the  Continent.  He  a-apposed  that  fire 
consisted  Of  VSrY  minute  atoms  moving  vrith  exceedingly  great  vdlooitie.  g 
and  that  the  impacts  of  these  particles  split  np  bodies  into  their 
component  parts  according  to  their  relative  mobilities. 
Jean  ROY  fleemg  to  have  been  the  firot  to  draw  attention  to 
the  part  played  by  air  in  oombngtion,  for  although  Leonardo  da  Vinei 
(99) had  astonishingly  accurate  views,  his  notes,  written  in  a  private 
shorthand,  were  not  deciphered  until  comparatively  recently. 
Van  Helmont  spoke  of  flame  as  an  Ilincandegeent  gag" 
(Ortas  MeLioina  1648,  Pt-I,  P-73),  a  description  which  occurs  in 
certain  of  Arigtotlets  works.,  and  he  also  described  azi  experiment 
in  which  a  candle  was  burned  over  water  under  a  bell  jar.  The 
candle  eventually  went  out,  and  water  rose  to  take  the  place  of  the 
air  used  up:  Iýrou.  will  soon  see  the  water,  drawn  up  as  it  were  by 
suction,  rise  in  the  vessel  in  place  of  the  diminished  air;  and  at 
length  the  flame  is  suffocated"  (Lbid.,  Pt.  1,  p.  84)1  This  experi- 
ment  was,  of  course,  known  long  before  Van  Helmont's  time. 
Both  Mayow  and  Hooke  got  very  near  the  truth.  The  latter, 
in  his  TvTior2Avr  -hia  (London,  1665),  said:  "fire  is  nothing  else  but 
such  a  dissolution  of  the  Burning  body,  made  by  the  most  universal 
menstrumn  of  all  sulphureons  bodies,  namely,  the  Air  ....  And  that, 
in  all  extreamly  hot  shining  bodies,  there  is  a  very  quick  motion 
that  causes  Light,  as  well  as  a  more  rob-mot  that  causes  Heat,  may  be 
argued  from  the  celerity  wherewith  the  bodyes  are  disgolvId"  Uo. 
_oit., 
Observation  IX).  SUbsevently  he  remarked0the  dissolution  of 
sulphureous  bodies  is  made  by  a  substance  inherent,  and  mixt  with  the 
Air,  that  is  like,  if  not  the  very  same,  with  that  which  is  fixt  in 
1.  ff....  videbis  mox,  aerig  lociza,  in  praefato  vitro  immmi,  aquam  vero 
quadam  sactione  nzoum  trahi  et  aacendere  in  vitrum  loco  aeris  dininuti: 
atqae  tandem$  flanMam  Suffooari.  11 
000) galt-ýeter  ....  it  seems  reasonable  to  think  that  there  is  no  such 
thing  as  an  Element  of  Fire  that  should  attract  or  draw  -up  the  flame, 
or  towards  which  the  flame  should  endeavour  to  ascend  out  of  a  desire 
or  appetite  of  uniting  with  that  as  its  Homogeneal  primitive  and 
generating  Element;  but  that  the  shining  transient  body  V&ich  we 
call  Flame,  is  nothing  else  but  a  mixture  of  Air,  and  the  volatil 
gulphureons  parts  of  dissoluble  or  combustible  bodies,  which  are 
acting  upon  each  other  whil  let  they  ascend,  that  is,  flame  seem  to 
be  a  mixture  of  Air,  and  the  combustible  volatil  parts  of  any  body, 
Aidh  parts  the  encompassing  Air  does  dissolve  or  work  upon,  v&ich 
action,  as  it  does  not  intend  the  heat  of  the  aerial  parts  of  the 
diS9,01vento  so  does  it  thereby  further  rarifie  those  parts  that  are 
acting,,  or  that  are  very  neer  them,  Whereby  they  growing  much  lighter 
than  the  heavie  parts  of  that  Menstruum  that  are  more  remote,  are 
thereby  protruded,  and  driven  upwarcl"  (Qid.,  Observation  XVI). 
Wow  hsA  very  aimilar  ideas,  but  hio  Tractatus  gli_nA" 
mjjjjw,  -=qic,  i,  etc.,  (Oxonii,  16174)  was  not  very  favourably  received 
and  made  little  impression  even  in  England. 
, 
Air,  he  claimed,  con- 
tainecl  certain  Particles  which  were  also  present  in  nitre  and  which 
he  therefore  called  'hitro-aerial  particles"  or  "nitro-aerial  spirit.  " 
Nitre  did  not  contain  a  combustible  mlphur,  as  many  believed,  but  its 
more  volatile  part  was  derived  from  the  air  Uo.  oit.,  p,  14). 
These  nitro-aerial  particles  eonld  be  throwu  into  "rapid  and  fiery 
(lot) 
I commotion"  by  the  onlphureo-us  particles  of  combustible  bodies  and 
the  =tual  exeit  ation  of  these  two  kinds  Of  partioles  constituted 
flame.  The  boundary  of  a  flame  marked  the  limit  beyond  which  the 
sulphureo-mo  particles,  having  been  rubbed  smaller  and  smaller  as 
they  passed  through  the  flame,  were  no  longer  able  to  excite  the 
nitro--serial  particles  (ibid.,  pp-118ff).  In  the  rays  of  the  sun 
collected  in  a  burning  Class  there  were  nitro-aerial  particles 
engage&  in  igneous  notion  although  unaccompanied  by  Mlphureouz 
particles  (.  Ib1d.,  -pp.  121Bff). 
iBy  burning  a  candle  in  a  flask,  VVow  wag  able  to  show 
that  the  air  was  not  homogeneons,  for  vhen  the  candle  had  gone  out 
an  abundance  of  air  was  still  left  in  the  flask.  Combustible 
bodies  would  bum  only  in  the  presence  of  nitro-aerial  particles, 
the  presence  of  air  being  therefore  necessary,  but  gimpowder  very 
easily  burned  by  itself  by  reason  of  the  igneo-aerial,  particles 
existing  in  it  (Lb_id.,  UWow  demonstrated  that  combustion 
and  respiration  were  analagong  processes  by  showing  that  an  animal 
died  more  quickly  in  a  closed  vessel  if  a  lightecl  candle  were  also 
placed  in  the  vessel.  He  said:  "it  is  quite  certain  that  animals 
in  breathing  draw  from  the  stir  certain  vital  particles  v&ioh  are  also 
elastic.  So  that  there  should  be  no  doubt  at  all  now  that  an  aerial 
something  abSOIntely  necegsary  to  life  enters  the  blood  of  animalu  by 
means  of  respiration  ...  *  Hence  it  is  manifest  that  air  is  deprived 
(102) 
ýkII of  its  elastic  force  by  the  breathing  of  animals  vdry'nuch  in  the 
same  way  as  "by  the  burning  of  flame"  (Ibid-,  PP-74-5)1 
By  an  ingenious  idea  of  an  atmospheric  circulation,  Wow 
endeavoured  to  explain  how  air  which  had  once  lost  its  nitro-aerial 
particles  obtained  a  fresh  supply  from  the  upper  atmosphere,  where 
these  very  light  and  volatile  particles  floated  in  great  abundance, 
giving  to  the  sky  its  characteristic  blue  colour  (Lbid.,  pp.  128ff). 
Boyle  imagined  fire  to  consist  of  igneous  particles  the 
finest  and  swiftest  of  which  were  able  to  pass  through  the  pores  of 
glass  and  other  solid  materials  when  these  had  been  opened  by  the 
violence  of  the  flame.  He  proved  by  means  of  his  vacuum  pump  that 
the  presence  of  air  was  abgolnte3,  v  necessary  for  the  existence  of 
flame. 
It  is  clear  from  the  above  that  some  hundred  yearv  before 
the  acceptance  of  the  ozygen  theory  of  combustion  a  number  of  workers 
were  very  near  indeed  to  the  truth.  The  one  fact  that  was  never 
lost  eight  of  afterwards  wag  the  neceogiýy  of  air  for  combustion. 
The  anomalous  behaviour  of  the  metals  on  treatment  by  fire 
Ex  dicti5  oerto  congtat  animalia  regpirando  particulas  quasdam 
vitaleg,  eagque  elagticag  ab  aere  exhaarire.  Ut  minime  jam  dubit- 
andum  vit,  aereum  aliqixid,  ad  vitam  prorgus  necessarim,.  sanguinem 
animalium  regpirationi5  ope  ingredi 
....  3bc  quibas  mmif  estum  est, 
acrem  per  animalium  regpirationem,  baud,  =Ito  secus,  ae  per  flammae 
deflagrationem  vi  sua  elastioa  deprivari.  11 
(103) was  noted  at  a  very  early  date.  Whereas  combustible  bodies  either 
burned  completely  away  or  left  but  a  small  residue  of  ash,  metals, 
although  reduced  to  an  ash  or  calx,  actually  weighed  more'after 
calcination  than  before. 
According  to  White,  one  of  the  earliest  references  to  this 
increase  in  weight  is  to  be  found,  without  any  explanation  being 
offered,  in  Geber's  Svmma  Perfeotionis  Magioterii.,  Book  I,  Chap.  19: 
"Similarly,  lead  is  burned  and  becomes  blini-tun  ...  and  during  the 
change  it  does  not  keep  Its  own  weight,  but  is  changed  into  a  new  one.  " 
In  a  tract  entitled  Clavis  PU110821%orum,  probably  written 
&b  -4  and  published  in  volume  iv  of  the  Theatrum  Chetmicum 
(Argentoratit  1613,  P-1139),  Panl  EcK  described  a  gain  in  weight  on 
heating  a  mixture  of  mercury  and  silver,  and  Cardanns  mentioned  the 
increase  in  weight  of  lead  on  calcination:  "The  same  thing  is  made 
clearer  by  experiment;  for  when  lead  is  converted  into  ceruse  by 
burning  its  weight  increases  by  oue-thirtieth  -part"  (De  Snbtilitateý, 
li]Lri  M,  Norimbergae,  1550,  p.  126).  * 
Abont  the  same  time,  Soaliger  observed  an  increase  in 
weight  on  the  calcination  of  lead  and  the  rusting  of  iron,  which  he 
1.  HolWard  ascribes  the  earliest  W.  version  of  this  work  to  the  13th 
century. 
, 2.  "Clariuo  idem  fit  experimento.  -  num  plumbum  cum  in  oerusammertitur, 
ac  uritur,  tertiadecima  parte  Mai  pouderis  avgetur.  " 
(104) thought  might  be  fte  to  absorption'of  air  partieles  within  the 
metal  (J.  0.  S.  Exotericarum  Exercitatiom=  liber  q-.  aintus  decims- 
ýLe  SubtilitateP  ad  Hier2gMM,  Cardanum,  Lutetiae,  1557,  p.  49). 
The  explanations  of  this  augmentation  Put  forward  bY 
Cardanu-I  and  Soaliger  appear  to  have  been  derived  through  Biring- 
uccio  (2t  la  Pirotecimia,  ýibri 
_X, 
Venice,  1540)  from  some  unknown 
earlier  source  (see  Partington  and  MeKie,  "Historical  Studies  on 
the  Phlogiston  Theory,  "  Annals  of  Selenge,  1937,.  &,  pp.  363-4). 
Several  further  references  are  to  be  found  in  works  by 
Fachsins,  Libavius  and  Cesalpinus,  published  at  the  end  of  the 
sixteenth  century.  Cegalpin-as  mentioned  the  gain  in  weight  of 
lead  on  calcination  as  being  from  eight  to  ten  per  cent.,  remarkably 
acc=ate  in  view  of  the  (lif  f  Loulty  of  the  determination  LDI  Metallicis 
.1  tres,  nomae,  1596,  p.  184).  He  thought  the  wtplamation  was 
to  be  found  in  absorption  by  the  metal  of  soot  from  the  fire. 
In  a  remarkable  pamphlet  published  in  1630,  Jean  Rey,  a 
prench  medical  man,  snoceeded  in  finding  an  explanation  which  was  a 
considerable  advance  on  any  earlier  attempt.  Rey  was  not  himself 
a  practical  chemist,  bmt  having  been  approached  by  a  friend,  the 
sieur  Brun,  master  apothecary  of  Bergerac,  to  explain  wby  the  weight 
of  two  pounds  six  ounces  of  tin  increased  by  seven  o-unceo  on  oaloinationt 
I.  Ineorreetly  numbered  180. 
(105) obtained  his  solution  by  reasoning  based  on  the  knowledge  available 
at  the  t  ime  . 
He  began  by  showing  that  all  things  were  heavy,  that  is, 
had  weight,  and  that  no  mbstances,  not  even  air  or  fire,  were  in- 
herently  light.  "Lightness  ....  signifies  nothing  absolute  in 
nature,  so  that  we  mmot  reject  it,  or,  if  we  retain  it,  do  so  to 
denote  solely  a  relation  of  one  thing  legs  heavy  to  another  which 
is  heavier"  (Mie-  Increase  in  Wei&t  of  Tin  22A 
"d 
Le_a  on  Calcination,, 
. Alembic  Cliab  ReprInts,  No.  11,  p.  9). 
Having  given  metapbysioal  argments  to  show  that  "the 
weight  with  ihieh  each  portion  of  matter  was  endued  at  the  cradle, 
will  be  carried  by  it  to  the  grave,  v  (Ikid.,  p.  14),  Bey  proceeded  to 
make  olear  the  reason  for  alteration  in  weight  of  a  given  mass 
weighed  in  air  when  the  volume  of  the  mass  had  been  changed. 
weighing  was  "commonly  exercised  only  in  the  air,  and  oocasionally, 
with  difficulty,  in  water.  It  is  from  this  that  the  error  I  have 
combated  (that  air  is  without  weight)  draws  an  argment  which  =W 
dazzle  feeble  eyes,  though  not  clear-eeeing  ones.  For,  balancing 
air  in  air  itself*  and  finding  no  weight  in  it,  they  believed  that  it 
had  none.  But  let  them  balance  water  (which  they  believe  to  be 
heavy)  in  water  itself,  and  they  find  no  weight  in  it  either-,  the 
fact  being  that  no  element  shows  weight  when  it  is  weighed  in  itself. 
Evevjthing  that  exhibits  weight  in  air,  everything  that  exhibits  weigA 
(106) in  water,  must  in  an  equal  volume  contain  more  weight  (on  account  of 
'  the  excess  of  matter)  than  the  air  or  the  water  in  which  eqnilibrium 
is  made"  (Lbid.,  pl?  ).  "But  if  we  make  an  examination  by  the 
balance,  we  meet  with  a  case  in  vdAch  without  addition  or  subtraction 
of  matter  the  thing  will  appear  heavier  or  lighter:  namely,  by 
shrinking  or  dilatation  ....  Beat  a  piece  of  iron  for  a  long  time 
in  the  cold  and  yon  will  unite  its  parts  and  lessen  its  volume: 
then  it  will  show  a  greater  weight  when  placed  on  the  balance.  On 
which,  also,  if  you  put  a  ball  of  feathers  tightly  tied  together, 
it  will  weigh  more  than  the  same  left  loose.  FTom  this  I  infer 
what  was  previously  touched  on  in  passing,  that  the  balance  is  so 
fallacious  that  it  never  indicates  to  us  the  Just  weight  of  things, 
except  when  in  it  there  are  confronted  two  weights  of  the  same  matter 
and  figure,  like  two  leaden  balls.  But  two  ingots,  for  example, 
one  of  gold  and  the  other  of  iron,  which  the  balance  shows  to  be 
equal,  are  not  go,  nevertheless:  for  the  iron  weighs  more  by  as  much 
as  the  air  Weighs  (according  to  reason)  which  would  be  contained  In 
the  excess  of  space  occupied  by  the  iron  over  the  gold.  Which 
difference  I  could  show  precisely  in  everything  that  is  weighed,  and 
: reduce  all  to  the  Just  weight  (,  ibid.,  ,  P,  35)- 
All  this  is  excellent  phygies,  but  later  a  number  of  chemists, 
notablýy  Runckel  and  Stahl,  were  deceived  through  lack  of:  quantitati've 
investigation,  into  nsing  these  Ueas  as  the  basis  of  an  errOneo-ag 
(107) explanation  of  the  eause  of  the  augmentation  of  weight  on  calcination 
(see  P.  120  below). 
Rey  reasoned  that  air  could  be  rendered  more  dense  in  three 
ways,  W  by  admixture  with  matter  heavier  thanitself,  (ii)  by  com- 
pression  of  its  parts,  (iii)  by  separation  of  its  less  heavy  parts. 
iie  then  proceeded  to  show  that  fire  could  make  homogeneous  bodies 
such  as  water  and  air  denser:  thug  water  remaining  in  a  still  after 
a  portion  had  been  distilled  was  denser  than  the  distillate 
Essay  XIII). 
These  preliminaries  cleared  the  ground  for  his  explanation 
of  the  augmentation  in  weight  observed  on  calcination  of  tin, 
flThig  increase  in  weight  ....  and  besides  it  what  has  replaced  the 
logs  of  weight  which  occurred  necessarily  from  the  increase  in  volume 
of  the  tin  on  its  conversion  into  calx,  and  from  the  lose  of  the 
vapours  and  exhalations  which  were  given  off  ....  comes  from  the  air, 
which  in  the  vessel  has  been  rendered  denser,  heavier  and  in  some 
measure  adhesive,  by  the  vehement  and  long  continued  heat  of  the 
furnace:  which  air  mixes  with  the  Oalx  (frequent  agitation  aiding) 
and  becomes  attached  to  its  most  minute  particles"  (U-11-,  P-36). 
In  Essays  XVII  to  XXIVP  Rey  considered  various  other 
explanations  of  the  phenomenon  which  had  been  advanced,  and  showed 
that  each  In  turn  was  incorrect.  Th-us  .  the.  eause  was  neither  the 
disappearance  of  the  celestial  heat  giving  life  to  the  lead,  as 
(108) Carda=s  had  suggested,  nor  the  consumption  of  aerial  particles,  as 
Scaliger  had  thought,  nor  the  absorption  of  soot,  suggested  by 
Cesalpinu.  9,  nor  did  it  come  from  the  vessel  or  the  vapours  from  the 
charcoal  or  the  volatile  salt  of  the  charcoal  or  humidity  attracted 
by  the  calx.  In  any  case,  Rey  was  convinced  that  all  explanations 
save  his  own  were  ruled  aut  by  the  experiment  of  Hamertla  Poppius, 
vvho  showed  that  antimony,  calcined  by  means  of  a  burning  mirror, 
increased  in  weight,  despite  the  fumen  copiously  given  off  (Basilica 
Antimonii,  Prancofurti,  1618,  p.  21). 
Finally,  he  explained  why  the  calx:  did  not  increase  in 
weight  indefinitely,  "for  when  all  is  saturated  with  air  it  can  take 
up  no  more"  (Alembic  QIub  Reprints,  No.  11,  p.  52).  He  thought  that 
all  other  caleeg  and  ashes  that  did  not  increase  in  weight  on  cal- 
cination  lost  so  much  exhalable  and  evaporable  matter  that  the  loss 
of  this  more  than  counterbalanced  the  weight  of  the  air  absorbed 
(ibid.,  P-53). 
The  weakest  link  in  Rey's  argument  was  the  condensation  of  air 
by  fire  and  its  absorption  during  strong  heating.  Rey  did  not  suggest 
chemical  combination-,  in  fact,  in  his  time,  the  idea  of  air  entering 
into  solid  compounds  was  rejected  by  many  chemists  (see  p.  79  above). 
Otto  Tachenins  emphasised  this  difficulty  an&  considered 
that  the  augmentation  of  weight  was  dne  to  the  "acid"  in  the  flame 
ORUPPocrat  es  Chimicus,  BrunSvigae,  1668,  Clavis,  p.  11). 
(109) Becher,  who  was  familiar  with  the  increase  In  weight  of  tin 
on  calcination  and  the  calcination  of  antimony  by  the  burning  mirror 
method,  was  another  who  accepted  the  idea.  that  the  phenomenon  was  due 
to  the  absorption  of  fire  particles,  although  he  combined  this  ex- 
planation  with  the  loss  of  his  second  earth  (Phygica  ftbterranea, 
1738,  pp,  224-5). 
It  is  very  probable  that  had  ehemists  the  knowledge  of 
gases  at  that  time  which  they  had  gained  by  the  time  of  Lavoigier 
the  latter's  theory  of  calcination  would  have  been  anticipated  by 
Boyle,  who  published  in  16?  3  an  account  of  the  first  extensive  series 
of  accurate  experiments  on  the  calcination  of  metals  (Are 
_and 
Flame 
Wei  He  showed  that  &hed  in  a  Balance,  Works,  1744,  iii,  P-340). 
not  only  tin  and  lead  but  also  copper,  iron  and  silver  gained  in 
weight  on  calcination.  In  order  to  avoid  any  suspicion  of  smoke 
or  saline  particles  having  entered  the  apparatus,  Boyle  calcined  the 
tin  in  a  hermetically  sealed  glass  vessel,  which,  however,  burst 
during  the  calcination.  Believing  that  this  must  be  due  to  the 
inerease  in  pressure  of  the  heated  air  inside,  he  endeavoured  to 
avoid  farther  explosions  by  first  heating  the  vessel,  whioh  had  been 
I.  Firgt  edition,  Francofurti,  1669. 
010) drawn  off  to  a  fine  jet,  until  the  heated  air  and  fumes  ceased  to 
come  off.  He  then  sealed  off  the  jet.  After  the  flask  had 
cooled,  the  jet  was  broken  off  and  Boyle  heard  the  hiss  of  air 
entering  the  flask.  He  not  unnaturally  failed.  to  realise  that 
the  quantity  of  air  entering  was  greater  than  that  which  had  pre- 
viously  been  expelled,  although  it  would  have  been  possible  to  have 
proved  this  by  weighing  had  the  idea  occurred  to  him* 
Boyle's  theory  was  that  the  augmentation  of  weight  was 
due  to  the  absorption  of  fire  particles,  which  were  able  to  pass 
through  the  walls  of  the  vessel,  and  this  view  found  favour  with  a 
number  of  eminent  chemists,  such  as  Lemery  (Cours  de  gaZm_ie.,  1697, 
p.  122),  and  Boerhaave  (A  New  Methog  of  Chemiftry,  3  pts.,  London, 
lq2q,  p-q9),  but  Le  Febure  preferred  to  consider  light  as  the  agent 
responsible  (A  CompendioRS0  A2&  Of  MXV-mistr.  7,1664,  p.  242), 
modification  which  had  the  advantage  of  giving  a  ready  explanation 
of  the  ealcination  of  antimony  by  means  of  the  burning  glass. 
As  we  have  already  geen,  the  9tarting  point  of  the  phlog- 
iston  theory  of  combustion  wag,  for  Stahl,  the  composition  of  sulphur 
and  of  the  sulphur  acids.  He  thought  he  had  proved  experimentally 
that  sulphur  was  a  compound  of  vitriolic  acid  and  phlogiston  and  that, 
during  combustion,  part  of  this  phlogiston  was  given  off,  leaving 
volatile  spirit  of  sulphur.  This,  on  further  exposure  to  the  air, 
lost  its  remaining  phlogiston,  the  residual  product  being  vitriolic 
(III) acid,  Stahl  had  arrived  at  these  views  as  early  as  1684  when  he 
was  lecturing  at  Jena,  although  he  did  not  publish  them,  until  1697. 
Iu  the  same  paper  as  that  in  which  he  described  the  pre- 
paration  of  sulphur  from  potassium  sulphate,  Stahl  developed  his 
theory  of  the  reduction  of  metallic  calces.  His  primary  aim  was 
to  show  that  this  element,  phlogiston,  which  he  pootulated,  -,  was 
present  in  one  and  the  same  form  in  all  three  kingdoms,  animal, 
vegetable  and  mineral:  "The  bare  opinion  that  the  prineipleo.  -of 
mixts  are  entirely  different  in  the  three  natural  kingdoms,  mineral, 
vegetable  and  animal,  has  no  foundation  in  fact  ....  one  can  show 
very  readily  by  experiments  that  vegetable  matter  is  rapidly  con- 
verted  into  a  mixt  of  a  mineral  nature"  (Oggso.,  1715.  P-329)37 
Iron  and  tin  co-uld  be  redneed  from  their  oalces  to  the 
metallic  form  only  if  phlogiston  were  added  to  make  good  that  lost 
in  the  calcination,  and  for  this  purpose  phlogiston  from  a  vegetable 
source  could  be  used:  "Thus  neither  iron  itself  nor  tin  is  con- 
vertible  by  any  art  whatever  into  a  dense,  solid,  shining,  ductile, 
fusible  metallic  mass  unless  that  Phlogistic  substance  (which  it  had 
lost  for  the  most  part  in  the  previous  calcination)  Is  again  added  ' 
Vlopinio  nempe  mera,  in  re  nihil  fundata  est,  quasi  prineipia 
Mixtionum  in  tribno  illis  RogniO,  Ydnerali,  Vegetabili,  &  Animali, 
toto  genere  differrent  ....  quod  Vegetabilium  materia  promptiogime 
iU  Mineralem  waxtionem  &  naturam  redneantur,  Experimentis  promt- 
iggimis  lioit  demonstrare.  11 
-  (112) to  them"  (i-bid-,  P-330)ý 
. 
Animal  substances  containing  phlogiston  co-uld  be-used  also, 
fact  well-known  to  tinsmiths.  When  tin  was  kept  molten  for  aome 
time,  part  of  it  was  calcined  and  formed  a  powdery  mass  on  the.  surface 
of  the  remainder.  On  the  addition  of  a  little  tallow  candle  fat, 
this  powder  quickly  melted  and  wag  converted  into'the  metal  id.  ). 
On  heating  tin,  iron,  lead,  copper  or  regulng  of  antimony  alone, 
phlogiston  was  driven  off  and  none  of  the  productg  go  obtained  could 
be  again  converted  into  a  metal  until  the  requisite  phlogiston  had 
been  added  to  it.  Phlogigton  could  be  more  easily  removed  by 
deflagrating  with  nitre,  which  inflamed  vigorously  with  it,  and  the 
resulting  caleeg  could  be  reduced  with  coals  or  fatty  substances 
(_ibid.,  P-331). 
Stahl  stated  that  the  belief  that  oalx  of  the  regul-as  of 
antimony  could  be  reduced  to  the  metal  by  fasion  with  fixed  alkali 
was  an  erroneous  tradition  handed  on  from  one  inexperienced  worker 
to  another:  "this  In  no  wise  succeeds,  unless  either  the  alkali 
is  sufficiently  fatty  or  oily,  or  else  carbon  falls  into  the  vessel 
N 
1,  "Ita  enim  neque  ferrum  ipsum,  neque  Stamnum  ....  ad  Metallicam  oum 
fusilitatem,  &  densitatem  aggregativam,  in  maggam  densam  oolidam, 
nitidm,  duatilem,  nunquam  ulla  arte  dedueerentur,  nisi  Phlogistos 
llla  aubatantia  (quam  ealoinatione  praegressa  umximam  partem  amiseraut) 
denuo  ipoio  adderetur.  " 
(113) during  fusion"  Q. 
-bld-,  P-330t  On  the  other  hand,  the  operation 
succeeded  rapidly  with  the  use  of  charcoal  and  any  salt  that  did 
not  actually  hinder  the  reaction.  Nitre  was  a  salt  that  prevented 
the  reduction  because  it  combined  so  readily  with  the  phlogiston  of 
the  charcoal,  but  various  other  salts  were  of  use  in  the  process 
because,  owing  to  their  fusibilityP  they  assisted  the  union  of  the 
phlogigton  with  the  powdery,  oalx  (Lb-id-,  PP-331-2). 
This  idea  of  the  power  of  fixed  alkali  to  reduoe  caloes, 
while  possibly  receiving  some  enooura,  -gement  from  experiments  with 
impure  alkali  containing  carbonaegous  ygatter  (see  p.  43  above), 
owed.  much  of  its  popularity  to  the  widely  held  view  that  calcination 
wag  a  process  in  which  the  acid  particles  of  the  fle=  combined  with 
the  metal.  It  was  natural  to  expect  that  alkaline  subgtmoes 
might  regenerate  the  metal  by  combining  with  and  neutralising  the 
aoid  of  the  fire.  In  a  later  work,  Stahl  said  that  the  falsity 
of  these  views  was  manifest:  "we  even  see  the  opposite  happen, 
since  pure  alkali  is  able  to  corrode  entirely  regulus  of  antimony, 
tin  and  lead,  and  reduce  them  to  a  powder,  if  one  employs  sufficient 
of  it.  This  is  what  happens  when  one  imagines  fanciful  experiments 
without  practioal  experienee  oneself,  or  examines  matters  superficially 
I..  "-  ---  nimllatenus  mccedit,  nisi  ant  alcali  tale  adhue  ostio  Oleoso 
plagme  fuerit,  aut  Clarbo  inter  fundendum  ineiclerit.  11 
(114) and  withoixt  ref  lection"  (Zufiilli,  -,  e  Gedanoken,  etc.  ,  17  18,  p.  132) 
Stahl's  explanation  of  reduction  and  calcination,  like 
his  analysis  of  sulph-ur,  did  not  make  mch  headway  at  first,  and  on 
several  suboegment  oecasiong  he  found  it  desirable  to  eontrovert 
other  theories.  Two  of  the  best  of  these  attempts  are  to  be  found 
in  his  Specimen  Beccherianum  (1?  38,  pp.  q4-?  6)  and  the  Experimenta, 
etc.  (1731,  PP-342-356),  and  further  experimental  evidence  was  given 
in  Metall=iae  lyrotechnnieae  &  Doeimasiae  Metallicap  Pandamenta 
(Halae, 
. 
1700;  02M.,  1715,  P-197).  The  theory  had  the  virtue, 
however,  of  giving  a  rational  explanation  of  two  processes  in  common 
use,  the  chemistry  of  which  was  quite  unknown  to  contemporary 
workers.  The  first  of  these  processes  was  the  use  of  the  go-called 
liblack  flux"  (fluxum  niger)  in  the  reduction  of  metallic  calces. 
This  black  flux  waska  mi  e  of  wo  or  three  parts  of  nitre  with 
four  parts  of  crude  tartar,  and  owed  its  name  to  the  oolour  given  it 
by  the  1=jAwU1"_L-a  the  latter.  Stahl  pointed  out  that  this  flux 
consisted  effectively  of  fixed  alkali  mixed  with  carbonaceous  matter 
from  the  tartar:  "It  is  nothing  else  but  the  alkaline  salt  mixed 
I  Wa  vielmehr  das  Clegentheil  alle  Augenblick  mit  rinden  zu  greiffen 
daso  ein  gutes  Aleall  den  regulum  ja  Zinn  und  Bley/  selbst  zu  Pulver 
zerfressel  und/  in  geniesamen  ZuUtz  zu  solchen/  In  lauter  solches 
Pulver  verkehre.  So  gehet  es  nemlich/  wann  man  sich  Chymische 
Arbeiten  erdichtet/  uncl  weder  selbst  versuchet/  uoo'h  aus  den  Versuch 
auch  nur  mit  den  Augen  siehet/  geschweige  mit  Verstand.  mercket.  11 
(115) with  the  carbon  of  the  tartar"  (F  =erimeata,  etc.,  1731,  No.  XXI 
It  owed  its  reducing  power  solely  to  the  carbon  present.  if, 
instead  of  using  an  excess  of  tartar  in  preparing  the  flux,  equal 
quantities  of  nitre  and  tartar  were  -used,  a  white  fixed  alkali 
resulted,  and  this  was  useless  for  reducing  purposes  owing  to  the 
absence  of  carbon.  Moreover,  an  excellent  flux  could  be  prepared 
by  heating  together  fixed  alkali  with  an  eqtml  weight  of  crude 
tartar,  the  nitre  ordinarily  used  being  utmeceusary  (OMso.,  1715, 
pp.  821-2).  Stahl  said  that  he  had  found  that  Nhile  this  was  the 
basis  of  all  the  operations  of  metallurgy,  he  had  been  surprised  that 
no  chemist,  not  excepting  Be0her  and  Kundkel,  had  made  any  comment 
on  this  operation"  (A_uLf.:  51_xrliche  BR_trjghtM,  etc.,  1723,  p.  1W 
The  other  process  was  similar.  "I  have  often  in  ny 
youth,  "  wrote  Stahl,  "asked  what  was  the  utility  or  necessity  in 
smelting  of  putting  powdered  carbon  at  the  bottom  of  the  furnace. 
No  one  was  ever  able  to  give  mW  other  reason  but  that  it  was  In  order 
that  the  metal,  espeoial3,  y  in  the  case  of  lead,  could,  as  It  were, 
enclose  itself  within  this  carbon  and  so  be  protected  against  the  action 
l-"TE$t  autem  nihil  aliud,  quam  Sal  alealicum,  cram,  Tartarl  carbone 
Complicatum. 
. I.,  1....  da  bey  den  Ordentlicher  gemeinen  Zütten-Rönten  und  gehmeltzen 
allerseits  eben  diese  gesampte  Sache,  als  den  arund  Ihrer  gantzen  Arbeit, 
behertzigte:  zugleich  aber  bey  keinem  noch  Co  kiinstlichen  Chymischen 
Beschreiber,  ja  meinen  guten  Beecher  und  Künckel  Selbsten  gar  nichts  dahin  gereichlieheg,  geschweige  zulan￿-lich  erweigzlicheg,  angemercket  fande.  tt 
(t16) of  the  blast  which  might  calcine  or  disperse  it.  I  had  to  be  con- 
tent  with  this  explanation  ....  In  making  the  assay  of  pure 
litharge,  I  perceived  that  whenever  a  piece  of  carbon  fell  into  the 
oracible  I  always  obtained  a  little  lead.  Some  founders  gave  me 
the  explanation  that  the  lead  cooled.  in  the  carbon  dust,  which  meant 
the  same  thing  as  the  lead  hiding  there  and.  being  protected  from  the 
fall  ardour  of  the  fire.  I  do  not  think  then  that  up  to  the  present 
time  founders  have  imagined  that  in  the  operation  of  smelting  with 
carbon  there  was  anything  which  joined  materially  with  the  metal" 
(3ýilligge  q2d_anokgn,  etc.,  1718,  PP-133-5). 
Although  Stahl's  explanation  of  the  part  played  by  carbon 
in  the  rednetion  of  metallic  ores  was  not  correct,  he  at  any  rate  made 
1.  "Ich  habe  noch  in  meiner  Jugend  so  Oft  damach  gesucht  und  setraght/ 
was  doch  das  Sehmeltzen  über  das  GestlIbe  für  Absicht/  oder  liathwencligý- 
keit/  oder  Nutzen  habe:  aber  niemals  andern  Bericht  erhalten  lednuen/ 
als  dass  es  dar=  geschehe/  damit  das  (Bley  zuvorderst)  Metall  sich 
darunter  bergen  und  vertriechen  ledime/  damit  es  von  dem  rxeb14se  nicht 
verbrennet  und  verfuhret  würde.  Wiewohl,  ich  nun  diese  Ursache 
deswegen  gar  wohligelten  lassen  k6nnen/  weil  die  Wahrheit  sowohl  mit 
denen  Ziittenrauchen  zu  belegen/  als  mit  den  Augenschein  ins  kleine  zu 
begreiosen  war:  So  viel  mehr/  weil  allerdings  der  Boytritt  der-Luft 
zu  dergleichen  Verrauchen  ein  grosses  beyträget  ....  und  beym  Schmeltz- 
Versuch  der  blosoen  Glätte  vabxnahmi  dass 
*1 
wann  etwas  von  Kohlen  in  den 
Tiegel  gefallen  war/  ich  allezeit  etwas  Bley  bekahm.  Ein  oder  anderer 
Schmeltz-Vereeändiger  gab  mir/  auf  meine  Pragen  vom  Geatitbel  auch  die 
Antwort/  das  Bley  frische  sich  an  dem  Gestilbe.  Aber  mit  Deutung  dieses 
Wortes  lieffe  es  wiede  auf  das  Vertxiechen  augg  der  ochiirfgten  HitZe/  vor 
dem  Gebläse/  hinauss.  Ich  habe  es  nicht  nur  songten  niemals  thun  kÖnnen/ 
gondern  kan  es  auch  noch  Jetz  nicht/  zu  glauben/  daas  die  allererste  Be- 
meraker  und  Angeber  dieser  Art  Handthierung/  des  Schmeltzens  durch  umd  unter 
die  Kohlen/  nicht  auch,  den  Verstand  davon  gehabt  haben/  daqst  es  ý;  Ürcklich 
etwas  e7Örperlicheal  zu  dera  Metall/  beytrage  oder  beyfÜge.  " 
(117) it  clear  for  the  first  time  that  carbon  took  part  in  the  chemical 
reaction  by  v&ieh  the  metal  was  prod-aced.  His  view  that 
Metal  Calz  +  Phlogiston 
gho-ald  not  be  confused  with  Boyle's  idea  that 
calx  'Metal  +  Fire 
The  latter  gave  an  immediate  explanation  of  the  increase  in  weight  I 
of  a  metal  on  calcination.  If  Stahl's  theory  were  true  we  should 
expect  a  metal  to  be  heavier  than  its  oalx.  The  weight  relation- 
ship  seems  so  important  to  the  modern  chemist  that  many  attempts 
have  been  made  to  explain  how  Stahl  came  to  neglect  such  an  appar- 
ently  obvious  fact  as  the  greater  weight  of  the  oalx.  It  has  been 
suggested  that  he  was  unaware  of  this  augmentation  in  weight  or.  that 
he  glossed  over  a  faet  so  prejudicial  to  his  theory  or  that  he  con- 
sidered  phlogiston  without  weight  and  hence  weight  relationships 
no  concern  of  his  theory,  while  one  work  attributes  to  him  the  well- 
known  hypothesis  that  phlogiston  had  a  negative  weight.  The  latter 
ýjensive  statement  is  based  on  a  translated  quotation  (Mellor,  Coorel 
Treatise  on  ....  Inorganic  Chemistry,  London,  1922,1,  p.  66)  the 
original  of  which  is  ascribed  to  the  amenta  Ckvmiae  of  1723,  bat 
this  I  have  been  umble  to  trace. 
It  may  be  stated  with  confidence  that  Stahl  wag  acquainted 
with,  not  to  gV  familiar  with,  most  of  the  work  done  on  ca1cination 
-up  to  his  time,  and  references  occur  in  his  works  to  the  researches 
(118) of  Boyle  and  Wow  on  this  subject.  In  any  case,  almost  all  con- 
temporary  chemists  accepted  the  increase  in  weight  without  question 
despite  the  fact  that  Boerhaeve  attributed  it  to  experimental  error. 
Where  they  did  differ  was  in  the  explanationýthey  advanced  of  the 
phenomenon. 
The  clearest  statement  of  the  grounds  on  which  Stahl  re- 
jected  the  view  that  during  calcination  something  wqs  added  to  the 
metal  is  to  be  found  in  the  =erimenta,  etc.  (1731,  PP-345-7). 
Stahl  said  that  when  metals  had  been  calcined  it  was  impossible  to 
red-ace  them  by  fusion  alone:  "In  no  way  can  they  be  red-aced  into 
their  natural  form  by  fusion:  the  restoration  in  a  suitable  manner 
of  that  inflammable  matter  that  they  had  previonsly  lost  is  absolutely 
necessary.  Which  truth  indeed  entirely  removes  the  necessity  of 
assuming  that  something  has  been  added  to  the  calces  and  inheres  in 
them,  preventing  their  reduction.  " 
The  need  for  the  addition  of  carbon  iu  the  rednetion  of 
calces  was  an  experimental  fact  which  had  been  established  by  Stahl 
himself.  When  we  remember  that  the  decomposition  of  mercuric  oxide 
by  heat  alone  waskunknown  In  Stahlfs  time  and  that  sneh  gases  ail 
nequaquam  in  sinceram  suam  consistentiam,  fugione  reduzi  possint: 
Sod  absolute  neoessariam  habeant-p  nova  dextra  suppeditatione  amisgae 
illixts  Ignescontis  materiae.  Qpae  I  corte  veritas,  penitno  tollit 
necessitatem  illam  eredendi,  quod  etiam  talibus  adhue  ealoibuli,  aliquid 
a0cesserit  &  inhaereat,  quod  reductionem  Illaram  intervertat.  11 
(i19) carbon  monoxide  were  equally  unsuapeotedý,  the  above  conclusion  was 
very  natural.  It  was  necessary  to  add  carbon  to  the  calx.  The 
carbon  disappeared  and  the  metal  was  formed.  Clearly  the  carbon 
had  eombined  with  the  calx  to  form  the  metal. 
But  What  abo-at  the  change  in  weight?  As  Stahl  himelf 
pointed  out,  the  case  for  calcination  as  an  additive  reaction  rested 
at  that  time  almost  entirely  on  the  augmentation  in  weight,  and  he 
was  far  too  clear  a  thinker  to  have  denied  the  addition  theory  unless 
he  had  some  sort  of  explanation  to  offer  of  this  augmentation. 
"Clearly  the  main  evidence  on  which  the  view  that  something  or  other 
is  added  and  not  taken  away  rests  on  this,  that  metals  and  metallic 
substances  ....  are  found  by  calcination  alone  to  have  acquired  a 
greater  weight.  Which  Phenomenon,  indeed,  that  otherwise  very 
able  worker,  Boyle,  ohowed,  concluding  that  thig  cam  &bont  from  the 
introduction  of  partieles  of  flame  into  the  metallie  oalx:  this  was 
publighed  in  the  paper,  de  'Donderabilibus,  part  b-ag-flwmaell  (Experimenta, 
etc.,  lq3l,  P-347)ý 
The  explanation  which  Stahl  gave  In  his  Erperlmenta,  sto.  of 
. 1.,,  Sane  vero  eolor  ille,  qmo  aeoretionem  alic-aj-as  accessoriae  rel 
exornare  potuisset,  non  it&  evanidns,  in  eo  latet,  quod  etiammetalla 
quaedam  &  metallica  ....  901a  e=stione,  majus  pond-us  acquigivigge 
deprehendantur.  -Quod  certe  Phaenomenon,  Virum  de  reliquo  sagac- 
isaimm,  Boylaew  induxit,  ad  statmendum,  quod  hoc  eveniat,  a  partibno 
flamnae,  inginuatig  metallieo  Oineri:  quod  schedio,  do  Ponderabillbug 
DArdibug  flammae,  professua  est.  " 
(120) the  observed  increase  in  weight  was  borrowed  from  Kunckel,  and  the 
idea  behind  it  is  clearly  set  out  in  Rey's  EsSews  (see  P-107  above). 
According  to  Kunckel,  the  calces  of  metals  had  a  greater  speoifio 
gravity  than  the  metals  from  which  they  were  formed  and  hence,  dis- 
placing  legs  air,  weighed  more  in  air.  Stahl  wrote:  "Runckel 
hag  ihown  how  much  carefully  observed  experiments  surpass  mere 
opinions,  observing  that  those  calces  which  increase  in  weight  ex- 
hibit  a  denser  consistency  by  a  smaller  bulk  or  vol-ame;  which 
gufficiently  accounts  for  the  increase  in  weight,  In  the  same  way 
as  light  feathers  (especially  those  which  are  called  'Rider-Down') 
when  tightly  compressed  in  bags  are  found  to  have  increased  in 
weight  by  several  per  cent.  "  (_E=eriment 
,  etc.,  1731,  P-347)- 
Kunckel  was  wrong  in  believing  calces  to  be  specifically 
heavier  than  the  parent  metals,  the  reverse,  in  fact,  being  the 
case.  Boyle  at  one  time  had  determined  the  specific  gravities  of 
a  number  of  calces,  although  not  in  this  connexion,  and  his  results 
reveal  Kunckelts  error  (Works,  lq44,  iii,  P-351).  Th-as  he  obtained 
8.94  as  the  specific  gravity  of  the  oalx  of  lead  (A-bid-,  v,  P-36)- 
j.,  tquantum  autem  Experimenta,  eircumspeete  obstervata,  anteeant  nudas 
opiniones,  Kundkellus  declardvit;  annotans,  quod  calces  taleg,  quae 
poudere  augescauts  mole  seu  menoura,  arotiore,  dengationis  intimioris 
indicium  faciant;  quae  ponderig  augmentm  adeo  induoit,  ut  otiam 
pl=ae  tenerrimse,  (quales  eminenter  sunt,  quas  12#der-Donen'  appellant) 
densa.  compreggione  in  saocoo  compaotae,  tantum  increment=  pon(leris 
Inde  sortiantur,  qaod  vel  ad  libras  uoqne  in  centenario,  aseendit.  " 
(t2l  ) Moreover,  even  bad  Kunckel.  been  right,  the  effect  WOIII&  h&Ve  teell 
too  small  to  have  accounted  for  the  very  considerable  gain  in  weight 
observed  on  calcination,  and  not  only  that,  for,  if  Stahl's  theory 
were  true,  the  metal  should  weigh  more  than  the  oalx. 
As  Stahl  developed  the  PhlOgigtou  theory,  phlogiston  be- 
came  endowed  with  a  number  of  remarkable  properties,  and  it  will 
be  convenient  to  consider  these  properties  at  this  stage.  The  best 
account  is  once  more  to  be  found  in  the  IF_xpegimenta,  etc.,  which  In 
almost  an  encyolopaedia  of  Stahl's  phlogiston  theory. 
phlogiston  was  a  snbstanee  of  a  dry  earthy  nature,  and  it 
was  on  account  Of  its  dryness  that  it  was  so  readily  absorbed  by  the 
air,  the  essential  property  of  which  was  dryness  also.  "Becher 
had  described  this  substance,  wholly  corporeal,  by  the  naxne  of 
Earth  (the  second  earth,  according  to  his  enumeration).  BAxt  he 
nowhere  gave  any  evidence  of  this  assertion!  '  t.  p  No  *CC!  LVIII) 
.  ýL 
If  phlogiston  were  of  a  dry  earthy  nature  we  ohould 
naturally  expect  it  to  be  like  other  similar  Ou-botancea  and,  posgess 
weight.  Certain  writers,  however,  are  of  the  opinion  that  Stahl 
O'Onsidered  phlogigton  as  a  sort  of-  disembodied  element  or  principle 
which  did  not  gravitate  or  possess  weight.  It  is  true  that  Stahl 
did  on  Occasion  use  phrases  which  might  be  interpreted  in  this  WAY. 
L"--..  Beecherus  Jam  immerat,  Terrae  nomine,  (geoundm  mm  m=erati- 
Onem,  seoundae)  illam  notans  vabstantiam,  omnino  corporem.  Nuoquan 
alitem  doomenta  hujus  Sui  asserti  produxerat.  " 
(122) perhaps  the  most  explicit  reference  is  to  be  found  in  the  Experimenta, 
etc.  When  phlogiston  is  removed  from  a  mixt  "it  becomes  impercept- 
ible  to  the  senses  owing  to  its  exceedingly  subtle  nature,  I  have 
discovered  that  it  cannot  be  condensed  to  a  homogeneous  aggregate. 
Not  because  it  hag,  of  itself,  an  elastic  nature,  but  becamse  of  its 
great  subtlety  it  does  not  admit  of  a  uniting  together  of  its  smallest 
parts.  It  still  retains  this  great  subtlety  vften  combined  in  mixta, 
so  much  so  that  it  is  capable  of  being  measured,  not  to  say  weighed, 
by  no  degree  of  acuteness  of  the  senses,  or  of  subsidiary  apparatus" 
11  (P24  cit*p  Nooccxc). 
Despite  this  passage  and  one  or  two  other  references  to  the 
extreme  tenuity  and  subtlety  of  the  substance,  a  careful  reading  of 
Stahl's  works  leaves  one  with  the  impression  that  he  usually  regarded 
it  as  possessing  weight,  in  common  with  all  other  chemical  substances. 
The  amount  present  in  a-metal  might  be  exceedingly  small,  so  0=11 
that  it  might  not  be  poesible,  to  weigh  it,  but  that  did  not  prove  that 
it  was  without  weight.  In  fact,  Stahl  actually  attempted  to  weigh 
phlogiston  and  thought  that  he  had  succeeded.  Thus,  referring  to 
1.110  ...  in  propria  Oua,  longe  tenerrima  indole,  omnibus  genOibug  gllb- 
trahitur.  Detexi,  qmod  ad  congregationem  sen  condengationem,  homo- 
geneam,  nunquamooeat;  Non  quod,  in  seipso,  elasticam  habeat  Indolem: 
Sea  solum  eo,  quod  immensa  oua  tenuitate,  complicationem  ouarum 
minutlarum,  non  admittat.  Hane  autem,  s=mam  tenuitatem  ==,  etiam 
conservet,  quando  in  Mixtioneg  implicatur:  adeo,  ut  mole,  nedum 
pondere,  nullis  gensuUm  aeuminibus,  aut  sawatis  eftibuidiig,  aestimari 
valeat.  11 
(123) the  results  of  his  quantitative  analysis  of  sulphur  (see  p.  45  above),  - 
he  gave  the  proportion  of  phlogigton  to  acil  as  being  less  than  one 
part  in  a  hundred  by  weight:  "If  the  amount  or  weight  of  this  in- 
flammable  matter  must  be  stated,  go  small  a  quantity  is  present  in 
sulphur  that  it  forms  less,  very  much  less,  than  a  bundredthýpart 
of  it"  ýibid.,  NO.  CCXXV'III).  This  statement,  contained  in  Stahl's 
last  work,  wag  written  nearly  fifty  years  after  the  experiment  on 
which  it  was  based  and  records  in  numerical  form  the  opinion  Stahl 
had  expressed  at  the  time  of  the  experiment  (0-  pugo.,  1715,  P-756). 
The  experiment  itoelf  assumed  the  ponderability  of  the  inflamnable 
principle. 
It  wo-mlcl  not  be  SwPrising  if  Stahlirs  views  showed  some 
variation  over  a  period  of  fifty  years.  We  have  seen  that  the 
explanation  which  he  gave  in  his  Experimenta,  ete.  of  the  augment- 
ation  in  weight  observed  on  calcination  was  based  on  the  idea  of 
phlogigton  as  being  less  dense  than  air,  that  is,  on.  phlogigtou  having 
a  negative  weight  relative  to  airA.  '  The  history  of  the  concepts  of 
a=  hujus,  Ignescentis,  materiae,  si  moleo  aut  p'ondus,  ae  stimari 
debeat,  tam  parva  quantitas  in  Sulphure  haereat,  'Lit  vero  oit  simillimm, 
longe,  Lmo  longissime,  Infra  centesimom  partem,  illam  cousistere.  11 
tThe  concept  of  the  absolute  negative  weight  of  PhlogigtOn,  that  is  to 
say,  of  phlogiston  as  a  substaneewhich  would  exert  an  iapwaxýd  force  on 
matter  in  raMo,  was  mmeh  later  than  the  time  of  Stahl  (Partington  and 
McKie,  "Historical  Studies  on  the  Phlogiston  Theor7ý"  Annalsr  of  Solnog, 
1937,2,  PP-380ff). 
(124) levity  and  of  negative  weight  in  connexion  with  phlogiston  have  been 
studied  in  detail  by  Partington  and  MoKie  in  their  "Historical  Studies 
on  the  Phlogiston  Theory"  (Aogls  of  Science,  1937,2,361  and  1938, 
. 
3,1).  Among  other  references  to  Stahl  the  authors  quote  his  state- 
ments  that  the  entry  of  phlogiston  made  bodies  lighter  in  texture 
(Billig  Beden  ,  Erimerp=  und  Erlanter-ung  liber  L.  1.  Bechers 
Na.  turnMudi  der  Metallen,  Franckfurth  &  Leipzig,  1723P  Ps70)v 
gZO'u-- 
that  by  accession  of  inflammable  parts  a  concrete  became  h&vie 
MllldmOnlal  kvmiae,  2"11  Pall  111-  1747,  P-3?  4),  ancl  that 
the  cause  of  the  increase  in  weight  on  calcination  was  not  definitely 
known,  further  experiment  being  neoessary  Ubhl-d.,  pp-507-8)#' 
Considering  Stahl's  numerous  writings  and  the  importanee  of- 
the  increase  in  weight  on  calcination  in  relation  to  the  phlogiston 
theory,  it  is  surprising  how  little  he  has  to  say  on  the  matter. 
, As  we  have  seen  above,  the  amount  of  phlogiston  present  in  metals 
was  assumed  to  be  very  small,  and  it  is  possible  that  Stahl  may  have 
considered  that  any  change  in  weight  occurring  on  transference  of 
it  from  one  body  to  another  would  also  be  exceedingly  small,  certainly 
very  much  less  than  the  change  in  weight  observed  in  calcination; 
therefore  this  change  might  be  due  to  some-other  cause  quite  inde- 
pendent  of  phlogiston  and  hence  of  comparatively  little  interest  so 
far  as  his  theory  was  concerned. 
I 
The  ifeeessity  for  the  presenee  of  air  is  another  point  whieh 
(125) must  be  considered  in  connexion  with  calcination,  although  this  is 
of  more  obvious  importance  in  the  case  of  combustion.  Boyle's 
theory  of  calcination  took  no  note  of  it  but,  according  to  Stahl, 
air  was  the  great  solvent  of  phlogiston,  and,  in  order  that  the 
phlogiston,  of  a  metal  could  be  removedby  calcination  it  was' 
necessary  that  there  should  be  air  present  to  dissolve  it. 
Moreover,  it  was  essential  that  an  ample  supply  should  be  available 
as  air  was  easily  satuxated  with  phlogiston,  after  which  it  could 
absorb  no  more. 
Aoeording  to  Stahl,  phlogizton  was  atomie  in  eharacter 
and  its  atoms  were  exoeedine3,  v  small  and  Onbtle;  their  moot 
characteristic  property  was  the  kind  of  motion  of  which  they  were 
capable.  The  Particles  were  very  mobile  and  their  natural  motion 
wag  not  tranglatory  or  expangive  but  rotational-,  they  were  the 
only  atoms  p0ggegOing  that  type  of  motion.  In  answer  to  the 
qaestion  'What  is  phlogiston?  "  we  find  the  statements:  "In  the 
first  place  it  is  certainly  something  corporeal.  Not  more  motion 
alone.  Very  well,  in  the  second  place  it  is  something  mobile., 
and  indeed  with  a  pecaliar  motion  guch  ag  no  other  body  is  capable  of 
Fourthly,  this  motion  is  not  progressive,  expansive  or  elastio 
but  rather  gyratory"  (Experimenta,  eto.,  Iq  3  1,  No  -  COUX),  and  "Orbital, 
I.  'Trimo  loco,  definite  respondet-ur,  quod  oit  aliquid,  oorporeum.  Non 
alitem  solus  stque  parus  Motus.  Bene  vero,  secundo,  aliquid  Mbile; 
(126) or  about  the  centre  of  the  material  corpuoeleg"  (Lbicl.,  No.  C!  XLIII). 
I* 
phlogiston  conferred  on  amy  body  containing  it  the  pro- 
perty  of  inflaumabilitY,  for  it  was  the  matter  of  fire  although 
not  fire  itself:  "I  began  to  call  it  Phlogiston:  the  matter  and 
principle  of  fire,  but  not  fire  itself"  (!  ý-Deqimen  Beecherianum. 
1738,  P-  19)  a  This  fire  matter  became  actual  visible  fire  when  its 
particles  were  in  rý,  pid  motion,  and  in  flame  the  phlogiston  could 
be  seen  escaping  from  the  inflammable  material  of  which  it  formed 
part.  Speaking  Scholastically,  phlogiston  was  the  matter  of  fire 
and  its.  peculiar  motion  was  the  form  of  fire  (EkDerimenta,  etc., 
1731,  NO.  MIII)-  That  motion  was  closely  connected  with  fire 
could  be  seen  from  the  fact  well  known  in  workshops  that  when  two 
pieces  of  wood  were  rubbed  together  rapidly  much  heat  was  liberated, 
and,  if  the  motion  continued  sufficiently  long,  actual  ignition 
could  be  observed  (ibid.,  No.  CXLVI). 
This  idea  of  a  vortex  motion  of  the  principle  of  inflam- 
mability  probably  originated  from  the  similar  motion  with  which 
Descartes  endowed  his  first  element,  which  was  a  fine  dust  of  which 
&  quidem,  ita  peculiari  determinatione  Mot-ag,  qualem  nallum  aliud  eorprao, 
eadem  ratione  admittat  ....  Q=to,  quod  hie  mot-as,  non  sit  progregsivus, 
expansivas  seu  elasticus,  localis;  sed  tantum  situalio,  gyratori-ag.  " 
I-I'Vertioillaris,  germ  circa  Centrwn  materialiwa  corpasoulorum  *11 
materia  &  prineipium  ignis,  non  ipse  ignis:  Pgo  Phlogiston 
appellare  coepi.  11 
(127) fire,  the  sun  and  stars  were  composed  (Principia  philoso-ohiae, 
Amstelodami,  1644,  p.  150),  and  which  was  in  far  more  rapid  motion 
than  the  other  elements.  The  particles  of  combustible  bodies 
were  assumed  to  be  particularly  adapted  to  this  kind  of  motion. 
Boyle  considered  this  motion  as  a  possible  explanation  of  the 
elasticity  of  the  air,  but  wag  unable  to  reach  a  definite  oonelnsion 
(Works,  Iq44,  i,  p.  8),  and  much  of  Descartes'  explanation  of  the 
nature  of  fire  was  adopted  by  Lemery  in  his  Cours  de  Chimle  (Paris, 
1675).  Lemery  considered  igneovA  particles  a  subtle  form  of  matter 
capable  of  rapid  motion  and  retaining  this  capacity  even  when  enclosed 
in  grosser  bodies.  He  thought  it  probable  that  fire  was  only  a 
violent  motion  of  minute  bodies  about  their  eentre  (92.  cit.,  5th 
edition,  1697,  PP-351-2). 
Stahl  made  a  number  of  observations  on  flaze.  When  one 
of  the  thicker  fats  or  oila  wag  gradually  distilled  in  a  closed  vessel, 
a  thin  oil  came  over  first,  then  a  thicker,  leaving  a  residue  of  carbon. 
If  a  thick  oil  were  burned  in  the  open  with  a  small  and  steady  flame 
the  carbonaaeous  earthy  portion  came  off  amd  was  dissipated  in  in- 
visible  clouds.  It  vms  obvious  to  the  eye  that  the  luminous  portion 
of  such  a  flame  was  not  equally  bright  everywhere.  It  was  brightest 
on  the  outside,  where  it  was  in  immediate  contact  with  the  air,  while 
the  central  portion  had  a  feeble  and  fluctuating  light,  and  a  piece 
of  eartheýmware  or  metal  placed  in  the  latter  area  was  imecliately 
(128) covered  with  soot.  In  the  outer  zone  the  thicker  oil  and  carbon 
were  so  intensely  agitated  that  they  were  dissipated  as  a  vapour 
(Experiments,  etc.,  1731,  NO-Lxxy-)-  If  the  bright  o-ater  part  of 
a  flame  were  broken,  the  flame  would  bursi  out,  as  it  were,  and, 
becoming  larger  and  wider,  more  quickly  consume  the  inf  lammble 
matter,  liberating  at  the  same  time  much  soot  not  yet  brought  to 
the  highest  degree  of  fiery  extenuation. 
When  the  inflammable  matter  in  soot,  eoals  or  metals  was 
agitated  by  amy  degree  of  heat  in  a  closed  space  out  of  contact 
with  air,  it  did  not  expand  or  diffuse  because  the  notion  of  fire 
was  rotational  and  not  translatory.  If,  however,  this  phlogigton 
were  combined  with  other  matter  subject  to  a  progressive  motion, 
it  was  then  either  torn  away  and  scattered  by  the  same  motion,  or, 
if  in  contact  with  the  air,  was  carried  aweq  by  this  other  matter 
in  flame.  The  more  closely  it  was  combined  with  matter  capable 
of  progressive  motion  the  more  readily  it  burned  and  was  violently 
expanded  (_Jbid.,  No.  L=). 
There  were  two  Onbstanoes  peculiarly  capable  of  a  pro- 
gressive  expansive  motion,  namely,  air  and  water,  and  the  expansive 
power  of  water  (on  eonversion  into  vapour)  was  much  greater  than  that 
of  air.  Stahl  maintained  that  flame  owed  its  motion  to  water,  and 
that  in  expanding  the  water  carried  with  it  the  inflammble  material 
and  diffased  It  widely.  In  such  a  case  as  coals  inflamed  by  a  blast 
(129) of  air,  however,  the  flame  was  due  to  the  expansion  caused  by  the 
air 
The  remarkable  force  of  gunpowder  was  due  to,  a  small 
amount  of  water  which  was  a  component  of  nitre  and  of  =lphur 
ý 
Inflammable  matter,  heated  with  nitre,  caught  fire  and.  inflamed 
and  both  mbstanceg  were  coummed,  although  nitre  alone  did.  not 
take  fire.  Stahl  brought  forward  certain  experimental  evidence 
in  support  of  his  view  as  to  the  part  played  by  water  in  the  formation 
2 
of  flame.  A  notable  quantity  of  water  was  obtained  when  the  pro- 
ducts  of  combustion  of  nitre  and  dry,  fine  coals  were  led  into  a  large 
receiver.  Since  no-one  could  believe  that  the  water  had  come  from 
the  coals,  it  must  have  been  the  residue  left  from  the  nitre  when 
the  inflammable  part  of  the  salt  had  burned  away.  A  similar  result 
eould  be  obtained  with  gunpowder,  water  being  formed  together  with, 
in  this  case,  a  small  amount  of  a  new  salt  somewhat  resembling  sal 
ammoniae.  The  expansive  force  of  water  was  sufficient  to  explain 
the  power  even  of  gunpowder,  for  a  hollow  iron  ball  filled  with  water, 
tightly  sealed  and.  heated  on  hot  coals,  burst  with  as  much  force  as 
gunpowder  (Jbiý. 
j,  NO$  -  L=I--LXMUV).  Stahl  also  showed  experiment- 
ally  that  water  eoulcl  be  conclense(I  from  the  proclucts  of  combustion  of 
I.  According  to  Stahl,  all  saline  g-abstances  were  compounds  of  water 
and  earth.  Salphur  was  composed,  of  phlogigton  and  vitriolic  aoid 
and  thug  contained  water  also. 
173  tj 
(130) spirits  of  wine.  Stahl  referred  to  an  experiment  which  he  ascribed 
to,  CIlauber,  in  which  spirits  of  wine  were  burned  under  a  wide  metal 
head.  The  Inflammable  portion  of  the  spirit  having  thixg  been  re- 
moved,  water  ran  down  the  sides  of  the  tube  and  was  collected. 
Stahl  described  an  elaborate  apparatus  of  trubee  and  funnels  for  the 
same  purpose  and  found  that  the  liquid  which  condensed  was  water  with 
a  slightly  saline  taste  (Lbid.,  No.  LXXVIII).  A  very  simple,  homely 
and  direct  example  of  the  part  played  by  water  in  the  formation  of 
flame  was  sometimes  observed  in  kitchens  when  water  was  poured  on 
boiling  fat  or  oil,.  the  flames  immediately  increasing  in  height  and 
intensity.  In  giving  this  example,  Stahl.  added:  "An  experience 
of  forty  years  has  taught  me  that  the  mos  t  ordinary  everyday  phenom- 
ena.  often  furnish  more  material  for  thought  than  those  which  one 
considers  the  most  refined  and  profound"  (ZmfRlljge  Geja_noken,  etc., 
1718,  P-179)ý 
Stahl  was  perfectly  well  aware,  of  courae,  that  water  did 
not  always  assist  combustion.  Often  it  retarded  it,  as  when  gun- 
powder  was  moistened  and  pressed  into  a  cone,  which  on  ignition  with 
, L.  "Allein  ich  habe  g«loz/  auso  mehr  als  40  jähriger  Erfahrung  über- 
flilosig  gelernet/  daso  viel  mehr  ungereimtes/  mit  noch  so  tiefsinnig 
scheinend  oder  erachteten  Einbildungen/  auf  die  Bahn  gebracht  wird/ 
als  oftmals  mit  denen  einsältigsten/  und  täglich  vor  den  Augen  liegen- 
den  Begebenheiten/  und  derifen  aufmereksamer  Betrachtung.  " 
(131) a  coal,  did  not  explode  but  barned  slowly  with  bright  sparks. 
External  water  nearly  always  delayed  combustion  and  only  internal 
[chemicalLy  combined]  water  expedited  it,  and  in  the  above  example 
the  efforts  of  the  latter  were  use&  up  in  vaporizing  the  former 
(Experimeowta,  etc.,  1731,  NO-LXXXVII)- 
Phlogiston,  although  corporeal,  was  more  subtle  than  air 
itself,  so  that  it  eo*ald  not  be  condensed  in  amy  way  and,  moreover, 
it  was  not  onbjeet  to  elastic  expansion,  that  is,  it  (lid  not  behave 
like  a  gas  (ibid.,  ITo.  CXLII).  Thus  if,  for  example,  soot  or  char- 
coal,  both  Of  which  containecl  large  quantities  of  phlogiston,  were 
strongly  heated  in  closed  vessels  there  was  no  siga  of  tensile  ex- 
pansion  such,  as  the  bursting  of  the  vessel  (JbJA.,  No.  IM). 
Stahl  often  found  it  necessary  to  point  out  that  MlPhUr 
was  not  phlogiston.  Phlogiaton  wag  the  principle  of  inflammability, 
and  to  moot  chemists  this  principle  was  sulphur.  Thus  Mmokel 
wpe#e:  'ý&ere  there  is  light  and.  heat  there  is  sulphur"  (ObeferMt- 
iones  go4cae,  Londini  &  Roterodami,  1679,  C!  h.  I). 
I  Stahl  said  that 
it  was  not  true  that  the  essenee  of  the  prineiple  of  oombustibility 
resided  in  and  00'ald  be  more  olearly  demonctrated  in  common  sulphur 
than  in  m3y  other  body.  In  the  first  place,  it  wag  difficult  to. 
show  clearly  the  presenee  of  this  prineiple  in  common  sulphur,  ancl 
L  nbi  ignis  et  calor  ibi  gnlphur.  11 
(132) secondly  it  was  possible  by  a  much  simpler  process,  that  is  by  fire 
alone,  to  obtain  soot  from  limpid  oils.  Although  not  the  pure  and 
unmixed  principle  itself,  soot  was  at  any  rate  much  richer  in  it  than 
anything  which  could  be  obtained  from  common  m1phur  (_ibid.,  No.  CCLXXI). 
Soot  was  a  dry  earthy  substance  and  could  be  used,  like  other  forms 
of  carbon,  for  the  red-motion  of  ealees,  a  fact  which  showed  that  it 
contained  phlogiston.  According  to  Stahl  the  fact  that  soot  was 
a  dry  earthy  substance  justified  Beeher's  view  that  the  principle 
to  which  all  other  bodies  owed  their  combustibility  was  itself  of  a. 
dry  earthy  nature  (ftflillice  Gedancken,  etc.,  1718,  p.  90). 
Stahl  attributed  not  only  inflammability  but  also  colour 
and  even  odour  to  the  presence  of  phlogiston.  Colo-ar  had  fre- 
quently  been  attributed  to  the  presence  of  etalphur:  Týnothing  tingeth 
1+1* 
but  I 
only"  (rlauber,  Of  the  Three  Prinei-plev  of  Metals,  Works,  1689, 
Pt.  III,  P.  8). 
Stahl's  arguments  in  favour  of  considering  phlogiston  as  the 
principle  of  colour  rested  on  ex=pleg  of  coloured  bodies  such  as 
sulphur  and  Prussian  blue,  in  which  he  asserted  phlogigton  was  to  be 
found,  and  also  on  the  dark  colour  of  soot  and  other  forms  of  carbon 
and  their  ability  to  colour  such  substances  as  glass.  In  his  last 
work  he  appears  to  have  abandoned  his  earlier  views:  "colour  is  not 
a  certain  principle  present  in  bodies  as  a  substance  but  merely  the 
reflections  and  refractions  of  light  in  various  ways  That 
(133) colour  exists  mainly  in  the  mind,  or  is  an  affection  of  the  mind, 
is  clear  from  the  appearance  of  colow  in  visiong  and  dreams  .... 
That  colour  is  nothing  else  than  a  certain  motion  of  light  set  -ap 
6 
on  account  of  the  diverse  disposition,  shape  or  position  of  particles 
is  apparent  from  the  prism  or  transparent  glass  triangle  ....  11 
i 
(F=damenta 
-Chym-iae, 
1732,  Pt  I;  PP,  58-9  - 
We  have  already  seen  how  Stahl  demonstrated  that  phlogiston 
wag  one  and  the  same  in  all  three  natural  kingdoms.  In  his  EX.  er-  :2 
imenta,  etc.  he  developed  in  detail  a  theory  of  circulation  of 
phlogiston  equivalent  to  our  theory  of  the  carbon  cycle.  outlines 
of  this  appeared  in  various  places  in  his  other  works. 
He  found  that  a  wax  candle  weighiiW  only  half  an  ounce 
required  for  combustion  no  less  a  volume  of  air  than  that  contained 
in  a  cube  ten  paces  square  with  the  same  altitude.  Hence,  an 
enormous  volume  of  air  must  be  saturated  by  the  phlogiston  given  off 
by  the  burning  of  innumerable  fires,  furnaces  and  lamps,  especially 
in  winter  (SMecimen  Beacherioum,  1703,  P-40)-  Phlogiaton  was 
also  given  off  during  the  decomposition  of  dead  plants  (gERerimelitm. 
I..  "....  non  autem  hie  [color]  ipse  est  principium  quoddam  wabstantiale 
corporilms  inhaerens,  ged  tantum  lux  vario  modo  reflexa  &  refract&  .... 
Quod  principaliter  Color  haereat  in  ipsa  mente,  Seu  affeetio  mentis  sit, 
perspiouum.  est  ex  Phantamatibus  &  in  gomniis  colorwa  apparitione  .... 
Quod  color  nihil  ali-ad  sit,  quwn  oertne  1neiO  motng  exeitatus  material- 
iter  in  partioularum  varia  diopositione,  situ,  configurations,  apparet 
ex  primate  geu  vitro  pellucido  triangulari  ...... 
(134) etc.,  1731,  NO-OXXII). 
What  became  of  all  this  phlogiston?  Rising  in  the  at- 
mosphere  it  became  combined,  through  the  action  of  a  certain  saline 
substance,  with  the  watery  vapour  present  in  clouds.  In  support 
of  this  view,  Stahl  drew  attention  to  the  colour  of  clouds  and  to 
the  fact  that  they  often  remained  suspended  for  days  without  their 
water  falling  as  rain.  If  clouds  were  merely  water  they  would 
have  no  colour,  he  argued,  and  moreover  they  would  not  remain  9us- 
pended  while,  if  they  consisted  of  water  vapour,  they  would  be  in- 
visible.  "I  am  the  first  to  surmise,  on  account  of  these  phenom- 
ena,  that  clouds  are  not  merely  aqueous  vapours,  but  contain  other 
vapours  intermixed  with  them,  which  not  only  prevent  the  aqueous 
vapours  from  coalescing  so  easily  into  drops  but  also  carry  them-up 
to  greater  heights  and  keep  them  suspended  at  a  great  distance  from 
the  earth.  To  this  union  they  owe  their  white  and  shiny  colour 
which  they  gradually  lose  on  parting  company  with  these  other  vapours, 
thereafter  again  exhibiting  the  ordinary  colour  of  water  vapour, 
falling  towards  the  earth  and  at  length  condensing  into  drops  and 
yielding  rain.  '  ý  (Lbýjý.  d  *.  No  .  0=)  ý 
Vr&  his  phaenomenis,  ego,  primo  nt  -in  genere,  ill'ad  aup,  =or,  quod  unbes 
non  sint  simplioes  vapores  aquei;  Sed  alios  halitus  intertextos  habeant, 
q'ai  aqneam  illarum  substantiam,  non  solum  digtineant,  ne  tam  facile  in 
Cuttas  coaleocere  possint;  Sed  etiam  eagdem  it&  in  altum  evehant,  & 
magna  diotantia  a  terra,  Suspensas  teneaut.  A  quo  consortio,  etiam  color 
(135) Just  as  IUyowls  nitro-aerial  particles  were  the  canse  of 
thunder  and  lightning,  so  the  same  effects  were  ascribed  by  Stahl 
to  thig  atmospherie  phlogiston  (LbLd.,  No.  C=II). 
The  vital  action  of  plants  was  the  only  agency  by  which 
phlogiston  conld  be  removed  from  the  atmosphere.  In  support  of 
this  statement,  -Stahl  qnoted  Van  RelmoutIg  celebrated  willow  tree 
experiment.  Van  Helmont  took  a  young  willow  and  planted  it  in 
dry  soil.  (sand.  according  to  Stahl)  in  an  earthenware  pot.  For 
five  years  he  watered  the  plant  with  rain  or  distilled  water  and 
then  found  that  the  willow  had  increased  in  weight  by  one  hundred 
and  sixty-nine  pounds  and  that  the  soil,  after  drying,  had  lost  but 
two  ounces.  Since  water  was  the  only  substance  he  had  added,  Van 
Helmont  thought  this  experiment  proved  that  water  wag  the  sole 
element  of  which  everything  was  composed.  Stahl,  however,  argued 
that  the  increaae  in  amount  of  wood  and  other  oily  inflammable 
matter  had  come  from  a  source'Emsuspected  by  Tan  Helmont,  namely, 
the  air  (Lbid.. 
,  T-u  many  cases  also  plants  producing 
large  quantities  of  fatty  oily  gubstances  were  to  be  found  growing 
only  in  places  where  water  was  very  scarce:  "It  is  qnite  well-known 
that  in  the  case  of  mmerous  plants,  the  more  oily  they  are'in  nature, 
ille  albus  atqme  fulgidno  dependeat;  q-aem  quando,  secedente  illo  altero 
comitatu,  sensim  amittunt,  tuno  non  solum  simpliciorum  aqueorum  fumorum 
eolorem  iterum  exhibeant:  Sed  etiam  propiug  ad  terram  subsidant,  & 
tandem  in  guttas  coeundo,  pluvias  prasbeant.  " 
(136) the  more  averse  they  ýxe  to  water"  (0-onse.,  M5,  P-339)ý 
From  considerations  such  as  the  above,  elaborated  in  some 
detail,  Stahl  came  to  the  conclusion  that  "this  phlogiston  is  more 
abundantly  supplied  to  plants  from  the  air  than  from  water  or  the 
neighbOuring  earth"  (Ibild-,  P-3  40)ý  Absorbed  by  plants  from  the 
air,  together  often  with  water  vapour  condensed  at  the  same  time  in 
the  form  of  dew  (1-bid.,  P-339).  it  was  built  up  by  them  into  inflam- 
mable  organic  matter,  the  food  ultimately  of  all  animals.  , 
In  this 
way  a  continuous  circulation  of  phlogiston  was  traced  out:  .  "A  great 
part  of  the  matter  of  which  the  bodies  of  plants  are  formed  comes  from 
the  earth.  The  rest  is  supplied,  as  much  as  Is  necessary,  from  the 
neighbouring  regions  of  the  atmosphere.  And  again  an  ample  Supply 
is  returned  to  the  same  atmosphere  from  the  earth  by  the  countless 
decompositions  of  the  plants  themselves"  (McDerimenta,  etc.,  1731, 
No.  CaXII)i 
I-'WOtOrium  tamen  Satig  est,  q-aod  pleraqne  Vegetabilia,  tanto  magio, 
TIO  plus  de  Pingui  substantia  participant,  a  copiosiore  aquosa  sab- 
stantia  abhorreant.  11 
g.  tt.  »oo  phlogiston  hoc  rmgis,  &  00Piogius  ex  aere  qum  vel  ex  terrae 
intimioribuo,  vel  ex  aqua,  vogetabilibus  hie  pfferatur.  " 
. s.  "Cum  omnis  materia,  e  qua  corpora  Vegetabilium  constrauntur,  maximam 
partem  ex  lpsa  terra;  de  reliquo  vero,  e  propioribas  tractibus 
Atmosphaerae  nostrae,  quantalibet  copia  suppeditetur.  Iterum  a-utem, 
in  eaAdem  Atmosphaeram,  e  nostra  terra,  &  ipsorum  Vegetabilium  inrwmera 
regolutione,  liberaliter  refundatur.  " 
(137) The  phlogiston  theory  wari  popularised  in  France  by  Romberg 
and  in  Germany  by  Juncker,  who  made  it  the  basis  of  his  text-book 
Cons-ocietas  Chemiae,  (Halae  Yagd.,  2  volo.,  1730).  The  theory  was 
accepted  by  almost  every  chemist  of  note  for  the  next  fifty  years 
and  was  not  finally  abandoned  until  the  beginning  of  the  following 
century. 
The  part  played  by  the  phlogiston  theory  in  the  history 
of  chemistry  has  been  discussed  with  some  difference  of  opinion  by 
historians  of  the  subject,  and  many  of  the  more  recent  writers  have 
maintained  that  the  theory  was  aretrograde  step  and  that  it  retarded 
the  development  of.  the  subject  by  half  a  century.  Thus  Masson  says 
that  it  was  "a  direct  continuance  of  the  ways  of  thought  which  Boyle 
and  the  Eng-lish  school  had  striven  to  counteract.  "  Stahl  had 
"inherited  the  spagyrical  type  of  mind  and  invented  a  name  to  describe 
a  quality"  (Three  Centuries  of  Chemistry,  London,  1925,  p.  82). 
White  believes  that  "chemistry  advanced-  in  spite  of  it  a  and  that 
'Phlogiston  was  another  such  obstacle  as  the  Aristotelian  doctrine 
which  had  to  be  swept  away  in  the  triumphant  march  towards  truth" 
(History  of  the  Phlogiston  Theory,  London,  1932,  P-10-  Most 
writers,  however,  admit  that  the  theory  may  have  been  of  some  service 
as  a  unifying  and  systematiging  principle. 
If  we  compare  the  state  of  ohemistry  in  1730  with  its  state 
fifty  years  later  it  is  obvious  that  immense  strides  had  been  made 
(138) during  that  half  century,  and  if  we  do  not  claim  for  the  phlogiston 
theory  the  credit  for  these  advances  it  would  at  any  rate  seem  that 
itg  retarding  effect  has  been  greatly  exaggerated. 
We  are  not  here  concerned  with  the  subsequent  history  of 
the  theory.  In  its  later  years,  and  in  the  hands  of  lesser  men 
than  Stahl,  it  lost  its  early  simplicity,  as  accessory,  and  some- 
times  inconsistent,  subsidiary  hypotheses  were  brought  forward  to 
explain  away  awkward  experimental  facts.  In  Stahl's  time  it  re- 
presented  a  very  definite  advance  for  it  succeeded  in  "grouping 
chemical  phenomena,  and  in  explaining  them  consistently  by  a  com- 
prehensive  hypothesis"  (ThLorpe,  History  of  Chemistry,  London,  2  vols., 
19099  il  P.  ql). 
By  the  end  of  the  seventeenth  century  an  impressive  amount 
of  empirical  knowledge  had  been  acquired,  but  it  wag  almost  entirely 
04-0 
.- 
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unorganisedý,  The  phlociston  theory  accomplished  the  organigation 
of  this  knowledge,  and.  chemistry,  from  being  a  practical  Art,  began 
to  be  a  real  Science.  A  connexion  was  clearly  established  between 
very  mwW  previously  unrelated  facts,  as  we  have  already  seen,  and 
not  only  purely  Inorganic  phenomena  but  the  mutual  relationships  of 
the  three  natural  kingdoms  were  also  indicated.  The  theory  was  not 
merely  successful  in  explaining  chemical  phenomena  known  at  the  time 
but  afforded  a  ready  explanation  of  many  facts  discovered  subsequently. 
Several  of  these  facts  have  already  been  discussed.  A  further 
(139) exwnPle  is  the  ease  of  hydrogen.  vvhen  a  calx  wag  dissolved  in  an 
acid  a  salt  was  produced;  when  a  metal  was  dissolved  in  an  acid  a, 
gait  was  formed  and  hydrogen  was  liberated.  Since  the  difference 
., 
iston  contained  in  the  between  a  metal  and  its  calx  wag  the  phlo,,  v, 
former,  it  would  appear  likely  that  hydrogen  should  be,  or  should 
contain,  phlogiston,  in  which  ease  it  should  be  inflammable;  and 
go  it  was  found  to  be.  Moreover  it  should  be  possible  to  use  it 
to  red-ace  calces  to  metals,  amd  again  experiment  confirmed  theory. 
It  is  not  difficult  to  see  why  the  theory  was  so  widely 
accepted,  and  it  is  at  the  same  time  evidence  of  the  consistency, 
and  value  of  the  theory  that  so  many  eminent  chemists  believed  in 
it.  The  few  who  rejected  it  had  nothing  to  put  in  its  place. 
There  are,  of  course,  those  who  maintain  that  "the  first  half  of 
the  eighteenth  century  found  nowhere  a  worker  of  first-class  merit 
but  a  considerable  body  of  dabblers"  (Masgon,  Three  Centuries  of 
Chemistry,  1925,  p-100),  and  that  "a  few  of  the  great  men  of  science 
of  this  epoch,  notably  Black  and  Cavendish,  though  nominally  phlog- 
istonists,  refused  to  let  phlogistie  dogma  hinder  the  progress  of 
their  work"  (White,  HIstory  2f  the  llhl2gistgn  2jeoZZ,  1932,  p.  12). 
These  facts,  if  true,  mast  seriously  weaken  the  case  for  considering 
the  phlogiston  theory  as  a  retarding  influence  on  the  progress  of 
chemistry. 
I  cannot  help  feeling  that  some  of  the  disparagement  which 
(140) the  phlogiston  theory  has  received  is,.  due  to  a  sense  of  frustration 
and  disappointment  that  after  Rey,  Boyle,  Hooke  and  Mayow  had  go 
nearly  reached  the  oxygen  theory  of  combustion  their  theories  should 
have  been  abandoned  for  one  wider  of  the  mark.  S;  urely,  however, 
the  function  of  a  theory  is  not  to  state  truths  but  to  establish 
relationships  and  correlations  between  phenomena.  As  soon  as  a 
theory  ceases  to  establish  these  relationships,  or,  as  we  more 
-usually  say,  to  explain  the  known  phenomena,  it  is  necessary  either 
to  amend  it  or  to  scrap  it  like  a  worn-o-ut  machine  no  longer  capable 
of  rendering  -useful  gervice.  and  to  replace  it  by  one  more  satisfactory. 
The  whole  of  the  work  on  combustion  referred  to  above  had 
been  done  thirty  years  or  more  before  the  rise  of  the  phlogiston  theory, 
and  the  theories  had  led  nowhere  for  the  simple  reason  that  chemical 
knowledge  was  not  sufficiently  advanced  at  that  time.  The  chemistry 
of  gases,  for  example,  was  still  unknown.  The  phlogiston  theory 
gave  an  explanation,  consistent  and  satisfactory,  at  the  time,  of  a  much 
wider  range  of  phenomena  and  may  therefore  reasonably  be  considered  an 
advance.  The  correlations  it  established  were  real  correlations,  at 
any  rate  so  far  as  all  the  most  important  phenomena  were  concerned,  and 
when  the  o3qgen,  theory  replaced  the  phlogiston  theory  these  correlations 
were  retained,  only  the  nature  of  the  relationships  being  altered. 
Moreover,  the  new  relationships  were  so  nearly  the  exact  reverse  of  the 
old  that  re-adjustment  was  comparatively  simple. 
(141) vi 
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Even  in  his  student  davs  Stahl  had  in  mind  the  task  of 
supplying  experimental  evidence  of  the  existence  of  the  three  earths 
that  Becher  had  assumed  in  his  Physica  Subterranea.  From  Becher's 
concept  of  the  second  earth,  the  principle  of  inflammability,  Stahl, 
with  the  experimental  backing  of  his  work  on  sulphur  and  on  the  re- 
duotion  of  metallic  caloes,  built  up  the  imposing  structure  of  the 
phlogiston  theory.  In  his  AusMrllche  Lq_traghtumg,  etc.  (1723), 
he  attempted  to  do  for  the  other  earths  what  he  had  already  done  for 
the  second. 
According  to  Becher,  the  first  earth  was  a  vitrescible  or 
fu.  gible  earth,  found  in  stones  and  metals,  and  the  third  a  fluid 
mercurial  earth.  The  first  earth,  combined  with  water,  formed 
the  universfal  acid  (vitriolic),  V&ile  the  third  earth  was  found  in 
eomm  on  salt  and  in  other  light  and  volatile  Salto.  It  wag  Stahl's 
task  to  bring  forward  experimental  confirmation  of  the  existence  of 
these  earths  and  of  the  part  played  by  themAn  chemical  compounds. 
His  arguments,  however,  were  not  very  convincing  and  few  chemists 
paid  serious  attention  to  them.  As  his  translator  said:  "We  are 
foreed  to  admit  that  his  demonstration  is  not  rigorous.  He  shows 
indeed  that  the  eartbv  element  and  water  enter  into  saline  compounds; 
but  in  no  way  proves  that  they  alone  enter.  If  only  he  had  been 
able  to  reprod-ace  a  saline  frubstance  by  recombining  these  two  elements, 
(142) just  as,  by  combining  the  principle  of  inflammability  with  vitriolic 
acid,  he  was  able  to  reproduee  sulphnr,  this  would  have  oompleted.  his 
2 
demonstration"  (Trait  desgels,  "Avertissement,  "  p.  iv). 
It  might  geem.  gtrange,  therefore,  that  anyone  should  have 
taken  the  tro-able  to  translate  this  work  into  French  nearly  fifty 
years  after  it  had  first  appeared  in  the  original  German.  But 
although  Stahl  failed  in  his  main  purpose,  the  work  contained  much 
of  value.  To  q-aote  Holbadh  once  more:  "not  content  with  develop- 
ing  the  nature  of  salts,  M.  Stahl  enters  into  the  greatest  detail 
on  the  subject  of  their  different  combinations,  the  phenomena  which 
accompany  them  and  the  cause  of  these  phenomena  ,  *,  We  dare  to 
say  that  in  this  respect  the  art  hag  made  little  progress,  and 
although*since  the  original  work  has  appeared,  many  chemLstg  have 
made  salts  the  subject  of  their  labours,  they  have  added  nothing 
or  almost  nothing  to  the  doctrine  which  M.  Stahl  has  here  established" 
i,  A  translation  by  d'Holbach  (Paris,  Ijqj)  of  StahiTs  Ausgýhgljoho_ 
Betrachtumg,  etc.,  IM. 
2.,  'Nous  somoo  forces  d'avouer  que  oa  de'MOnotration  nIest  pag  rigoureuse. 
Il  en  rdoulte,  a  la  verite,  que  116lement  terreux  &  l'Aement  aque= 
entrent  dano  la  oombinalfi(m  oaline;  maigi  rien  ne  prouve  quIlls  y 
entrent  seulo.  Il  eiit  Ae*  a  souhaiter  auten  recombizumt  cle  nouveau 
'16  oeo  deux  e  mens,  il  jut  pu  reproduire  ltitre  0'  aline-.  comme  en  re- 
c  'bimmt  le  principe  de  llinflanunabiliteavee  llacicto  vitriolique  il  gtoit  om 
parvenu  a  reproduire  du  doufre.  Ce  compidment  eilt  mio  le  seea-a  de 
ildvidence.  &  sa  dAonotration.  " 
. 
(143) i 
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It  must  again  be  pointed  out  that  the  term  "salt"  ag  used 
by  Stahl  included  both  acids  and  bases  as  well  as  what  are  now  known 
v 
as  salts.  "Salt  is  a  solid,  sapid  substanee  that  is  Soluble  in 
aqaeO'us  liquid  .... 
Salt  is  commonly  divided  into  acid  Salt, 
alkaline  Salt  and  medium  or  neutral  Salt"  (3Vndamenta,  Oxmi&e.,  1732, 
I 
pt.  I,  P.  47  - 
Comparatively  little  of  the  Ansfiihrlicbe  Betracht=R,  etc. 
is  devoted  to  direct  verification  of  BecherIg  views,  and  the  work  as 
a  whole  is  almost  entirely  devoid  of  definite  plan.  Stahl's  writing 
was  always  intricate  and  involved  and  in  his  preface  to  this  work 
he  apologiged  for  the  fact  that  he  "had  not  given  to  his  style  and 
his  ideas  that  correction  which  the  circumstances  in  vhich  he  found 
himself  did  not  permit  him  to  give,  as  he  was  obliged  to  throw  his 
ide  as  on  paper  Just  as  they  occurred  to  him"  (AnoNhrllohe  Betrach 
tung,  etc.,  1723,  I'Vorrede,  "  ]pp.  vili-ix). 
vTon  content  cle  d6velopper  la  nature  des  eels,  M.  Stahl  entre  dans  les 
0  1-  plus  grandg  details  our  leurs  differientes  combinaisons,  les  phenomenes 
qui 
"' 
les  aocompagnent,  &  lee  causes  de  oeo  phignomenes  ....  Nous  oaons  dire 
quIa  cet  6gard  l1art  a  fait  peu  de  progres,  &,  quo  quoique  depuis  que  oet 
ouvrage  a  paru,  un  tree-grand  nombre  de  obvmistes  ay*ýt  fait  des  eels 
11objeot  de  leur-travaux,  Us  Wont  rien  on  preoque  rien  ajoVte  a  la 
doctrine  que  1.  Stahl  ya  itablie.  " 
2.  "Sal  est  substantia  sapida,  -solida,  gol-mbilig  in  aqueo  liquore 
gal  communiter  dividitur  in  Sal  acidum,  alcali  &  medium  saa  nelitrum.  11 
weil  iäh  bey  ineinen  jetwahligen  Uin9Vänden/  noch  viel  weniger 
(144) Almost  the  whole  of  his.  argument  in  support  of  the  view 
that  salts  were  composed  of  an  earth  and  water  was  derived  from  two 
or  three  experiments  and  observations.  Kunakel  had  described  an 
experiment  in  which  he  had  heated  an  essential  oil  with  concentrated 
oil  of  vitriol  and  had  then  distilled  the  mixture.  A  surprisingly 
large  quantity  of  water  came  over  and  a  shining  black  dry  earth 
remained,  which  resisted  the  action  of  the  fire  (Mvmische  AMerek- 
ungen,  Witteberg,  1677,  pp.  114-5).  Stahl  concluded  that  this 
earth  could  only  have  come  from  the  acid  and'that  the  bulk  of  the 
water  had  oome  from  the  oil  (Ansf%rlidhe-Betraohtmw,,  eto.,  1723, 
p.  12).  Oil  of  vitriol,  thoroughly  freed  from  water  by  coneentra- 
tion  by  fire,  yet  contained  a  certain  waount  of  water  in  an  intimate 
state  of  combination.  This  water  could  easily  be  driven  off  at 
the  temperature  of  boiling  water  by  combining  the  aoid  with  fixed 
alkali. 
Another  argmamt  Stahl  advaneed  was  the  behaviour  of  borax 
on  heating.  Borax,  with  its  crystalline  form  and  solubility  in 
water,  was  undoubtedly  a  true  galt.  When  it  was  heated  water  was 
given  off  and  the  borax  was  converted  into  a  soft  glass  withont  the 
als  sonsten/  in  Soleherley  Verfassung  stehe/  daso  ich  dieagen  Wohlstand/ 
nach  Rothdurfft  beobachten  kÖnnen:  Sondern  blosfi  gleichsam  =fÄllige 
Gelegenheiten  mir  dienen  lassen  1dÜsgenf  dergleichen  Dinge/  wie  die 
gemeine  Redens-Art  lautet/  auf  das  ?  apier  zu  werffen.  '  Man  haben 
auch  noch  wohl  dieses  sagen/  aber  ohne  mich  dar;  ýber  eigentlich  etwas 
erbothig  zu  machen.  " 
(145) addition  of  any  other  substance.  Stahl  maintained  that  this  was 
the  most  convincing  evidence  that  a  salt  was  composed  of  water  and 
a  fusible  earth  (Aufffiihrliche  BetrachLuM,  etc.,  1723,  p.  25). 
Stahl  referred  later  to  the  widespread  opinion  that 
common  salt  by  repeated  solution  and  evaporation  to  dryness  lost 
its  saline  nature  and  was  converted  into  a  substance  similar  to 
earth.  He  admitted,  however,  that  'lie  had  not  himself  made  the 
experiment  seeing  that  the  circumstances  in  which  he  found  himself 
had  never  allowed  him  to  undertake  a  work  of  such  long  duration" 
(ilb.  idop  p.  140)ý 
It  is  clear  that  so  far  as  his  main  thesis  was  concerned 
Stahl  had  but  little  evidence  to  offer,  but  when  we  turn  to  consider 
some  of  the  incidental  points  discussed  we  perceive  something  of  his 
profound  knowledge,  keen  insight  and  practical  acquaintance  with  his 
gubJeet.  It  is  obvious  that  many  of  the  facts  brought  forward 
were  the  fruits  of  his  own  experimental  researches,  although  not 
formally  published  as  such. 
Kunckel  had  denied  the  existence  of  a  true  salt  in  plants 
and  thought  that  the  salts  obtained  from  them  were  really  produced 
1.  "Ich  will  aber  dabey.  zieht  rerhaltent  daso  auch  ich  selboten  noch 
nicht  grUndlich  untero=het,  wie  weit  diese  Umkehrung  gehen  a76ge: 
Weil  dergleichen  langwierige  Arbeiten  von  geraumen  Jahren  her,  wo 
sie  nicht  etwas  merekliches  betroffen,  meine  Gelegenheit  nicht  wohl 
ertragen 
(146) in  the  process  by  which  they  were  a-apposed  to  have  been  extracted 
(I@jýoratorium  OX-Ymieum,  1716,  P-97).  Stahl  considered  that  this 
was  obviously  untrue  since  (i)  the  juice  from  unripe  fruit  effer- 
vesoed  with  crabs-eyeg  and  blackened  iron,  showing  the  presence  of 
acid,  and  (1i)  other  saline  onbstanoes  present  in  plants  gave 
precipitates  with  sugar  of  lead  amd  with  nitrate  of  silver  (hgqgjýM- 
liche  Bwtraohtu=,  etc-,  1723,  PP-39-43)-  If  must  or  the  fresh 
juice  of  grapes  were  concentrated  to  half  its  original  volume  with 
the  addition  of  iron  filings  or  chalk  and  then  a  few  drops  of  oil 
of  vitriol  or  of  agua  fortis  added,  the  latter  combined  with  the 
dissolved  substances  and  a  white  precipitate  was  thrown  down. 
Although  this  precipitate  had  been  called  sol'able  white  precipitate 
of  Mare  (magjOterLu_m  mar_tjo  album  sol-abl1g),  Stahl  stated  that  it 
was  really  a  "true  tartar"  (ibid.,  pp.  48-9).  It  was,  in  fact, 
tartaric  meld.  Stahl  gave  this  experiment  as  evidence  that  tartar 
was  present  in  the  juice  of  grapes  before  fermentation  and  not  merely 
formed  during  this  process.  He  attributed  the  discovery  of  the 
solubility  of  iron  in  fresh  lees  of  wine  to  Glauber  and  in  a  later 
work  described  the  solution  of  iron  filings  in  pure  crystalline 
tartar,  which  gave  an  opalescent  liquid  yielding  a  solid  on  slow 
evaporation.  When  this  solid  was  dried,  gently  heated  in  a  closed 
space,  waghed  and  dried  again,  the  presence  of  particles  of  iron 
could  be  deteeted-by  means  of  a  magnet,  (R)c-perimMU,  eto.,  1731, 
(147) Nos.  CIX  and  OX).  This  solid  was  preEim.  mblya  potaggium  iron 
tartrate. 
Stahl  knew  that  tartar  'N&ioh  is  clearly  a  saline  acid 
substance"  (Augf@irliche  Betrachtung,  etc.,  1123,  p.  164) 
IL 
dissolved 
litharge,  iron,  zinc,  chalk  and  coral,  and  that  it  combined  readily 
with  both  fixed  and  volatile  alkalies.  He  believed  it  contained 
"a  portion  of  subtle  earth  and  much  of  a  fatty  substance  that  pre- 
vented  it  combining  readily  with  water"  (Lbid.  )ý 
Although  Stahl  must  have  prepared  tartaric  acid  in  a  pure 
form,  he  failed  to  realise  that  he  had  a  anbstance  whieh  differed 
from  tartar  (potagsium  hydrogen  tartrate).  In  the  Speeimen 
Beacherianum  he  described  the  preparation  of  a  Iýmre  and  white 
tartar"  by  neutraliging  tartar  with  salt  of  tartar  [IC2003],  con- 
w  centrating  by  evaporation  and  then  adding  vitriolic  acid.  The 
"tartar"  was  precipitated  (92,  Oil,  P-132). 
Stahl  thought  that  vegetable  salts  contained  much  fatty 
matter  and  differed  in  several  respeots  from  mineral  salts  on  acoo-unt 
of  this  fact.  These  vegetable  salts  were  not  formed  in  plants  but 
entered  them  from  the  air  and  goil,  carried  by  water.  7he  plant 
i.  "Es  ist  aber  der  Weinstein  offenbahrlich  ein  sauer-saltziges  Weoen.  " 
.  i..  "Indesf5en  ist  ei*  auch  noch,  sowohl  mit  etwas  subtiler  Erde,  als  I 
vieler  Fattigkeit  Irerbýüpffet-,  deren  letztere  auch  die  Haupt-Urgach 
ist,  daso  er  mit  deM  Wasser  nicht  gerne  vereiniget.  11 
(148) 
- then  deeOMPosed  the  saline  Mixt  and  used  the  earthy  part  to  assist 
its  growth.  By  a  process  of  circulation,  the  remaining  portion 
of  the  saline  mixt  found  itself  in  the  course  of  time  in  places 
where  it  could  regain  its  earthy  component.  It  was  then  able  to 
enter  Into  plants  again.  "This  conjecture  is  confirmed  by  an 
experiment  which  consists  in  making  a  fertiliger  for  soil  with  a 
mixture  of  quick-lime  and  salt  well  moistened  with  the  juice  of  a 
rich  manure.  Skilful  gardeners  claim  that  by  mixing  this  com- 
position  with  the  soil  the  latter  is  fertilised  for  several  years" 
(AusfkZlighe  Bgtraoltmng,  etc.,  M3,  P-48) 
In  one  of  his  early  papers  Stahl  described  a  method  of 
concentrating  acetic  acid  by  freezing.  He  also  gave  an  account 
in  the  AnsfUhrliche  Betrachtung,  etc.  of  a  chemical  method  which, 
he  said,  he  had  never  pablished  before,  evidently  forgetting  that 
he  had  mentioned  it  briefly  in  the  Specimen  Beogherianum  OU8,  P-132). 
Having  first  distilled  vinegar  in  a  vessel  made  of  tin,  Stahl  saturated 
it  with  pure  fixed  alkali,  evaporated  the  solution  to  the  consistency 
of  honey  or  syrup  over  a  very  gentle  flame,  and  then  added  as  vmh  oil 
of  vitriol  as  was  necessary  to  combine  with  the  alkali.  Such  an  acid 
1.110olches  beooheiniget  sich-sonderlich,  durch  das  recht  angestellte 
garten-e=Mrinent-  dess  aus  Saltz  und  Kaich,  wohl  gebrandten,  und 
sodann  mit  fetter  YiElt-Lake  wohl  geAttigten  T=«-Satzoo-,  von  welchen 
wohlerfahrne  Uxtner  bezeugen,  daso  durch  dessen  mänzigen  Zusatz,  die 
Erde  auf  etliche  Jahrep  fruchtbar  gemacht  werde.  " 
(149) of  vinegar  was  obtained  on  distillation  "as  has  hardly  been  seen 
before.  "  A  very  concentrated  vinegar  could  also  be  obtained  by 
preparing  crystals  of  sugar  of  lead  or  by  dissolving  lead  in  vinegar, 
and  then  distilling  either  by  a  gentle  heat  alone  or  else  with  the 
addition  of  ordinary  oil  of  vitriol.  A  concentrated  vinegar  could 
be  obtained,  but  less  satisfactorily,  by  nsing  svgar  of  iron  [aeetate 
of  iroul  or  sugar,  of  copper 
[acetate 
of  copper].  Stahl  obtained 
an  acid  sufficiently  concentrated  to  be  inflammable  (AusNhrli2hR 
Betrý  ý,  etc.,  1723,  pp.  t564  ). 
Two  chapters  of  the  work  cited  above  are  devoted  to  an 
account  of  crystals  and  crystallization,  and  Stahlts  intimate 
practical  acquaintance  with  this  subject  is  everywhere  apparent. 
Here  theory  was  profitless:  "everyone  knows  that  the  acids,  when 
combined  with  different  substances,  give,  on  orygtallioation, 
different  shapes:  a  great  number  of  hypotheses  have  been  I)rought 
forward  to  explain  how  large  regalar  crystals  are  formed  by  the 
assembling  of  imperceptible  molecules.  These  researches  are  value- 
loss  from  the  point  of  view  of  chemistry;  but  there  are  circumstances 
to  which  so  far  very  little  attention  has  been  paid.  go  one,  for 
example,  has  investigated  why  crystal  formation  demands  fluidity  and 
why  the  form  of  crystals  is  influenced  by  the  liqmicl  employed"(Uid.,  p.  273)ý 
iLnass  die  soharffen  Saltze,  mit  versehiedenen  Materien  vereiniget, 
untergehiedliche  Gestalt  oder  Firar  im  Amehielsen  bekonmen,  Lot  war 
(150) Three  methods  of  erystalligation  were  described;  by 
evaporation,  by  cooling  and  by  the  use  of  a  second  licinid  miscible 
with  the  first.  In  many  eases  metallic  salts  oo-uld  be  precipitated 
in  the  form  of  small  orystals  like  send.  by  the  addition  of  good 
spirits  of  wine  to  their  aqixeong  sokutions  (Ibid.,  p.  273). 
Sucoess  in  orystallioation  depended  on  taking  care  not  to  use  too 
great  a  heat  in  evaporating  aqueous  solutions  nor.  to  handle  too 
large  a  quantity  at  once.  To  obtain  fine  crystals  the  cooling  of 
concentrated  solution  should  be  slow,  and  the  slower  the  cooling 
the  larg  er  the  crystals.  When  the  solution  was  cold  another  crop 
of  crystals  could  be  obtained  by  further  evaporation,  but  in  practice 
the  enhanced  yield  so  obtained  might  not  compensate  for  the  extra 
time  and  fuel  reqnired. 
The  process  of  fractional  orystalligation,  was  caref-ally 
explained,  a  mixture  of  salt  and  nitre  being  taken  as  an  example. 
It  wag  necessary  that  the  salts  being  treated  should  have  no  chemical 
action  on  each  other  but  crystallize  independently  (1: 
_bid#,.  P.  2?  8). 
bekannt;  auch  darüber  allerhand  Bedencken  und  Vorbildungen  angestellet 
befindlich,  wie  die  11gMon  solcherley  grosoer  Crygtallen,  aus  gewisser 
-pro-Portion  der  allerkleinesten  Stýlubchen  entstehen  M'O'chten.  Alleine 
gleichwie  die  gantze  Sache,  in  der  Absicht  wie  sie  hieAber  geführet  wird, 
zu  keinem  ßiy_mIschen  Zweck  weder  abzielet  noch  passet:  also  sind  noch 
daben  etliche  Haupt-Umotaude  Insgemein  wenig  mit  bedacht.  Als  z.  B.  daso 
dergleichen  wachsen  solcher  *7otallen,  nicht  nur  nothwendig  in  einem 
friiazigen  vaoserichten  Wesen  gegehehen  müsse;  sondern  auch,  nach  dessen 
Unterscheid,  vielmahl  an  der  Gestalt  der  Cryotallen  eine  merckliche 
Aenderumg  bringe.  " 
(151) The  fact  wag  noted  that  while  the  general  form  of  the 
crystals  of  a  substance  was  constant  there  were  individual  vari- 
ations:  "common  salt  forms  cubical  crystals,  which  have  not, 
however,  the  same  shape  in  all  directions  seeing  that  some  of  them 
are  twice  as  long  as  they  are  thick  11  (ýLbid.,  P-276)ý  Under  differ- 
ent  conditions'a  salt  might  orystallise  in  a  form  other  than  its 
usual  one.  The  frond-like  crystalline  form  sometimes  obtained  with 
gal  ammoniae  wag  described  (Lb-id.,  P-287). 
Stahl  made  some  interesting  observations  of  water  of 
crystallisation,  which  he  called  "superabundant  wsker"  (Wagger  Ab-_er- 
fliisziR)  since,  according  to  his  theory,  all  salts  were  mixtg  of 
water  and  earth.  He  stated  that  green  vitriol  crystals  contained 
half  their  weight  of  water 
[FeSO 
blue  vitriol  4  H20::  152:  126 
contained  less  and  alum  more.  Borax  also  contained  a  large  pro- 
portion  of  water  but  nitre,  vitriolated  tartar  and  common  salt:  con- 
tained  none.  Not  all  crystals  retained  this  water  equall;  y  strongly: 
green  vitriol  lost  it  readily,  b1ne  vitriol  less  so.  When  anhydrous 
vitriol  was  re-diggolved  In  water,  heat  was  evolved,  and  anhydrous 
salts  could  be  used  to  dehydrate  liquids  such-ag  vinegar,  the  salt 
removing  excess  water  which  regenerated  the  hydrated  crystals  (jkýd., 
pp.  288-90). 
I.  "Das  Boch-Saltz  maehet  recht  viereckieht  wÜrfflichte  C!  rystallen;:  aber 
ebenfalls  nicht  schlechterdings  um  und  um,  nach  allen  Seiten,  oder  Fröhe 
und  Breite,  sondern  nur  nach  den  Ecken  zu  verstehen;  Indem  gar  vielmahl 
dergleichen  Schusse  vorkommen,  welche  auch  wohl  doppelte  IäMe  gegen  die 
Breite,  ausweisen.  " 
(152) The  composition  of  alum  was  not  definitely  settled  until 
tis 
the  time  Of  Var4a*f-  As  early  as  1684  Et,  111ler  had  reported 
obtaining  a  salt  similar  to  alimi  by  the  action  of  acid  on  clays 
(Chimia  rationalis,  ao  experi  entalis-ourioga,  Lugduni  Batavor-um, 
1684,  P-32),  and  similar  observations  were  noted  by  Geoffroy  (Ikm. 
Agad.  R.  Soi,,  MS,  P-301),  Hellot  (jLem.  Aead.  R.  SOL.,  Iq39,  P,  74), 
pott  (Uthog4ogn,  Paris,  1753,  P-110),  Gellert  (Chimie  M6tallurg-  nosie,  ' 
ique,  2  vols.,  Paris,  Iq58,  i,  p.  29)  and  Macquer  (jim.  Agad.  R.  Soi.  j. 
Iq58,  p.  16).  Stahl  described  alm  as  "consisting  of  the  same  saline 
Principle  as  Vitriol,  but  'united  to  a  different  alkaline  or  earthy 
body.  For  instead  of  a  metallic  earth,  which  enters  the  composition 
of  Vitriol,  Al-um  has  a  chalky  earth,  resembling  Lime-stone"  (Philoso-oh- 
ical  PrInoiRles  of  Universal  Che  mista,  1730,  P-87;  22A-dMeRIA 
I 
Chymiae,  1?  23,  P-55)  This  view  that  the  base  of  alum  was  a  cal- 
careons  earth  was  accepted  also  by  Jundker  and  Boerhaave,  but  Hoffmann, 
on  the  other  hand,  thought  that  the  earth  of  alum  was  a  separate 
distinct  earth  (Observationum  -Dbysico-chemi.  sL?  Jeotiorm  libri  III, 
1?  22,111,  Obs.  VIII,  p.  299).  Stahl  believed  that  this  calcareous 
earth  of  alum  was  to  be  found  in  clay.  He  said:  "alum  ...  #  19  d'ae 
to  a  subtle  viscous  earth,  combined  with  vitriolic  acid,  seeing  that 
ex  eodem  videlicet  prineipio  Salino,  Alcalino  vero  seu.  terreo 
diverso,  constans.  Loco  enim  terrae  metallioae,  qua  cum  Vitriolum 
oosgulatur,  habet  terram  oretaceam,  vel  lapidi  calcario  aemulam 
(153) the  folistecl  gtone,  or  that  kincl  of  slate  which  containg  alum, 
appears  to  be  clayey  and  decomposes  in  air"  (Amsfilrliche  Betracht 
ung,  etc.,  1723,  p.  120)ý 
many  years  previously  Stahl  had  had  made  a  number  of 
earthenware  lengthening-pieces  for  inserting  between  a  retort  and 
its  reeeiver.  Some  of  them,  although  of  good  clay,  had  not  been 
burned,  and  after  having  been  used  for  the  distillation  of  vitriolie 
acid,  had  become  covered  with  a  v&ite,  cotton-like  deposit,  from 
whieh  Stahl  was  able  to  extraet  a  trme  alum  ("b  d.,  p.  121 
It  was  not  uneommonly  believed  at  this  time  that  alum 
could  be  obtained  by  boiling  -urine  with  green  vitriol.  Stahl 
described  the  unfortunate  experience  of  a  manufacturer  of  Schwartz- 
bourg,  who  ruined  himself  in  attempting  to  make  alum  for  dye  works 
by  this  method.  He  obtained  a  white  product  v0hich  the  works  were 
unable  to  use  as  alum  and  which  they  would  not  buy  as  vitriol  (ibid,,  ). 
Margýaaf  showed  that  it  was  necessar7  to  add  a  little 
alkali  to  the  cOmPo'und  obtained  by  dissolvimg  clay  in  vitriolic  sold 
in  order  to  obtain  alum,  and  also  that  this  alkali  could  be  either 
fixed  or  volatile  (M66.  U,  J'Acad.,  Berlin,  1?  54,  pp.  31-41). 
Stahl  was  perhaps  the  first  to  draw  attentiou  to  the  fact 
1..  'Nas  sonst  den  Alaun  betrift,  so  geheinet  dasjehige  Wesen,  womit  das 
schwefelichte  aeidum  ....  gereichlichen  Vermiochung  gelanget,  einer 
Ertibtile  schlammichte  Erde  zu  seyn.  Massen  nicht  allein  die  Alaun- 
Schiefer,  In  solcher  grauen  gleichsam  thonicht  oder  lettischten 
aestalt,  erscheinen.  " 
(154) that  the  bases  of  common  salt  and  of  nitre,  although  not  the  same, 
were  both  alkalies.  The  base  of  common  salt  effervesced  with  acids 
and  neutralised  them;  v&en  ft9ed,  it  dissolved  sulphur;  it  also 
dissolved  marjy  fate.  All  these  reactions  were  properties  of 
alkalies.  The  base  of  common  salt  differed  from  artificial  alkalies 
those  obtained  from  wood  ashes  -  in  being  less  caustic  and  in  forming 
salts  different  from,  those  given  by  artificial  alkalies  with  the  same 
acids.  Thus,  the  salt  of  ordinary  alkali  with  vitriolic  acid  did 
not  fuse,  but  that  of  the  alkali  of  common  salt  with  the  same  acid 
fused  readily.  Again,  the  salts  of  these  alkalies  with  a-qua  fortig 
differed  markedly  in  crystalline  form  WSP-ecimen  Beacheria-mm,  1738, 
P.  These  facts  were  again  su=arised  on  pages  122-3  of  the 
same  work,  with  the  additional  statement  that  the  alkali  of  oommn 
gait  could  be  prepared  axtificially  from  the  plant  kali,  and  other 
salt-water  plants,  and  that  it  wag  the  Soda  His-Panioa.  of  the  glass- 
makers.  Tachenius  had  mentioned  this  substance  a  few  years  pre- 
viously  as  "an  Alealy  brought  out  of  Spain,  'tie  not  certain  whether 
it  in  a  simple  or  a  compounded  one"  (LiýpRocr&t 
_2o 
Chimloug-,  London, 
16go,  P.  W. 
Ao  a  result  of  the  publication  of  these  views  a  number  of 
attempts  were  made,  notably  by  Duhamel,  to  decompose  common  salt  in 
such  a  way  as  to  set  its  base  free  for  examination.  Duhamel 
succeeded  in  showing  that  this  base  was  a  true  alkali  and  not  an 
(153) . alkaline  earth,  as  many  believed,  although  he  did  not  sufficiently 
distinguish  it  from  that  of  potash  (Mem.  Acad.  R.  goi.,  1?  36,  p.  215). 
Marqa%f  subsequently  showed  that  the  alkali  could  be  obtained  from 
common  salt  by  first  converting  it  into  quadrangular  nitre 
[NaNO31 
by  the  action  of  eg  forti  and  then  calcining  this  with  carbon. 
The  product  differed  from  ordinary  fixed  alkali  in  that  it  was  not 
deliquescent.  Other  differences  mentioned  by  MarqaqLf  were 
similar  to  those  given  by  Stahl.  The  new  product  received  the 
name  of,  "fixed  mineral  alkali"  to  distinguish  it  from  the  base  of 
nitre,  which  became  known  as  "fixed  vegetable  alkali"  (0-pusevIes 
ghjMjg]jts  de  Margaraf,  Paris,  2  vols.,  1?  62,11,  P-331). 
Stahl  gave  much  interesting  information  on  phosphorus  and 
its  discovery  in  what  he  termed  an  "epilogue"  to  his  Xnerimenta, 
etc.  His  account  differs  somewhat  from  the  much  more  widely  known 
version  by  Kunckel  (Laboratorium  ehymicum,  1716,  pp.  656-7)  and  these 
differences  have-been  discussed  by  Partington  ("The  Early  History  of 
Phosphorus,  "  Scienc  e  Progress,  1936,30,402).  Stahl  described  the 
part  played  by  Brandf,  Krafft,  Kunckel  and  Boyle  in  the  discovery  of 
the  method  of  preparation  of  phosphorus.  Krafft  admitted  to  Stahl 
in  conversation  that  he  had  not  discovered  the  secret  himself  but  had 
bought  it  from  Brandt.  Neither  Brandt  nor  Kuuckel  made  much  profit 
from  their  discoveries  for,  although  the  latter  offered  for  sale  pills 
made  of  phosphorus  thinking  they  might  have  some  medicinal  value, 
(156) 
t, according  to  Stahl  he  found  no  purchagers. 
A  deseription  followed  of  the  great  interegt  arouged  in 
England  by  the  discovery.  The  price  of  phosphorus  was  very  high 
owing  to  its  tedious  method  of  preparation,  an  ounce  costing  forty 
shillings  in  England,  where  it  was  first  produced  in  quantity, 
while  in  Ansterdam  it  cost  half  as  much  again. 
In  1?  19,  Stahl  made  the  acquaintance  of  (;  odfrey  Hanckwitz, 
at  that  time  over  seventy  years  of  age,  as  the  latter  was  passing 
through  Berlin  on  a  journey.  In  his  youth,  Hanckwitz  had  studied 
pharmacy  and  mbsequently  migrated  to  London  where  he  made  himself 
known  to  Boyle  who,  observing  his  skill  in  chemical  technique,  paid 
him  a  liberal  galax7  to  tupervise  these  matters  in  the  latter's 
laboratory.  On  the  death  of  his  patron,  Hemakwitz  settled  down 
in  London,  where  he  became  renowned  as  a  practical  chemist  and 
brought  up  a  family.  From  the  time  that  Krafft  confided  the  secret 
of  the  preparation  of  phosphorus  to  Boyle,  Hanckwitz  had  almost  the 
monopoly  of  Its  manufacture,  to  his  considerable  profit. 
Apart  from  Boylelg  obaervations,  little  work  h9A  been  done 
on  phosphorns  in  Stahl's  time  on  account  of  its  high  price.  Stahl 
described  the  characteristics  of  the  substance  as  follows:  (i)  it 
was  resolved  into  a  very  subtle  vapour  or,  fume  when  exposed  to  the 
air,  (ii)  it  smelled  like  garlic,  rather  resembling  volatilised  white 
arsenic,  (iii)  it  glowed  in  the  dark,  (iv)  it  caught  fire  very  easily, 
(151) even  by  the  warmth  of  the  hand,  as  Kunckel  had  once  found  to  his 
discomfiture  in  amusing  circumstance,  (v)  it  left  behind  a  certain 
moisture  of  a  strongly  acid  nature  when  consumed  by  spontaneous 
evaporation,  (vi)  it  did  not  glow  or  give  off  vapours  in  a  tightly 
closed  vessel  unless  shaken,  (vii)  it  slowly  evaporated  if  a  little 
water  were  added  to  it  and  the  water  became  strongly  acidic,  (viii) 
it  was  soluble  in  certain  aromatic  distilled  oils,  and  (ix)  it  caught 
fire  quicker  and  burned  more  readily  when  shaken  up  with  powdered 
iron  filings  than  when  shaken  in  air  (E=erimenta,,  etc.,  1731,  PP-396-7). 
Stahl  considered  that  phosphorus  was  a  kind  of  sulphur  but 
that,  while  the  latter  wag  composed  of  phlogioton  and  a  relatively 
fixed  acid  (vitriolic),  the  former  contained  phlogigton  and  a  much 
more  volatile  acid  and  that  this  accounted  for  the  great  ease  with 
which  it  evaporated  and  ignited.  The  acid  part  could  be  collected 
easily  by  exposing  phosphorus  in  a  porcelain  dish,  when  a  small  part 
of  the  acid  would  absorb  water  from  the  air  and  form  a  solution,  the 
greater  part  going  off  as  a  vapour  Ukbi-d-,  P-139).  Stahl  advanced 
the  opinion  that  the  acid  present  in  phosphorus  was  that  of  common 
salt  and  this  view  was  almost  universally  adopted.  He  apparently 
based  his  opinion  on  the  scanty  evidence  that  there  was  unch  common 
salt  in  urine,  the  starting-point  for  the  manufacture  of  phosphorus, 
and  that  this  salt,  heated  in  contact  with  carbon,  canoed  the  latter 
to  bum  more  vigorously  and  with  a  flame  similar  to  that  of  phosphorus. 
(158) Clearly,  he  was  inflnenoed  by  an  imagined  an  logy  to  the  preparation 
of  sulphur  from  sodium  and  potassium  sulphates.  While  still  a 
student  he  had  evaporated  urine  to  the  consistency  of  must  and  had. 
then  allowed  it  to  stand  until  it  had  reached  the  thickness  of  an 
oil,  when  he  had  obtained  from  it  large  cubical  crystals  of  common 
salt.  Stahl  even  went  so  far  as  to  state  positively  that  all 
that  was  necessary  in  order  to  make  phosphorus  was  to  combine  phlog- 
iston.  with  the  acid  of  common  salt  and  that  it  could  be  made  as  easily 
and  abundantly  as  sulphur  and  by  the  same  process  an  that  which  he 
had  given  for  the  latter  (ibid,,  p.  401).  As  Maequer  Said*.  "It  is 
very  Surprising  thato  the  acid  of  phosphorus  having  properties  so 
different  from  the  acid  of  salt,  as  one  sees  immediately,  Such  a 
chemist  as  Stahl  should  have  contented  himself  with  smah  flimsy 
evidence  for  his  assertion"  (Dictionaire  de,  Chymie,  1778,  Article 
"Phosphore  de  Kmnckelll)ý 
S  These  erroneous  ideas  were  exposed  by  Mareratf  in  two 
excellent  papers  (MiscellMea,  Berolinensia,  1?  40,6,54  and  1?  43, 
q,  324).  Yar4a&f  prepared  and  characterized  phosphoric  acid  and 
showed  that  urine  contained  a  salt  of  this  acid.  Nevertheless,  so 
great  was  Stahl's  influence  that  ITar&raaf  expressed  his  conobasion 
V'Il  est  bien  4tonnaixt  que  llaoide  de  phosphore  ayant  des  propriA,  6 
si  diffirentes  de  cellos  de-llaoide  marin,  comme  on  le  verra,  tont-a- 
11he-ure,  -un  chimiste  comme  Stahl  So  soit  eontenti  d1indioes  massi 
ligerg  pour  prononcer  Sur  la  nature  do  cet  acide.  11 
(159) very  cautiously  by  stating  that  phogphorie  &aid  resembled  that  of 
gait  more  closely  than  any  other,  but  if  not  a  different  acid  it  was 
certainly  not  pure  marine  acid  (see  Macquer,  op.  cit.  ). 
Stahl  was  the  first  to  describe  the  accidental  discovery 
-  periment.  of  Prussian  blue  in  IqO4  (Er 
-a, 
etc.,  Iq31,  No.  CC= 
Tus  discovery  was  made  by  Diegbach,  a  colour  manufacturer  of  Berlin, 
who  subsequently  prepared  the  pigment  in  quantity  for  the  use  of 
painters.  Diesbachusually  prepared  a  lake  of  cochineal  by  mixing 
a  decoction  of  this  substance  with  alum  and  green  vitriol  and  pre- 
cipitating  the  lake  with  fixed  alkali.  Being  one  day  in  need  of 
fixed  alkali  he  borrowed  from  the  alchemist  Dippel  some  salt  of 
tartar  from  which  the  latter  had  several  times  distilled  his  animal 
oil.  Diesbach  found  that  the  lake  precipitated  by  this  alkali, 
instead  of  being  red,  was  of  a  fine  blue  colour.  Dippel,  to  whom 
he  related  this  phenomenon,  knew  that  it  must  have  been  caused  by  the 
alkali  he  had  provided  and  found  a  way  of  giving  the  same  quality  to 
fixed  alkali  by  an  easier  process.  A  brief  aoeount  of  the  pigment, 
without  axW  description  of  the  method  of  nmnufaeture,  appeared  in  the 
memolreg  of  the  Berlin  Acadeaq  (Miscellanea  Berolinensia,,  1710,  P-377). 
Stahl  endeavoured  to  find  an  explanation  of  the  formation 
of  this  oolouring  matter  in  terms  of  his  phlogiston  theory.  Pixed 
alkali  could  be  made  suitable  for  the  preparation  of  Prassian  blue  by 
treatment  with  animal  charcoal.  Fixed  alkali  certainly  dissolved 
(160) something  out  of  the  charcoal,  for  barely  an  ounce  of  such  charcoal 
could  render  fixed  alkali  capable  of  precipitating  nearly  a  pound  of 
the  blue  colouring  matter  (E-54merimenta,  eta.,  1731,  NO.  00=V). 
Moreover,  fixed  alkali  treated  in  this  way  aeqnired  a  certain  peculiar 
odour  not  characteristic  of  either  the  alkali  or  the  charcoal  (Jbid., 
No.  CCXXU).  Stahl  believed  that  the  substance  extracted  by  the 
alkali  from  the  charcoal  in  this  way  was  phlogigton  and  that  the  blue 
colow  was  due  to  this  substance,  (ibid.  ). 
Stahl  possess.  ed  in  high  degree  the  valuable  fa=lty  of  per- 
ceiving  important  generalisations  hidden  among  a  mass  of  irrelevant 
facts.  Two  sneh  generalisations  are  those  expressed  to-day  as  the 
IvEleetromotive  Series  of  the  Metals"  and  the  "Precipitation  Rule.  " 
,,  Snppose  Silver  therefore  dissolved  in  good  Aqua  Fortis  or  Spirit 
of  Nitre,  and  the  clear  solution  decanted.  If  plates  of  Copper 
be  put  into  this  solution,  the  Menstruum  will  dissolve  them  and  let 
fall  the  Silver,  It  had  before  dissolved,  in  the  form  of  a  white 
powder.  When  the  Menstrunm  will  dissolve  no  more  Copper  let  the 
clear  Solution  be  decanted  from  the  Silver  powder  at  the  bottom,  and 
poured  upon  Iron-filings-,  it  will  attack  these  with*a  considerable 
noise  and  dissolve  them,  and  let  fall  the  Copper  it  before  eontaind. 
This  solution  of  Iron  being  filtered,  and  poured  upon  Zink:  theYen- 
struum  will,  diggolve  that  and  let  fall  the  Iron.  Let  the  clear 
solution  of  Zink  be  separated  frora  the  Iron,  and  poured  upon  Crabs- 
(161) eyes  or  Oister-shells,  and  the  Menstruum  will  now  dissolve  these  and 
let  go  the  Zink.  If  the  solution  be  filtered  and  Spirit  of  Urine 
or  Spirit  of  Sal  Ammoniac  be  poured  thereto;  the  Menstraum.  will 
imbibe  this  and  let  go  the  testaceous  Body.  lastly,  to  the  clear 
Liquor  add  the  Liquor  of  fixid  Alkali,  and  the  urinous  Salt  will 
be  separated  (Thilosop-hioal  Pr;  Ln_oiDleo.  of  !  Zgiversal-  Chemistry, 
1?  30,  P-4-0;  1ýwdamenta,  (Agvmi_ae,  lq23,  p.  26)ý  "Those  bodies  that 
are  soluble  respectively,  are  thrown  down,  separated,  or  precipitated 
out  of  the  Menstraums  which  dissolve  them,  by  those  that  will  not 
dissolve  them:  thus  Alkalies  precipitate  the  solutions  made  by  acids; 
and  vice  vergall  (Philosophipal  Princi-Pleo,,  ete.,.  1730,  P.  39; 
a 
Ldamenta  Oix  Fun  ymiae,  lq23,  p.  26 
The  preparation  of  potassium  silieate,  "a  magg  that  is 
saline,  or  almost  totally  soluble  in  water,  "  by  fusion  of  ground  white 
1.  "Ita  solvatur  I  inQý  i  generosa,  vel  -u  ITitri  etiam,  Solutio  clara, 
decantetur.  Huic  immergantur  Lamellae  ?.  i,  aggredietur  has  Menstruum 
&  illas  solvendo  pristinum  contentum,  nempe  I,  in  forma  *<5  is  albi 
dejiciet  ad-fundum,  continuetur  Inmersio  1ý1,  dum  ejug  nihil  amplius 
golvat.  Solutio  elara  a  (5e,  Di  separata  affundatur  do,  aggredietur 
hoc  evm  utrepitu,  solvet,  &  eontentum  9  dimittet  ad  f=dum.  Solutio 
haeo  eialig  denuo  filtretur,  eiqne  immitatur  Zinoum,  -"-  nitrosug  illud 
aggredietur  &  cf"um  dimittet.  Solutio  clara,  iterum  separetur,  immitt- 
ant-mr  oe.  9  aut  testae  ovorum,  &  haeo  quoque  solvet  Va'  &  Zinoum  deseret. 
Solixtioni  filtratae  infundatur-11-  Urinae  aut  0*  ei,  imbibet  illum 
nitrosug  &  solutum  terrestre  dimittet.  Liquori  hule  claro  immittatur 
Liqaor  aleali  fixi,  &  Sal  urinosum  geparabitur  ....  11 
2.  "Quae  respeotive  solubilia  sunt,  ilia  jig  Menstruis,  quibus  non  solvi 
possunt,  ex  jig,  quibus  901vuntur,  dejioiuntur,  separantur  &  preecipitant=.  " 
(162) flints  with  an  equal  weight  of  nitre  or  salt  of  tartar,  wag  described 
in  the  Fmdamenta  Chmmiae  in  1723  (P-93)-  The  effervegeenoo  oecurr- 
ing  at  the  same  time  was  algo  noted  (A-msfjihrligh2  Betrach-tawp  eto., 
1723,  P-70).  Stahl  knew  that  sand  could  bensed  at  a  red  heat  to 
displace  the  acids  of  nitre,  and  of  salt  from  their  combination  with 
alkalies  and  seems  to  have  realised  the  acidie  character  of  sand 
p.  ql). 
The  method  of  obtaining  insol-uble  metallie  salts  by  pre- 
eipitation  was  described  by  Stahl.  The  sulphateo  of  silver,  tin, 
antimozW  and  mercury  could  be  prepared  by  dissolving  the  metals  in 
aqua  fortis  and  precipitating  the  salts  by  the  addition  of  vitriolic 
acid  (Lbid.,  p.  218).  Stahl  pointed  out  that  a  part  of  the  Pre- 
cipitate  so  obtained  might  easily  be  loot  through  solution  if  too 
large  a  quantity  of  water  were  need  to  wash  it.  Muo  oilver 
chloride,  especially  if  heated  with  water,  digsolvýd  to  some  extent, 
as  could  be  proved  by  putting  a  piece  of  copper  in  the  liquid  (jhIjd., 
pp.  219ff). 
THE  MINERAL  ACIDS 
Aedording  to  Stahl,  vitriolie  sold,  oomposed  of  water  and 
the  first  earth,  was  the  universal  or  fundamental  acid  of  which  the 
others  were  modifications..  Anua  fortis  contained  the  Second  earth 
in  addition,  while  the  said  of  common  salt  wae  composed  of  the  unl- 
vergal  acid  together  with  the  third  earth  (Pundarnenta,  CtMiae,  1723, 
(163) P.  10).  Metals  were  composed  of  all  three  earths  and  the  difference 
in  action  of  the  various  acids  on  a  given  metal  was  due  to  the  fact 
that  each  acid  attacked  that  constituent  of  the  metal  which  the  acid 
itself  contained.  Thus,  Mus  fortis  attacked  the  phlogiston  of  a 
metal,  the  acid  of  salt  attacked  the  mercurial  part,  and  so  on 
(Auafthrliche  Betrachtung,  etc.,  IM,  p.  296). 
We  may  oonsider  the  following  as  an  example  of  the  kind  of 
argment  on  which  this  latter  bypothesig  wag  based.  -'  The  acid  of  salt 
combined  very  firmly  with  certain  metals,  such  as  silver,  mercury  and 
lead,  and  could  be  removed  from  ouch  compounds  only  with  great 
difficulty.  It  would  precipitate  these  metals  from  combination 
even  with  vitriolic  acid,  which  was  stronger  than  itself.  These 
metals  contained  mxch  of  the  mercurial  earth,  as  was  shown  by  their 
density  and  duotility  UAI-d-,  PP-30Bff). 
TT  1E  ARCAMM  DUPLIOAM 
Stahl's  "Observatio  de  Arcanj  I)mpljoatj  et  Tartari  Vitriolati 
Genealogiall  (Observationes  Hallensis,  1700,3,201)  is  an  interesting 
commentary  on  the  confused  chemical  nomenclature  of  the  late  seven- 
teenth  century  and  at  the  Same  time  gives  no  evidence  of  the  increasing 
attention  that  was  being  paid  to  the  purity  of  chemical  preparations. 
After  remarking  on  the  gpeoiong  names  of  many'ahemioal  med- 
Joines,  Stahl  agserted  that  the  preparation  commonly  called  Arcanum 
BgPliea-tum  was  Partioularly  unworthy  of  its  high-sounding  title. 
(164) It  could  be  prepared  Vy  heating  together  one  part  of  calcined  vitriol 
and  one  part  of  nitre.  The  hard  heavy  matter  remaining  in  the 
retort  was  extracted  with  boiling  water  and  filtered,  leaving  a 
blackish  powdery  substanee.  behind.  On  evaporation  to  dryness,  the 
clear  solution  yielded  a  white  salt,  which,  however,  usually  had  an 
unpleasant  taste,  reminiscent  of  blue  vitriol,  and  a  nauseating 
emetic  action.  To  remove  this  it  wag  neoessary  to  ealoinethe  salt 
slowly  for  some  time,  after  which  it  deposited  a  sediment  when  dis- 
solved  in  water.  Calcination  and  solution  had  to  be  repeated  until 
no  further  sediment  was  formed.  During  the  calcination  the  salt 
was  unaltered,  but  the  vitriol  present  as  impurity  lost  its  acid 
component  and  so  the  metallic  part1was  rendered  insoluble  (Oruge., 
1715,  pp.  259-6o).  A  greater  proportion  of  impurity  was  obtained  if 
an  insufficient  amount  of  nitre  were  used  in  the  preparation. 
No  matter  how  white.  the  salt  appeared  there  was  always  the  possibility 
of  Impurity  being  present,  a  matter  of  considerable  Importance  from 
the  medical  point  of  view. 
After  purification  the  salt  crystallised  like  dharp-ppinted 
. 
sparkling  stones  and  had  a  bitter  taste.  As  oommonV  purchased  at 
the  druggists,  the  s-abstance  frequently  had  a  nitro-as  taste  and  the 
presence  of  pointed  hexAgonal  prisms  of  nitre  could  often  be  detected. 
'While  this  substance  caused  no  ill  effects  its  presence  showed  that 
excess  nitre  had  been  used  in  the  preparation(ibid.,  p.  261).  This 
(165) exceog  nitre  could  be  removed  by  plaoing  the  salt  in  a  small  quantity 
of  water,  when  the  nitro  dissolved  leaving  most  of  the  Mean-um 
d-uplicatwn  (Lbid.,  p.  266). 
Dismassing  the  reaction  'by  which  the  onbstance  was  prepared, 
Stahl  pointed  out.  that  the  reagents-used  contained  metal  and  vitriolic 
acid  on  the  one  hand  and  acid  of  nitre  and  fixed  alkali  on  the  other; 
during  the  calcination  the  acid  of  nitre  came  off  and  the  metallic 
part  of  the  vitriol  was  thrown  down.  Therefore,  areamum  an-gli2atum 
was  composed  of  vitriolic  acid  and  the  alkali  of  nitre.  Stahl  re- 
jected  the  view  sometimes  expressed  that  the  acid  expelled  during 
calcination  was  not  merely  that  of  nitre  but  coiýtained  also  vitriolic 
acid  mixed  or  combined  with  it. 
When  spirit  of  vitriol  was  added  to  salt  of  tartar  a  salt 
was  obtained  which  was  called  I'vitriolated  tartar.  "  This  salt  had 
the  same  orystalline  form  as  arcanum  d-u-plioatum  and  also  the  same 
taste.  The  two  substances  were  in  faet  identioal  (ibjj_cI.,  p.  266). 
Both  these  substances  were  the  same  also  an  the  so-called  ultr= 
vitriolatum  lmdovioi  (ý_bU.  p.  268). 
THE  ISE  OF  LIME  TO  RUDER  WILD  ALMIES  CAMIC 
Stahl's  explanation  of  this  reaction  was  that  the  lime 
combined  with  theAvolatile  said  saline  part  of  the  alýkali  salt  and 
the  latter,  thns  freed  from  its  aoid  constituent,  showed  a  raueh  more 
cauetio  nature  (hRdamenta  Ohm  ae,  1723,  p.  88). 
(166) THE  PMFICATION  OF  GLAUBER'S  SALT 
The  salt  made  by  heating  common  salt  with  vitriolic  acid 
often  contained  excess  acid,  since  it  was  exceedingly  difficult  to 
obtain  exact  neutrality.  It  could  be  purified  by  treating  its 
solution  with  a  metal.  When  there  was  no  further  action,  the 
metal  that  had  dissolved  could  be  precipitated  by  volatile  alkali 
(AnsfUhrliche  Betrachtu=,  etc.,  1723,  P-83). 
THE  SOLUBILITY  OF  IRON  IN  PURE  LLMI 
A  dissertation  first  published  in  1712  deseribed  an  exper- 
iment  by  Stahl  in  which  complete  and  ready  solution  of  iron  in  fixed 
alkali  was  obtained.  (Solutio  Vartis  in  PuroAlcali,  Halae,  Mhgd., 
st&xl  $,  &Ot 
1712;  OP-1190.,  1715,  P-729).  It  was  already  thown  that  if  iron 
filings  were  detonated  with  nitre  and  the  regn1ting  mass  extracted 
with  water  a  deep  purple  liquid  resulted,  which  on  filtering  gave 
an  alkaline  solution  containing  a  part  of  the  iroxý-  In  less  than 
fifteen  minutes  however  the  iron  was  thrown  dovm  out  of  solution  in 
the  form  of  a  brick-coloured  powder,  leaving  a  colourless  liquid. 
This  preoipitate  was  oalled  grocus  martis  cacheeticus  0aercetaul 
(Onnsc.,  M5,  P-742). 
Stahl  dissolved  iron  or  steel  filings  in  a-cma  forti-s  until 
he  had  obtained  a  saturated  Solution,  as  shown  by  the  absenoe  of  any 
further  action.  This  solution  was  then  added  drop  by  drop  to  a 
saturated  solution  Of  fixed  alkali.  The  drops  sank  to  the  bottom 
(167) and  then  rose  to  the  surface  with  effervescence  and  the  iron, 
momentarily  thrown  out  of  Solution,  wag  almost  immediately  re- 
dissolved  by  the  excess  alkali,  giving  the  latter  a  reddish-yellow 
colour,  which,  when  the  solution  became  satnrated  with  iron,  assumed 
a  reddish-brown  colour.  The  solution  contained  nitre,  which  could 
be  obtained  from  it  (Lbid.,  PP.  q43,  -4.  ). 
Such  a  solution  of  iron  In  alkali  was  precipitated  by 
acids,  even  those  as  weak  as  vinegar  and  tartar,  and  wine  and  urine 
had  the  same  effect  (Lbid.,  p.  q46).  The  solution  was  subseqnently 
ujo  referred  to  as  tincture,  martIs  Stahlii  and  the  precipitate  as  croc 
martis  Stahlii. 
The  experiment  was  also  repeated  on  a  quantitative  basis. 
An  ounce  of  saturated  alkali  solution  was  treated  with  agua  f2rtig 
drop  by  drop  -until  there  was  no  further  effervescence,  and  the  amount 
of  aoua  fortio  need  was  noted.  When  the  acid  had  first  been  saturated 
with  iron,  only  a  third  the  quantity  was  necessary,  from  which  Stahl 
concluded  that  while  one-third  of  the  alkali  combined  with  the  acid, 
the  remainirg  two-thirds  were  needed  to  dissolve  the  iron.  Hence 
the  alkali  dissolved  a  smaller  proportion  of  iron  than  did  agua 
fortis  (IN-d-,  P-745). 
As  a  tentative  explanation  of  the  reaction,  Stahl  suggested 
that  the  iron  dissolved  by  the  #cLua  fortigg  was  in  close  association 
with  the  PhlOCigtOn  Of  the  latter  and  was  able  to  combine  with  alkali 
(168) owing  to  the  presence  of  this  phlogiston,  which  had  an  affinity 
for  alkalies  (_i_bid. 
t  P-747). 
NITRE 
Nitre  was  a  enbstance  of.  great  interest  to  early  chemists 
on  account  of  the  remarkable  way  in  which  it  was  formed  and  of  its 
peculiar  properties  in  connexion  with  combustion,  and  it  formed  the 
subject  of  a  large  number  of  papers.  In  his  "Fragmenta  Opaedam 
ad  Historiam  Naturalem  ITitri  Pertinentia"  (OlMso.,  1715,  P-532), 
Stahl  dealt  at  some  length  with  the  conditions  under  which  the  salt 
was  formed  in  nature  and  gave  his  views  as  to  its  composition. 
Nitre  was  oommonly  found  in  the  neighbourhood  of  stables  and  dung- 
hills  and  mamy  people  considered  that  it  was  formed  from  the  urine 
of  animals.  Stahl  disagreed  with  this  opinion  and  drew  attention 
to  the  fact  that  It  was  frequently  found  near  alkaline  matter,  such 
as  limestone  walls.  He  held  that  nitre  wag  formed  as  a  result  of 
putrefaction  and  that  the  greater  the  amount  of  putrefaction  the 
greater  the  amount  of  nitre.  Since  excrement  and  urine  putrefied', 
it  was  easy  to  explain  the  formation  of  nitre  in  stables  (0mac., 
1715,  p.  536). 
Stahl  agreed  with  Beecher  (Ph  51ca  SVbterran 
.7E  _ýa, 
1738, 
pp,  144ff)  that  nitre  contained  phlogiston.  He  said  that  thi  g  wag 
shown  by  the  fact  th  at  nitre  was  found  in  places  where  fatty  matter 
had  been  attenuated  by  putrefaction,  and  by  the  fact  that  nitre  was 
069) inflammable.  Only  the  acid  part  of  the  nitre  was  inflammable 
however,  the  alkaline  part  being  left  behind  after  combustion. 
'Moreover  the  acid  of  nitre  was  eoloured  and  more  volatile  than  any 
other  acid,  and  he  believed  that  phlogiston  was  the  principle  of 
both  colour  and  volatility  ("b  d.,  P-555). 
ITitre  was  the  only  substance  that  took  fire  in  a  closed 
space  and  Stahl  admitted  that  in  this  case  he  was  unable  to  explain 
what  happened  to  the  Phlogiston  liberated  at  the  same  time  (=i 
P-556).  Spirit  of  ultre  acted  on  metals  and  removed  their  phlog- 
iston  [oxidised  theml  by  virtne  of  the  fact  that  it  contained 
phlogiston  itself,  chemical  reactions  taking  place  between  similar 
substances 
-(_Lbid., 
P-562). 
Stahl  pointed  out  that  nitre  was  not  inflammable  by  itself, 
even  at  a  high  temperature,  but  that  it  burned  readily  with  other 
combustible  substances  even  at  low  temperatures  (Willia.  0  Gedaneken, 
etc.,  1?  18,  p.  2?  ).  Thug  it  would  Inflame  with  carbon  and  with 
metals  (_ibid.,  pp.  116-?  ). 
-Stahl  supposed  that  in  nitre  the  phlog- 
iston  was  go  firmly  bound  to  the  alkali  that  it  could  not  be  removed 
even  by  the  fiercest  fire,  but  if  some  other  inflammable  matter  were 
added  the  phlogiston  of  the  latter  gave  'to  that  which  was  imprisoned 
the  force  to  break  its  bonds  with  the  aid  of  the  action  of  the  fire" 
(Ibid. 
,  p.  1.84 
L"So  hilfft  jenes  beytrete:  ýaýe  brenaliche  Wesen  dem  big  dahero  ein- 
C;  efangenen  das  Ubergewiahte  geben,  um  sich  ngleich/  dureh  die  feurige 
Bewe,  -,  urig/  von  seinem.  vorigen  Band  loszureissen.  " 
(170) Although  nitre  was  found  in  the  earth  it  was  really  only 
a.  surfaae  deposit  and  its  saline  portion  came  partly  from  the  earth 
and  partly  from  the  air.  The  ill-founded  belief  that  nitrons 
particles  were  brought  south  by  north  winds  had  led  some  manufact- 
urers  to  make  nitre-beds  so  constructed  as  to  receive  the  north  wind. 
They  met  with  no  better  Mcoegs  than  if  they  had  used  sheep  stables 
(Ausfilr1jehe  Betrgchtung,  etc.,  Iq23,  PP-23ff)-  Others,  following 
tradition  blindly,  were  accustomed  to  arrarge  in  their  nitre-beds 
alternate  layers  of  earth  and  of  ashes  mixed  with  lime,  but  if  the 
ashes  happened  to  contain  little  or  no  alkali  they  would  complain 
of  their  lack  of  meeess,  of  the  failure  of  the  saltpetre  to  form, 
or  of  the  diffienlty  of  purifying  it.  The  fact  was  that  alkali 
was  essential  to  the  formation  of  the  salt,  but  it  must  be  fixed 
alkali  as  saltpetre  would  not  cryetallige  in  the  presence  of  lime 
(Lbid.,  PP-131-2). 
THE  PMARATION  OF  THE  YILRIOLS  OF'IRON  AND  COPPE'R 
Iron  filings,  or  thin  zheets  of  copper,  were  mixed  with 
sulphur  and  gently  heated  until  they  had  combined;  this  occurred 
more  readily  with  eopper  than  with  iron.  The  prod-met  was  then 
powdered  ana  gently  oaloined.  If  too  strong  a  fire  were  nsed, 
the  acid  wonld  be  removed  from  the  metal;  the  degree  of  heat  re- 
quirecl  was  that  -aged  to  calcine  a  vitriol  already  formed.  'The  pur- 
pose  Of  this  calcination,  according  to  Stahl,  was  to  drive  off  the 
(171) phlogiston  that  had  been  combined  with  the  vitriolic  acid  in  the 
sulphur  uged  (Ansfilrliche  Betr&qhtag,  etc.,  1723,  PP  -  100f  f 
If  the  residual  mass,  after  extracting  the  vitriol  with  water, 
were  again  calcined  and  extracted,  a  further  and  larger  4uantity 
of  vitriol  could  be  obtained  (ibid.,  PP-106-0). 
Stahl's  view  of  the  reaction  can  be  formulated  thus: 
OUVP  P  Cav 
of.  Ous  202  OMS04 
Stahl  also  gave  an  account  of  Kunekel's  method  of  preparing 
vitriol  by  the  action  of  vitriolic  acid  on  iron  (WDOXA_toriyin 
2=icum.,  1716,  P-357)ý  When  concentrated  acid  was  used,  a  black 
powder  was  thrown  down  which  Stahl  asserted  was  sulpl=  (2-afg1ligme 
GedMeh.  on,  etc.,  1718,  p-115).  The  001ation  proceeded  more  easily 
if  the  acid  were  diluted.  Stahl  was  aware  that  with  dilute  acid 
inflammable  vapours  were  given  off  during  the  reaction  (ýIbd.,  pp.  115-6). 
He  also  described  the  preparation  of  the  vitriolg  of  copper  and  of 
iron  by  solution  of  the  ealces  Of  these  metals  in  vitriolic  acid 
CkXoNhrliche  Batradhtung,  etc.,  1723,  P-105).  ' 
A.  CRYSTAILIn 
_COMPOMM 
OF  OLD 
Red  crystals  could  be  obtained  by  dissolving  gold  in  a  ,  qua 
fortio  saturated  with  common  salt  and  evaporating  the  solution  until 
It  orystallised.  Stahl  gives  a  reference  to  Cassius's  Tractatng 
de  AUTO  &IME110he-  BetrJO. 
-h 
L-uM,  etc.,  M3,  P-248). 
(172) AN  INSOLU.  BLE  COWOUND  OF  COPPER 
When  a  thread  or  filing  of  pure  eopperwas  dissolved  in 
spirit  of  salt,  the  solution  became  brown.  If  the  solution  were 
made  in  the  cold  the  copper  did  not  completely  dissolve  and  a  white 
powder  wag  deposited.  If  the  whole  were  left  for  Some  days,  the 
remaining  copper  dissolved  and  the  solution  became  dark  green. 
on  decanting,  adding  more  copper,  warming  and  leaving  for  several 
days,  this  Solution  once  more  became  dark  brown  and  deposited  a 
white  powder.  If  this  were  left  -until  the  whole  of  the  copper 
was  again  dissolved,  the  colour  changed  once  more  to  dark  green. 
By  continued  repetition  of  this  process  spirit  Of  Salt  could  be 
made  to  dissolve  a  surprisingly  large  amount  Of  copper  ancl  to 
deposit  a  considerable  quantity  of  faeceg  or  white  sediment. 
Stahl  watt  unaware  of  the  true  nature  of  this  precipitate 
[ouprams 
chloride]  (Aasfiihrliche  Betmht-mw,  eto  -,  1723,  PP  -  194ff 
VOLATILE  URDTOUS  SALTS 
Stahl  described  the  volatile  urinous  Salt  of  agua,  fortig 
as  consisting  of  short  slender  crystals  resembling  very  Short 
bristles  (29_uSo-,  1715,  P-555). 
Two  other  volatile  urinous  Salts 
[ammonium 
tartrate,  and 
ammonium  oitratel  were  referred  to  briefly  by  Stahl  (Ansfu  :  hrliche 
BetradhtunrZ,  etO-,  1723,  P-215). 
(173) SPIRIT  OF  SAL  AMMNIAVo 
When  sal  ammoniac  was  mixed  with  fixed  alkali  the  latter. 
seized  the  acid  of  the  former  and  liberated  the  volatile  alkali  in 
a  solid  form  called  "Spirit  of  Sal  Ammoniae.  11  If  quicklime  were 
used  in  the  preparation  ingtead  of  fixed  alkali  a  mmah  more  pungent 
and  eaustic  spirit  wag  formed  and  this,  dissolved  in  water,  was 
ealled  "Spirit  of  gal  Aumoniac  for  external-use"  (Fundamentn  Qy_mia_e, 
1723,  pp.  64-5). 
SUBLIME  OF  IERMW 
Tachenino's  preparation  of  red  sublimate  of  mercury 
[mercuric 
oxide]  (Hi3232ocrates  Cbý  ýiq-ag.  1690,  Clay1g,  p.  5o)  was 
described  by  Stahl  va4  his  oplulDn  q=%941  that  this  sublimate 
weighed  no  more  than  the  mercury  from  which  it  was  formed  and  that 
it  was  not  corrosive.  Stahl  said  that  it  was  the  Same  substance 
as  that  called  by  Crolliug  "Arcanum  00rallinum  of  Paracelous,  " 
prepared  by  dissolving  mercury  in  a-Qua  fOrtis  and  heating  to  dryness 
(Fqudamenta,  2Dymiai  Jq23,  pp.  127-8). 
HARD  WATER 
The  earthy  depovit  thrown  down  by  many  olear  waters  on 
boiling  was,  Stahl  believed,  an  earth  which  had  been  dissolved  by 
a  certain  salt  present  in  the  water  holding  the  earth  in  sol-ation. 
It  was,  however,,  diffimilt  to  say  what  this  salt  wag  (A-asfýhrjj  Le  gh- 
Betrachil-u--VI,  eto.,  1q23,  P-350). 
(174) STEEL 
Stahl  gave  an  account  of  the  chief  differences  between 
iron  and  steel  and  described  industrial  methods  for  the  preparation 
of  the  latter.  He  mentioned  Ercker's  opinion  that  steel  could 
be  prepared  from  iron  without  loss  of  weight  by  meano  of  the  char- 
coal  of  hard  woods,  and  that  steel  could  be  converted  back  into  iron 
by  repeated  heating  (Onjog.,  1715,  pp.  517ff).  He  concluded  that 
steel  differed  from  iron  in  containing  a  larger  proportion  of 
phlogiston  (ibid.,  p.  520). 
THE  COMPOSITION  OF  BRASS 
Many  chemists,  from  Paratelms  (Mcher  und  Schriftan 
.... 
Paracelsi,  etc.,  ed.  ft9ert  Basel,  10  vOls.,  1589,  Vit  P-303)  U 
W6,  P-4W,  had  considered  brass, 
or  yellow  copper,  to  be  a  compound  of  copper  and  calamine  or 
"eadmiall  [zinc 
oxidej.  Stahl,  who  Ms  familiar  with  the  process 
of  manufacture,  pointed  ont  that  powd.  ered  carbon  or  other  inflammble 
matter  was  placed  in  the  crucibles  and  that  this  reduced  the  calamine 
or  cadmia  to  zinc,  which  then  combined  with  the  copper;  therefore 
brass  was  a  compound  of  thege  two  metals  (Z-afFIlipe  Gedancken,  eta., 
1718,  PP-198ff)- 
THE  TRANSMUTATTON  OF  EIRIMTTS 
Stahl's  theory  that  the  varions  metals  were  composed  of 
three  earths  in  different  proportions  contained  nothing  to  uuggeat 
(175) the  impossibility  of  the  transmutation  of  one  metal  into  another, 
in  fact,  such  a  process  was  theoretically  merely  a  matter  of 
altering  the  proportions  of  the  individual  earths.  The  question 
was  discussed  by  Stahl  in  his  "Observatio  de  Metallorum  R%Ondat- 
ione,  etc.  (obseryAtionerl  Kaliensis,  1703,2,2824) 
Stahl  thought  that  the  idea  of  transforming  one  metal 
into  another  and  of  seeking  an  Elixir  of  Life  had  probably  reached 
Europe  from  China,  He  gave  an  account  of  the.  aims  and  methods 
of  the  chief  workers,  referring  at  the  same  time  to  Becher's 
ambitious  schemes.  Rig  opinion  was  that  these  methods  ought 
not  to  be  utterly  condemned  and  that  the  whole  matter  merited  a 
very  careftl  examination. 
In  the  a9dVing  of  gilver  by  =pellation  with  lead,  the 
litharge  obtained  gave  a  small  amount  of  metallic  silver  on  reduction, 
and  if  the  same  lead  were  used  for  a  number  of  assays,  this  silver 
cou,  ld  be  obtained  each  time.  Stahl  believed  that  here  there  was 
an  actual  transmutation  of  lead  into  silver  Mpecimen  Beccherianum, 
1738,  p.  69).  It  was  subsequently  shown  by  Hellot,  Tillet  and 
Macquer  that  when  silverwas  fused  with  lead  it  wag  impossible  to 
recover  all  the  silver  by  one  Oupellation,  but  snoce9sive  cupellationg 
of  the  lead  gave  rapidly  diminishing  amounts  of  silver.  They  con- 
eluded  that  no  trang=tation  occurred  (Meým,  Acad,  R,  ýct.,  1?  63.1). 
Stahl  believed  that  copper  could  be  converted  into  irono  and  yLel 
(176) versa  (FundAme-nta  Cbvm--Iae,  IM,  P-185). 
The  Ehmdamwta  Oxy-mige  of  1723  included  a  supplement 
containing.  geations  on  "The  Mercuries  of  Metals,  "  "The  PhilovopherIg 
Stone,  "  and  "The  Universal  Medicine.  "  Appended  to  the  main  work 
wag  the  Trgct&t;  s  Isasei  Hollandi-je_  Salibus  &  0121o  Metallorum. 
In  the  section  on  the  Philosopher's  Stone,  Stahl  now  traced  the 
origin  of  the  idea  baok  through  the  Arabs  to  the  FMtians. 
Seekers  after  the  Stone  endeavoured  to  prepare  it.  from  one  or  other 
of  three  substances.  Those  who  followed  Paracelsus  worked  on 
vitriol;  the  digoiples  of  Sendivogins  hoped  to  obtain  it  from 
nitre;  while  perhaps  the  greatest  number,  infl-meneed.  by  the  author 
who  wrote  under  the  name  of  'Thilaletha,  "  worked  with  merour7. 
Stahl  described  many  of  the  methods  that  had  been  sugjS7egted. 
It  is  quite  clear  that  he  had  little  faith  In  any  of  them,  and  in 
quoting  each  he  usually  gave  the  name  of  the  worker  vihose  recommend- 
ation,  it  carried:  "Some  advise  one  thing  and  some  another"  (Pundamenta 
2. 
Cl%vmia,  e,  1723,  P-722  -  He  left  his  readers  to  make  their  own  choioe. 
In  his  ZuflillisTe  Cedancken,  etc.,  Stahl  wrote:  "I  frankly 
avow  that  the  great  secret  is  unknown  to  me-  (02-  9-1-t-,  P-139)ý 
ne  went  on  to  deseribe  a  oonvergation  lie  had  had  gome  twenty  yearg 
1.  tWedim,  quo  hoo  peragi  ddbeat,  a1ii  aliud  quaerunt.  " 
:  z.  v,  Nuu  sage  1011  Offenhertzigl  (las  ich  eine  solche  Kunst  selbst  nicht  winde.  " 
(171) previously  with  an  old  and  much-travelled  man  who,  during  his  life, 
had  been  engaged  in  many  business  and  commercial  projects  besides 
having  been  interested  iu  alehenW,  mainly  however  from  the  theoretical 
side.  The  conversation  dealt  with  commeroe  and  manufactures,  when 
the  old  man  suddenly  changed  the  subjeot,  and  told  Stahl  that  he  knew 
a  process  by  which  more  than  ten  pounds  of  gold  could  be  made  from 
a  silver  mark.  Stahl  smiled  and,  dismissing  this  as  a  pleasantry, 
brought  the  conversation  back  to  its  original  subject.  Half  an 
hour  later  his  ocnnpanion  once  more  abruptly  repeated  the  story  of 
his  process.  This  time  Stahl  was  unable  to  avoid  laughing  but 
again  turned  the  conversation.  Eventually  they  parted,  and  Stahl 
subsequently  learned  that  the  old  man  was  quite  convinced  that  he 
alread,  v  knew  his  secret,  because  he  haA  refused  to  show  aW  interest 
in  it  (ibid.,  pp.  140ff). 
In  various  places  in  his  works  Stahl  pointed  out  the  frauds 
and  impostures  of  pretended  gold-makers  and  the  obscurity  of  their 
works.  He  warned  his  readers  that  by  engaging  in  this  business 
they  were  not  likely  to  obtain  from  it  more  than  a  fondness  for  the 
subject  and  an  obstinate  expectation  of  eventually  achieving  their 
purpose.  Finally,  "as  for  the  thing  itself,  or  the  bare  manner 
of  preparing  Philosophical  Gold,  we  physically  esteem  it  much  less 
considerable  than  the  sowing  of  Corn,  or  the  msking  of  Bread. 
But  with  regard  to  its  moral  value  and  use,  it  might  indeed  be 
(178) inestimable  to  one  vdio  should  employ  it  well,  and  as  destructive 
to  another  who  should  employ  it  ill:  We  are  therefore  firmly 
persuaded  that  the  Divine  Providence  has  a  necessary  Influence  and 
Direction  over  these  Things"  (Philosophical  PrineiRles  of  Unijersal 
ChemistrZ,  1q3O,  p.  424;  DM!  ja_menta  Olxvmiae,  1723,  p.  234)! 
1.  "Rem  enim  in  se  seix  modum  convergionis  in  0  Philosophic=  Physioa 
aestimatione  viliorem  credimus  quam  oationem  frumenti  aut  mistionem 
massae  panariae;  Moralem  vero,  ejusdem  &  aegtimationem  &  usum  bene 
-atenti  inae,  5timabilem,  male  nouro  exitialem,  &  prolude  Divinae  Provid- 
entiae  moderamen  circa  haeo  neoesoarium  ease  sine  dnbio,  arbitramtr.  " 
(lqg) vii 
CONCLUSION 
Stahl's  experimental  researches  were  undertaken  while 
he  wag  at  Jena  and  during  the  earlier  years  of  his  professorate 
at  Halle,  but  the  works  by  which  he  is  best  known  were  not  pub- 
lished  until  many  years  later. 
His  study  of  fermentation  was  mainly  a  theoretical  one, 
and  his  theory  in  its  later  form  resembled  that  of  Willis.  This 
purely  mechanical  explanation  survived  the  overthrow  of  the 
phlogigton  theory,  formed  the  basis  of  Liebig's  theory  of  ferment- 
ation  and  was  not  finally  abandoned  until  after  the  work  of  Pasteur. 
According  to  Stahl,  gub5tanaeg  capable  of  fermentation  were  composed 
of  particles  whose  parts  could  be  set  in  violent  internal  motion  by 
the  impacts  of  the  molecules  of  an  aqueous  liquid.  This  internal 
motion  resulted  in  the  breaking  up  of  the  fermentable  molecules,  and 
the  subsequent  re-arrangement  of  their  parts  formed  the  various 
products  of  fermentation.  Molecules  undergoing  fermentation  could 
communicate  their  motion  to  other  fermentable  molecules  that  were  at 
rest,  so  that  the  process  could  be  quickly  brought  about  by  the  intro- 
duation  of  a  small  amount  of  matter  already  fermented  or  putrefied. 
In  hie  work  on  the  stellate  regulus  of  antimony  Stahl 
showed  his  ability  to  seize  upon  the  essential  facts  amid  a  welter  of 
confusing  data.  Although  the  cause  of  the  crystalline  appearance 
(189) of  certain  specimens  of  metallic  antimony  had  el-aded  mamy  chemigtg 
of  rep-ate  StahlIg  explanation.  wag  both  gimple  and  conclusive. 
His  paper  on  the  concentration  of  wine  contained  a  method  still  of 
service  in  certain  preparations  together  with  chemical  methods  for 
the  quantitative  egtimatjon  of  acids.  Stahl's  most  important 
researches  were  on  sulphur  and  the  sulphur  acids.  He  was  the 
first  to  prepare  and  isolate  sulphiteg  of  metals.  He  demonstrated 
the  reduction  of  a-alphates  by  carbon  and  the  atmospheric  oxidation 
of  walphidez,  of  sralph'aroul  acid  and  of  mLlphites,  and  his  results, 
although  expressed  in  terms  of  an  erroneou.  -  theory,  Indicated 
correctly  the  relationghips  between  these  classes  of  compounds. 
YaW  of  Stahl's  discoveries  were  not  published  as  suoh 
b-at  were  mentioned  casually  in  one  or  other  of  his  works.  Thus 
he  showed  clearly  the  hitherto  unEragpeeted  fact  that  carbon  took 
part  chemically  in  the  recluotion-of  metallic  oaloes  and  drew 
attention  to  the  existence  of  an  alkali  in  salt  differing  from  that 
in  nitro.  He  degeribed  ancl  explained  methods  of  purification  of 
salts  and  cleared  'up  many  of  the  misconceptions  and  obscurities 
that  a*bounded  in  his  day. 
To  the  chemist  of  to-day  Stahl  is  beat  known  as  the  founder 
of  the  phlogiston  theory..,  I  have  endeavoured  to  show  how  lie  based 
thlrý  theOrY  on  his  work  on  vulphizr  ancl  the  vulph"  acicls  ancl  on  the 
reduotion  of  metallie  calceg  and  how  he  oou,  -,  ht  'by  means  of  the  theory 
(1111) to  give  a  consistent  explanation  of  such  diverse  phenomena  as 
combustion,  calcination,  reduction,  the  growth  of  plants  and  the 
selective  action  of  acids  on  metals,  to  gay  nothing  of  colour  and 
of  various  meteorological  phenomena. 
From  the  account  I  have  given  of  Stahl's  writings  it 
will  be  clear  what  services  he  rendered  to  the  development  of 
chemical  theory.  No  one  will  dewj  that  Stahl  was  a  great 
theorist,  whatever  mV  be  his  view  as  to  the  value  of  the  work. 
While  the  acceptance  of  the  phlogiston  theory  has  not  here  been 
studied  in,  detail  it  may  be  stated  that  practically  every  leading 
chemist  in  Europe  subscribed  to  it.  That  in  itself  is  a  tribute 
to  the  vai-ae  and  consistency  of  the  theory  at  the  time.  Among 
the  German  chemists  whose  work  and  writings  were  expressed  In 
S  terms  of  this  theory  may  be  mentioned  Pott,  Eller,  Ifarqaaf, 
Neumann  and  Junaker.  It  was  populariered  in  France  by  the  writings 
of  Juncker,  whose  excellently  written  Conspectuo  M-0-Miae,  the  first 
text-book  of  chemistry  systematiged  on  the  theory,  had  a  greater 
influence  than  Semoln  Nouvean.  Glours  do  gh=je  sizjya_nt  leg 
jkLineLres 
de  Y"toA  St  de  Sthall,  published  anonymonsly  at  Paris  -in  1723,  and 
much  inferior  to  Jýznckerls  work. 
In  the  early  part  of  the  eighteýnth  oentM7  the  term 
"phlogiston"  was  not  need  in  Britain,  chemists,  &1though  using  the 
ideas  of  the  phlogiston  theory,  preferring  to  employ  such  older 
(  t'82  ) terms  as  flo-alphureous  partioles  -"  Nevertheless  the  leading 
British  ohemists,  such  as  Cavendish  and  Priestley  in  Rngland 
and  Blaek  in  Sootland,  were  phlogistonists,  despite  the  faot  that 
it  was  their  work  that  played  so  prominent  a  part  in  itg  ultimate 
downfall.  In  the  important  northern  sohool  of  ohemistry  in 
Sweden  the  theory  was  also  widely  supported,  two  of  the  most  pro- 
minent  members  of  this  sohool  beinp,  Bergman  and  Soheele. 
It  in  intere9ting  to  eongider  how  far  Stahl  W&g  indebted 
to  Becher,  for  whom  he  expregved  an  admiration  amounting  almost 
to  reverence.  Many  of  his  general  theoretical  Ideas  were  based 
on  Becher's  views  and  the  germ  of  the  phlogigton  theory  was  the 
latter's  terra  21EM:  is,  but  Becher'swork  had  already  been  almost 
forgotten  when  Stahl  edited  a  new  edition  of  the  %Zlioa  11bterranea 
in  1703,  together  with  his  own  commentary,  S-Pecimen  BeecherlaniMM. 
The  great  weakness  of  Becher's  theory  was  its  almost  complete  lack 
of  experimental  backing.  It  =5  Stahl  Who  supplied  this  and  who 
developed  and  elaborated  the  original  conception  of  the  fatty  earth 
into  a  theory  capable  of  explaining  and  co-ordinating  a  very  wide 
range  of  chemical  phenomena.  Stahl  was  the  real  founder  of  the 
phlogigton  theory  and  It  in  very  doubtful  whether  Becher's  nme 
would  have  been  linkiedýwith  his  in  this  connexion  but  for  Stahl's 
constant  commendation.  Even  Stahl's  influence,  great  as  it  was, 
%Ya5  insufficient  to  gain  much  support  for  other  parts  of  Becher's 
(  18 theory,  such  as  the  existenoe  of  the  terra  japidea  and  of  the 
terra  fl-aida,  where  Stahl  himself  was  unable  to  prodnee  adeqnate 
experimental  evidence  of  their  existence. 
The  importance  of  Stahl's  work  in  the  history  of  chemical 
theory  has  led  many  writers  to  overlook  his  claims  to  recognition 
as  an  experimental  worker,  and  even  to  regard  him  as  a  theorist 
who  took  little  account  of  mere  experimental  fact.  While  it  is 
true  that  no  major  discoveries  can  be  attributed  to  him  it  is 
clear  from  the  researches  described  In  this  Thesis  that  he  was  a 
capable  experimenter  of  wide  experience  and  one  who  seldom  failed 
to  shed  light  on  whatever  subjecthe  investigated.  His  work  on 
salts  gained  high  commendation  from  Holbach  some  fifty  years  later 
and  his  influence  played  a  decisi  ve  part  in  turning  crystallography 
from  physical  speculation  to  chemical  experiment.  Many  of  his 
researches  stimulated  further  work  on  similar  lines  elsewhere. 
Finally,  it  mot  be  emphagised  that  Stahl  oonstantly 
pointed  out  the  dangers  of  premature  speculation  and  the  nood.  for 
experimental  evidence.  He  maintained  that  chemistry  was  a  practical 
art  and  that  facts  came  first.  This  attitude  of  mind,  clearly 
indicated  in  all  his  writing$,  had  considerable  inflnence  on  his 
contemporarieg  and  Successors  and,  in  conjunction  vdth  his  simplific- 
ation  and  'unification  of  chemical  theory,  played  a  large  part  in  that 
very  marked  improvement  in  the  prestige  and  popularity  of  chemistry 
that  waS  so  noticeable  a  feature  of  the  eighteenth  century. 
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MWCAI!  SMOTjS  F  OM  IN  THE  WOIXS  OF  STAHL  M  CONTMTORART 
-AT=ORS 
. krietotelian  ElemLe-ntvs 
Air  A 
water  V 
Chemical  El 
Gold 
Iron 
Tin 
Earth  v 
Silver 
Copper 
Snlp'h-ar 
Pire  A 
Mercury 
Lead  TA. 
Native  Sulphur 
Chemigal  Cormoundg 
Vitriolic  acid 
Aqua  fortis  ýý 
Sand 
Bau  de  vie 
Litharge 
Wax  + 
Aoid  of  salt  N9 
Aqua  regia 
Lime 
Verdigris 
Spirits  of  Wine  NY 
Cerage 
Acid  of  nitre 
Vitriol 
11itre 
Blue  vitriol 
Hartzhorn 
cD 
G1 
A.  e-. 
Uririe  El 
Asheg  -IE 
Borax  \TI 
Cinnabar 
Rock  salt 
ý  (t85) 
Antimony  (gulphide)  6* 
Tartar  X 
Sal  arnmoniae  (D* 
Arsenio  (trioxide  ) 
Conn,  on  salt  e  e  y6 
Aoid  of  vinegar  + 
Fixed  alkali 
Mareasite 
Alum  0 
Realgar  Y.  b 
Aes  ustum  (calx  of  coppor)  ý Apparatus,  Chemical  Ovomt-imns,  eto 
Precipitate  Sublime  Distil 
Crystalline  Powder  Spirit 
Regulus  Acid  Oil 
So  lvent  CRI  Amalgam  I#-=  A  Digest  I 
Fix  Lute  J>urify 
Alembic  Retort  Receiver 
Circular  fire  Water-bath  T.  M 
. 
M.  B.  Vapor-bath  V. 
. 
Amalgwation  a  OL  4,  Per  deliquium  PA  Caput  mortuum 
Layer  upon  layer  sm.  Day  Night 
. 17 
Hour  Z  Youth 
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GLOSSARY  OF  LATIN  MINIM  MRM 
Aethiops  empyres 
Aethlops  mercurialis 
Aethiops  mineralis 
Ambarmn 
Antihectiom  Poterii 
Antimonium  diaphoretieum. 
Antimonium  stellatum 
Aqua  fortis 
Aqua  Mindereri 
Aqua  Saturni 
Aqua  solvens 
Aqua  Toffan 
Aqaa  valens 
Aquila  alba 
Arbour  Dianae 
Arbusoula  philosophica 
Arcanum  Corallinug 
Arcanum  dnplicatum 
Atramentum  sutorium 
Auripigmentum, 
Black  mercury  m1phide 
Amber 
Product  obtained  by  Calcining  an  alloy  of 
4  ptg.  Sb.  and  5  ptg.  Sn.  with  nitre 
Diaphoretle  nntimony,  Sb203 
Crystalline  antimony 
Nitric  acid 
Ammonium  acetate  solution 
Lead  acetate  solution 
Distilled  vinegar 
roioonoug  solution  containing  arsenic 
Nitric  acid 
Calomel 
'The  Chemical  Tree,  especially  by  mercury 
in  a  solution  of  silver  nitrate 
Yercuxy  oxide 
Potassium  sulphate 
Sulphate  of  iron 
Yellow  arsenic  sulphide 
Bezoardicum  minerale  Solare,  Bezoard  mineral  made  in  such  a  way  as  to 
L-unare,  Martiale  contain  algo  oalx  of  gold,  silver,  etc. 
Bisematum  33ismuth 
BionTuthum  Bigmuth 
Butyrum.  antimouLi  Sublimed  chloride  of  antimogy 
Cýadmie  marti4e 
Cadmia  plumbacem 
Cacruleum  Berollnenso 
Calaem 
Calcanthum 
Calx  perigrinorum 
Calx  venoris 
Cap-at  mortimm 
Carabe 
Chry,.,  ocolla 
Colcothar 
Consinillium 
CrocuS  metallorum 
araphite 
Calamine 
Pruzglan  blue 
Zinc 
Vitriol 
Tartar 
Verdigrig 
Regidue  left  in  retort  after  dietillation, 
Amber 
Borax 
Calcined.  vitriol 
Cochineal. 
Precipitate  obtPined.  by  putting  liver  of 
antimony  in  water 
(187) Crocus  SnUhuratus  martis 
Caprtm  gmmnatoe= 
Eleatorrum 
Fallonia 
Icermes 
Lao  Sulphurig 
Lapis  Bononlensis 
Lapis  ealaminium 
Lapis  do  tribue 
Lapis  magnes 
Lapis  molybdoieg 
Lapis  prunella 
Lapis  solaria 
Liquor  eilic= 
LUM  cornua 
Magnes  aerie 
merourium  dulois 
merouri-as  vitae 
Mineral  Bezoardieum 
Ferro-as  salphide 
Omprous  chloride 
Aidber 
Fallerls  earth 
Mxb=e  of  Sb283  and  Sb203  madID  b-Y 
boiling  SbaS3  with  fixed  alkalies 
1111k  of  sulphur 
Bologna  atone 
. 
Zino  oxide 
Mixture  In  equal  proportions  of 
-  arseniop  antimony  and  sulphur 
Lodestone 
araphite 
ftsed  potasmim  sulphate 
Bologna  Ot-One 
Potassium  silioate 
Horn  silver 
Baldwin's  phosphorus,  calelum  nitrate 
Calomel 
Ozy-chloride  of  antimony 
Oxide  of  antimony 
Nigrics  fabrilio  Graphite 
Nitrum  lixum  Nitro  ealcined  with  earbon,  K200; 
Nitrum  flenmang  Amenium  nitrate 
Nitrum  vltrioliiium  Ludovici  Potaggium  sulphate 
oleum  camphorae 
Oleum  merourialis 
Olenm  per  deliqui-am 
Ole=  oulphuris  per  eampanom 
Ole=  ritrioll 
oleum  vitrioli  dv-loe  verum 
Panacea  coolestin 
Panacea  mercurialis 
Phosphorus  Bald-aini 
Camphorie  acid 
Similar  to  Ispirituo  fumanst  q.  v. 
Solution  of  a  deliquescent  salt  in  water 
obtained  from  the  air 
Sulphurio  acid  obtained  by  burning  sulphur 
with  nitro  and  collecting  the  vapours' 
over  water 
Oil  of  vitriol 
Mer 
Calomel 
Calomel 
Calcim  nitrate 
(188) Phosphorus  Bononiensio  Bari-am  oulphide 
Phosphorao  fulg-urans  Phosphorus 
Phosphoruo  hermetious  Baldwin's  phosphorus 
Phosphorus  maragdinua  Fluor-spar 
Plumbum  album  Tin 
Plumbum  greyseum.  Bisimth 
Plumbum  nigrum,  Lead 
Pyromachum  Fused  oulphide  of  copper 
Regulum  compogoitno  martialLs, 
jovialis,  ete. 
stellat-as 
Resim  oupri 
Rubi=s  sulphvrig 
Compound  regulne  Of  antimony,  i.  e.  antimony 
prepared  by  f'Oing  the  Vulphide  with  iron 
eta.  and  probab3,  v  containing  a  little  of 
the  latter 
Crystalline  metallic  antimony 
Omproug  chloride 
Sulphur  Orystallioed  from  turps. 
Sal  adadrabile  Epsom  salts 
Sal  arenarins  Sal  anmonlao 
Sal  armoniacum  fixum  Calcium  chloride 
Sal  armoniacum  georetum 
..  Olauberi  Ammonium  sulphate 
Sal  eatharticum  amarum  480M  salts 
Sal  oruorig  fixum  fmoile  Mieroeosmie  salt 
Sal  dnplioat-um  Double  salt 
Sal  Ebeouienge  Epsom  salts 
Sal  eni:  -,  n=  Sodium  gulphate 
Sal  rlenrne  Rock  salt 
Sal  mirabile  Sodium  Vulphate 
Sal  oleosum  Sýrlvianum  A.  form  of  tincture  of  sulphur 
Sal  Petrae  Hitre 
Sal  polychreatum  diaseri  Potassium  oulphate 
Sal  Tartari  Potassium  carbonate 
Sal  urinae  fixum  Morooosade  salt  .  gal  urinae  volatile  Ammonium  carbonate 
Soda  Hiepanioa  Sodium  carbonate  from  kali 
Spiauter  arude  sino 
Spiritus  aluminosum  Oil  of  vitriol 
Spiritug  fumans  Stamnic  chloride 
Spirituo  fumans  sulphuratus  Blood  red  oil  obtained  by  distilling  a 
mixture  of  sulphur,  lime  &  sal  ammonjac 
Spiritua  lignorum  aoidi  PYroligneong  acid 
Spiritua  mineralig  Gas  given  off  by  mineral  waters 
SpirituEf  nitri  Nitrio  acid 
Spiritus  valis  ammoniael  Solution  of  'ammonium  carbonate, 
(189) Spiritus  valirl  ammoniaci  ad  extra 
Spiritus  gulfuris  acidag 
Spiritus  valis  armoniaci 
caryophyllatus 
Spirit-us  gulphurls  Tolatilin 
Beguinii 
SpirituEi  urinae 
Spiritua  vitrioll 
SpiritUS  TOlatilig  VitriOU 
Stella  antimonii 
Sulphur  fosidle 
Sulphur  Yirgineum 
Sulphur  viyum 
Sulphur  volatilig  I  ii 
Tartarus  vini 
Tartarus  vitriolatus 
Tartarus  urinae 
Terra  dw=ta 
Tutia 
Zineq 
Zinctum 
Zincum 
Solution  of  amnonium  hydroxide 
Solution  of  sulphur  dioxide 
A  form  of  tincture  of  suliphur 
Blood  red  oil  obtained  by  distilling  a 
mixture  of  sulphur,  lime  and  sal 
ammoniao 
Ammonia 
Oil  of  vitriol 
Sulphur  dioxide 
Crystalline  metallic  antimony 
Native  ft,  Ipb=  in  veing 
Hydrogen 
Potaggium  acetate 
Potassim  oulphate 
Saline  deposit  from  evaporated  urine 
ReAdue  left  in  retort  after 
distillation 
Zinc  oxide 
Zinc 
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VOCABULM  OF  YEDTETAL  LATIN. 
The  words  shown  below  axe  either  not  to  be  found  in  the 
standard  Latin  Dictionary  of  Lewis  and  Short  (Oxford,  1922)  or  have 
aoquired  a  new  meaning  or  are  otherwise  worthy  of  note. 
Key  to  References 
wolm 
Abztractio  -onis, 
Actualis  -c 
Actuo  -are 
Adstringens 
Adiistibilia  -e 
Albumen  -inis  ovi 
Alliacous  -a  -um 
Antlia  -ae 
Argilla  -ae 
Becca  bun6a 
Benzoe 
Bolug  -i 
-  Opuse.  opu9culum  Chemico-  sico-Medicum  1715. 
Exp.  Ibmerimentl,  0bgervatl6nes,  ete.  1?  31- 
Pa.  Thmdamenta,  Chymiae,  1?  23. 
F02.  i.  Fýmdamenta.  Ch.  Ymiae,  Pars,  I,  1?  32- 
Foa.  ij.  Fimdament  a,  g2Mi  Lae-,  La-rs  11,1732. 
SB.  Specimen 
' 
Beecherianum,  1738. 
ps.  Becher,  Physica  Axjýterranea,  1738, 
deP.  Kerger,  lie_  Fermentatione,  1663. 
NWING  REPERENCE 
Separation  Exp.  414 
Active,  actual  Opuze-355 
Activate,  set  in  motion  P02.  i.  2 
Styptic  -PC-77 
Inflammable  FC.  24 
White  of  egg  OTUJ90-356 
aarlie-like  ExP-396 
Air-pump  SB.  20 
marl  PC.  47 
Borax  -raciv  -rracil 
Caementatio  -onis 
Calcariug  -a  --um 
Capellatio  -onig 
Capella  vacua 
Centaur  min. 
Cerevigin 
Chamomilla  -ae 
Chinewis  -ig 
Cineres  clavellati 
Cougulatio  -onikf 
Brookline  (plant)  FC.  67 
Benjamin  Fa.  115 
Bole,  earth  containing  no 
mineral  PC-136 
Borax  PC.  11 
Cementation  FO.  25 
Calcareo-as  FO.  62 
Cupellation  FC.  26 
Retort  heated  directly  by  fire  FC.  19 
Lesser  Contory  FO.  113 
Beer  Opnsc.  ii6 
Camomile  FC.  68 
Chinman  Opuse.  269 
Pot  ashes  OPU90-317 
Coa, 
ý-txlation,  cry9tallisation  of 
a  mbstanoe  containing  no  water 
of  orystallisation  FC.  27 
091) Cochleatim  Spirally  EXP.  379 
Cohotatio  -onis  A.  kind  of  reflux  distillation  FC-33 
Cohoblum  -i 
A  kind  of  reflux  distillation  FO-33 
Coincido  To  agree  with,  resemble  OPU80.179 
collisorlul  -a  -um  Colliding  Opusc.  122 
Corrmobiliuu  -a  -UM  Easily  moving  FC2.  ii.  132 
Concroment-un,  -i  Mixture  EXP-137 
Confermentatio  -onis  Combinatory  fermentation  FC2.  U.  136 
Confijý.  uratio  -onis'  f.  Shape  FCL>.  ii.  2 
Connexibiliiis  -a  -um  Cbpable  of  entering-  into 
combination  FC2.  ii.  132 
Congiatentia  -ae  Hardnesso  metallic  form  EXP.  356 
Crucibulvtm  -i,  n.  Crucible  PC.  43 
Crngtome  -a  -um  Crngted  FC2.1i.  137 
Cupellatio  -onis  Oupellation.  PC!  -  152 
Cry5talli-formis  Crystalline  FC-56 
Deliquium  -ii  Deliquescence  OPUZO.  315 
renzatio  -onis,  f.  Thickening,  increase  in  density  IRZP  -3  47 
Depuratio  Purification  FC.  21 
Detepegeo  -ere  To  grow  cool  OPUSO  .  35  t 
Detonatio  -onis  Detonation,  deflagration  with  nitre  PC.  21 
Dianhaneitag  -4itia  Transparency  FC-138 
Diaphanwi  -a  _=  Transparent  PO-135 
Difflatio  -onig  Blast,  difflation  PC.  21 
Dilute  Weakly  OPU19c.  356 
DimiCro  To  go  abroad  Exp,  401 
Divaporatio  -onis,  f.  Volatilisation  Ezp.  396 
Divaporo  -are  To  volatilise  Ebcp  .  396 
Docirmaticus  -a  _Vm  Agsnr  P0,43 
Ductibilitag  -atis  Ductility  PC.  135 
Dulcificatio  -oniv  S%vectening,  dUlcifteation  Ibcp 
.  40  4 
Effloregeentia  -ae  Efflorescence  137 
Alloy  of  several  metals  (generic 
term)  Mi% 
Emotio  -onis  Agitation  OPUBC-193 
Endivia  Endive  FC-123 
E5sentia  -no  Evvence  PC.  113 
Europa  -ae  Europe  Opuso.  269 
E!  aropaeuv  ý.  I  Europe=  Opasc.  269 
Excipulum,  (ace,  )  Receiver  FC2.  ii.  12,9 
Extractio  -oniv,  f.  Extraction  PC-115 
Extract-Lim  -i  Extract  FO-115 
(192) Fermentativug  -a  -un  Of  fermentation  OPuse-173 
Fermentum  -i  Ferment  FC-33 
Forruminatorins  -a  -um  Of  solder  FC.  196 
Filtnun  Filter  PO.  27 
F"i:  Mtio  -onis 
Fixation  PC.  48 
Foeniculum  FeTmel  PC.  112 
: -'riabilitas  -atis 
FTiability  PO-135 
Friabili5  Friable  FC-135 
Furnace  FO.  43 
1,  'arnus  anemins 
Wind-furnace  FC-43 
Gelatinosa  Celatinous  PO-78 
Gialappa  lalap  FC-t15 
Cqratorins  -a  -Um 
Orbital  EXP 
- 
326 
Hypnotiono  -a  -Um  ITypnotie  PO-123 
Inbibo  Dissolve  (trans.  )  PO.  23 
Incoercibilio  Unrestrained  'RCP-384 
rneonciliabilio  Incompatible  OPuse-75 
Inidoneuv  -a  -um 
Unsuitable  EXP 
- 
38  4 
Ingplasatio  -onis 
Concentration  PC 
- 
50 
Intertrioo  To  intenveave  FO-135 
Introcipio  To  t  ake  in  PS-156 
Jagpis  Jasper  FC-138 
Labefactor  To  be  changed  or  destroyed  9B.  41 
Lacca  -ae 
Lake  (colour)  En.  281 
Lnevigatug  --a  --Um 
Smooth  FC2-i-5 
Lapis  na.,  -nei  Lodestone  Exp.  228 
Lignogitan  Woody  nature  F02-ii-132 
Limatura  -orum 
Filings  PC.  47 
Limus  -i 
Loam  FC-135 
Lixivium  Lixivi-Mu  FC.  115 
Lorico  To  coat  or  glaze  Pd.  140 
Lotura,  -ne 
Washing  (of  ore)  FO-152 
Lixtum  -i 
Clay,  lute  PC.  47 
?.  ývýlvterium  -1  Precipitate  FC2.  i 
. 
34 
?,  ýý,  -,  neticus  -a  -um  741agnetic  Exp.  228 
1.:  --Ileabilitag  Malleability  M.  135 
1,,:  wubu  Bamboo  PO-70 
n-,  nuduco  To  lead  Aq.  280 
Mellaginiv  11ellaCino-mg  FO-71 
(193) ý'cnstruum  -i  Solvent  PC.  42 
I  ýetallicoluq  -i  11iner,  metalworker  PO.  26 
TiTercury  (plant  PC.  68 
!.  Icthodus  -uEl,  f.  Method  OPUSO-354 
T'ineralius  -a  -um  Mineral  SB.  46 
?.  Iodernuo  -a  -um  Modern  ra.  tie 
Yolecula  -ae  Molecule  OPusc-123 
Irolliusculus  -a  -uM  Soft  FC.  89 
lfucacinoc;  ug  --a  -UM  Micilaginons  FC.  71 
Narcoticug  -4  -Um  Narcotic  Exp.  418 
Noctiluca  Phosphorus  ExP-392 
Nundinalls  -e  Cheap-jack  Exp.  410 
Obgaturatug  -a  -um  Supersaturated  RXP  -  77 
Oleum  Uni  Lineeea  Oil  FC.  140 
Opacus  -a  -um  Opaque  FO-135 
Opal=  -i  Opal  PO-138 
or,  -,  anium,  Lm  (ace.  Agency  Opuse.  181 
OstracodermatIg  (abl.  )  Dyzter-ohell  FC.  76 
Paralogiam.  ug  A  false  conclusion  or  erroneous 
reasoning  FXP-387 
Parietaria  -ae  Pellitory  FC.  67 
PhIoE;  oseu5  --a  Phloýgistio  Exp.  287 
Piger  Henrienz  A  digesting  furnace  F0.43 
Plantago  -inia  Plantain  F0.68 
Ponderogitau  --atid  V;  eight  F0.59 
Porcelanas  (ace.  )  Porcelain  XXP  -  139 
Fraecipitabilio  -e  Precipitable  FC-133 
Pre5sio  -onis  Presmire  FC2-i-23 
Pro,  -resvivus  --,  q  -um  Translator7  (of  motion)  EXP.  117 
Projapia  -ae  Nature,  character  FC2.  ii.  13 
Palvis  pyrius  (1unpowder  EXP.  119 
rutrila,!;  o  -inis,  f.  Corruption,  Putrefaction  deF.  159 
Pyrom.  achum  -1  Slagstone  FC.  167 
Pyrophorus  -i  Substance  catching  fire  on  exposure 
to  air  BXP-136 
Ee,  -ulatio  -onis  Regulation  (a  kind  of  precipitation)  F0.26 
Eevorboratorius  -a  -4=  Reverberatory  FC,  43 
Raverberana  -antiv  Reverberatory  Exp.  149 
iieverberlum  -U  Reverberation  Ex.  P-153 
Rabinug  Baby  F0  -  138 
094) Saccharum  -i 
Sugar  PO.  67 
Saccliumm  candum  Sq-,  ar  candy  FC.  71 
Saponaria  -ae 
Soapwort  PC.  68 
Saponariuq  -ii 
Soap-boiler  PC.  88 
sapfair-us  -i  Sapphire  FC.  138 
Sartrý,  -o  -inia,  f.  CrystallisinC  pan  FC.  43 
Schediu:  m  -1,  n.  Tract,  pamphlet,  paper  EXP-347 
'Siliewn  -i  Flint  PC.  136 
Solanum  -i  Nightshade  FC.  123 
Spumescentia  -ae  Effervescence  Opusc.  i65 
Stipeg  -itig,  M.  Plant  stem  F02.  ii.  16 
Stupefactivus  -a  -um  Stupefying  Exp.  418 
Stypticitas  stypticity  PC-7? 
Styptieug  -a  -UM  Styptic  PC.?  6 
S-udoriferum  Sudorific  PC-?  5 
Sylvester  -ri  qageoug  PS-15? 
Symphyto  (abl.  Comfrey  FC.  68 
Syntheticuo  -a  -um  Synthetic  P0.2 
Talcoaug  -a  -um  Talcy  FC.  140 
Tegtaa  -ae  Maf  f1e  PC-  157 
Tentamen  -inis 
Attempt  OPUSIO-273 
Test-wn  -i  Test  (dish  used  in  assay)  FC-157 
Terra  damnata  Solid  residue  in  still  CP.  58 
Tig,  illurn  -i 
ýruclble  PC.  43 
Tobacuv  -i  TobacGo  FO.  140 
Tormentilla  -ae  Tormentil  FC  -  77 
Tra,  E;  acantha  Gum  Tra6,  acanth  FC.  81 
Tritorium  -i  Separating-glas:  5  PC.  27 
Tubulus  -i  Blow-pipe  PC.  21 
Turquoise 
Ubilibet  AxVvhere  EXP-353 
Unio  -onis,  f.  Union  P02.  i.  2 
Ventilabri=  -1  Flue  P02.  U.  8 
Verificaro  To  verify  Exp.  342 
Verticillarig  Orbital,  rotational  EXP-117 
Vitr.  arius  Glagnxrkar  SB.  123 
Volatiliuv  -a  -UM  Volatile  FC-23 
Volutatorius  -a  -um  Rotational  EXP-389 
Vortico5u5  --a  -urn  Eddying  FC2-i-57 
(195) APPMIX  IV 
BTBLIOr,  RAPIIY  OF  STMILIS  WORKS 
1  Prp--mentor-um  Aetiolo-i￿iao  ex 
1  na  aý-Zat  i0  Senilu-Rationali,  seu  Conamini-um  ýld, 
conci-piendam  notitiam  Mech.  anicam  de  Rarefactione 
Chymica  Pro(Irom'ag  de  Indagatione  Chymi 
Phytilologica  12"*  1683 
Roprinted  (without  the  word  Frap-mentor-am), 
opulculum  Cbvnico-  sico-Yedicum,  etc., 
pp.  1-46 
do. 
Programm  quo  Theoriae  Vere  Medicae 
. 
2.  imperfliiil,  &1lienig,  falvis  opinionibug'& 
suppogitionibu  ex  inco  Anatomiae,  Ch.,  v-miae 
pky!  jicao,  traýtione  &  ýZplicatjone  -ProRnatis, 
ýat  Plky!  qolpria  modi  Rogitiva  demongtrativa 
nageratur  h  atabiliatar,  etc. 
Second  edition 
Reprinted:  Ppuvenlum,  etc,,,  pp.  47-64 
do. 
ftlae  Vagd.  4"  17  15 
Halae  lbe.  4t'  1740 
Halae  4"'  1694 
Halae  4ý'  JqO3 
Halae  llagd,  41*0  1115 
Halae  Magd.  ro  lq4O 
'27AVmotechnia  fundamentalig,  sm  Fermentationis; 
Thagrin  Generalis 
....  simul(Lue  Ex-periment-um 
I 
AlOV-11M 
quIT)hur  verum  arte  producendi.,  etc.  'x  Hal&$  To  16g? 
(pp.  vi  -200,  last  page  Incorrectly  n-umbered  400) 
Reprinted:  Opu5culm.,  etc.  's  pp.  65-194  &  299-333 
ITalae  ILrtg&. 
do.  Halae  I%gd,, 
Cerman  translation:  qymotechnil  fandamentalia, 
etc.  Fmnckfurth  &  Leipzig 
Stettin  &  Leipzig 
4'*  1715 
4'  1740 
1734 
1748 
I-The  second  section  of  Pars  III  of  the  second  edition  of  the  Fundamenta 
gjmiac  (110.34  bolow)  is  entitled  "Zymotechnia.,,  This  ig  v;  ritten  in 
0,  mixture  of  Latin  and  German  and  is  not  the  same  as  No.  3  above. 
(196) ObservatLOW,  111  Chymico-Phygioq-Vedicae  Migogg,  41 
mengibug  si=lig,  etC.  -L 
(J)  jujiug  ....  sistens  EMerimentum  Novum  jer=  Sulphur 
Arte  Producendi,,  etc.  (gee  No.  3  above)  1697 
(ij)  Vemlis  Aamistu  exhibeng  Spiriturl  Vitriolp 
- 
VollLtius 
in  coi)i  parandi,  Pundamentum  &  Fxpeximentum 
- 
1697 
(iii)  lo  Commmi  Pimexrt=JO,  11,  'engig  Septembris  indicang  E  io 
?,  ',  Lneram  Ferri  S-plendidisgimam  copioge  -progimendi  1697 
(jV)  l'onsis  Octo  ,  commendang.  Coneexitrationem  give 
Dephlegmationem  Vini,  aliorumque  fermentatorum,  et 
-salinorum  jjq2Lo_rum,  etc.  1697 
(V)  Yonsig  Nove  ,  qno  detegitur  Anchiater,  geu  Venerim 
T)ro  Remedio  venditum,  Febrif-ugnm  nequissinnim  1697 
(vi  )  7,  lonsis  December,  Reguli  Antimonii  Stellati  Enchirigeo 
expone  1691 
(vii)  Yonvig  J  rius.  Croq=  Martig  A-peritivum  Sinmlarem, 
ot  do  Martialium  Praeparatorum  yaria,  *&*,  proponeng 
- 
1698 
(vUQ  is  FebnL_qriuS,  FrgMent  Qqaedam  ad  Hiot2rjam  4o;  ýs 
Naturalem  Nitri  -pertinentia,  subministrann  2  1698 
(ix)  ýýenviEf  Tfartiuj,  de  Umi  Nitri  Medico,  Poly  esto, 
-40  1698 
(X)  Ll-ig,  quo  Vitulul  Aareug  Imne  Combugt-ýie,  T.,  'engisf  AprA 
Arcanum  SJMDlex,  ged  Arcanum,  demongtratur  1698 
(xQ  1,  ýPmijs  maj  ,  Historiam  Febris  Roldemicae  Rete-ehizantig, 
declarans  1698 
All  the  above  wore  reprinted: 
Opulcuinm,  etc.,  pp.  299-687  Halae  Mwi.  411,  1713 
do.  Halae  Magd.  4*  1740 
i.  Published  monthly,  mengig  Primus  (-sextug)  1-0-,  JnlY  to  December,  1697, 
S"  Francofurti  &  Lipgiae,  mensis  I 
ýMs  (-Miat--ug  )  i.  e.,  Janua--y  to 
1698,8"'  Halae  MagdelZ-gicae,  pagination  continuoull  throughollt. 
The  British  1ý,  iveum  copy  of  the  Observationeg  does  not  contain  Mengig  majug, 
etc.  (No.  xi  above).  Mensis,  junins,  etc.,  the  last  of  thio  series, 
%vav  firzt  publishod  in  the  OpuSc'alum,  etc,  (No.  20  below). 
-.  Tilove  tvm  papers  were  reprinted  together  in  1734  and  1748  (see  No, 
33  below). 
(197) "Observatio  do  Copioga,  Facili,  et  Concentrata 
Collectione  Spiritus  Acidi  Summe  Volatiliu 
SulT)hureo-Vitriolici,  etc,  " 
X 
ObfiervAtionos  -Hallensis'. 
1j,  Obg.  MlIt  pp.  255-277  1700 
Reprinte(I.,  Obpervationes  Physico-  ico-Medicae 
Curlosae,  Obs,  VII,  Pp-qJ-95  Halle  T"  1  q09 
do.  M9 
0-n-asculum,  ete.  ,  pp.  246-2,58  Halae  the.  410  iq15 
do.  Halae  Yagd.  41'a  1740 
Proempt.  Inaug.  cle  Ortu  Venarum  Metalli:  Cerarum  Ilalae  4"  1700 
Reprinted:  2=5culum,  etc.,  PP-351-356  Halae  wagcl.  4Fl  1715 
do.  Halae  vaga.  4*0  1740 
Eng,  ligh  trzanslation:  Of  the  grjZ.  Lnal  of 
ýIetalliclc  Vei  in  the  work  Pyrotechnical 
Dincourven  by  Kunckel  and  Others,  pp,  131-8  London  8'*  1705 
Second  edition  London  8"  1723 
7  yetrtjjurý-Jae  Pyroteclinicae  &  Docimagiae 
T'(Itallicaq  Fundamenta  ITalae  4"  1700 
Reprinted:  OpugGuluxý,  etc.,  py.  765450  Halae  Ma-9d.  4'  1715 
do.  11alae  Mý  -  4'  1740 
German  translation:  Herrn  Georýz  Ernst  Stahig 
Anivoi=w,  zur  Tfietallurgie,  odor  der 
metallischen  Schmeltz--und  Probier-Kunst. 
Ifebst  dessen  EL.  nieit2Ma  zur  Grund-Alixtion  derer 
unterirrdischen  minerali  chen-und  Metallischen 
Mri)qr,  etc.  2  pto. 
English  trvmglation:  The  Princi-ples  of  D[ro- 
technical  Vetallurgy  &  Metallick,  EISMYing,  pub- 
yrotechnical  Discourses  by  Kunckel  lished  in  P 
and  others,  =der  the  name  of  the  Candidate, 
J.  C.  Fritgchkuti,  pp.  181-2682, 
Second  edition 
Leipzig  9ý  1720 
London  8'*  1703 
London  8'0  1723 
IL.  , k1l  papors  in  the  Obvervationes  Hallensis  are  anoAymo-mg, 
;  Z.  The  pagination  of  this  work  is  incorrect  0  the  f  irgt  pW  of  the 
dianortation  following  P.  184. 
(198) "Arivtotelig  Error  circa  Definitionem  Natura-e  eorreetag" 
Obgorvationes  Hallensiv,  3,  Obg.  VII,  pp.  141-155 
Ealae  ev"  1709 
1719 
Halae  Magd.  41:,  3  1715 
Halae  Migd.  4&*  1740 
vmico-  Reprinted.  Obvervationes  Ph, 
1'elicae  Curiogae,  Obg.  I,  PP-3-15  Halae  8v*  1709 
do.  1719 
Opuscu  ,  ete.,  PP.  191-204  .  Halae  Magd.  V*  1715 
do,,  Halae  M%q.  4-  17  40 
"Da  Arcani  Daplicati  et  Tartari  Vitriolati  Genealogiall 
Obgeryationes  Hallengig, 
-1, 
Obs.  Xl,  pp.  201-218,1700 
Reprinted:  Ob5cryationes 
T.  Tedicae  Curiosae,  PP-95-110 
do. 
Opugan  eto.,  pp,  25ý1-268 
do. 
10  'Me  Differentia  MLxti,  Aggregati,  Judividvill 
Obgervationea  Hallengig,  A,  O'bg-XIV-  PP-305-333 
Reprintel-  Observationeg  Phygico-Ckvmico- 
L,  redicae  Curiosae,  pp.  47-63 
do 
Opugaulum,  eýo.,  pp.  226-236 
do. 
II  Dlup.  Yed.  inaug.  do  Vitro  AntimonU  1702 
12  "T)n  1.  ',  otallorum  Emendatione  Mbdico  Fructu  Profntur&" 
Ob5arvationeg  Hallengis,  7,  Obs,  XII,  pp.  282-296  1703 
Reprinted:  Observationeg  Plusico-C-hymigo- 
-edicaq 
Curiogae,  pp.  110-122  Halae  81  1709 
do.  1719 
opuse,  ulum,  etc.,  pp.  268-276  Halae  Yagd,  4"  1115 
do.  Halae  Magd.  4t,  *  1740 
Corman  tranglation:  Georr,  Ern9t  Stahla 
....  Nurnburg 
fIvOmnolcon  von  Verbeg.  gerung,  der  Metallen,  etc.  &  Altdorf  0"0  1720 
I.  In  these  reprinta  the  title  ig  I'De  Differentia,  Mixti, 
" 
Texti,  Aggregati 
et  Individui. 
(199) 
iqoo 
1700 
Halao  iB"  i  log 
1719 
Halae  Nagd.  e  1715 
Halae  Vagd.  461'  1740 13  I'Do  Divitlionig  &  Diffiggionis  Differential' 
ObrleryAtiOn  -, 
7.  Obg.  XIX,  PP-372-412  je-I  ITallengin 
Reprinted:  Oba  -vationeg  Mao  J2o:  -&']!.  Lymico- 
Iredicae  CurloVae,  PP-  63-76 
do. 
Opuppulum,  etc.,  pp.  231-245 
do. 
1?  03 
1109 
1719 
Halae  Magd.  4`6  1715 
Halae  Yagd.  4cQ  lq4O 
Frandkfurth  &  Leipzig 
, 
jinctoria  Ftmdamentalig  1703 
Tranglatcd  from  the  French,  Preface  by  Stahl. 
15  ý-recimen  Beccherianxim  gisteng  Fundnmenta,,  RMumenta, 
'P"crimpnta,  qnibng  Principýa  Mixtionig  gubterra-neae, 
,L  Invtrummta  _Naturalia 
atque  Artificialia  demon 
gtrantur,  etc. 
Appended  to  J.  J.  Bechertg  Plwvica  Slubterranea,  etc., 
editccl  by  Stidil  Leipzig  8v*  t703 
Another  edition  Leipzig  4**  1733 
Editio  nvisaima  Leipzig  4-ý*  1138 
aermm  translatibn:  Einleitun,  -,  zur  gMMd  laxtion, 
etc.  (see  lJo.  I  above)  Leipzig  8"  1720 
do.  Leipzig  846  174-4 
16  pe  Vera  Diversitate  CorlDorig  mixti  &  Avi  .... 
Demon5tratio  Halae  Magd.  4!  "  1  qOj 
ýLmi ca  ln&uZ_  Ditvertatio  1,!  edicO-_Lh 
_ica 
uralJO.  -  de 
Sallabus  Vetallicis'L  4t*  1708 
german  translation:  Gottfried  Rotheng  Ohymie 
von  clen  1,7etallischen  Saltzen  Leipzig  8*0  1720 
ýLjUtjjouý;  ýi  ýtahl  vms  Praeses  for  this  Dissertation,  he  took  no  paxt  in 
it5  proparatiow  see  Stahl,  Disputationes  Medicae  ab  Anno  IMCCVIT  AA 
Ayiminz  7,  M=rT,  otc.,  11alac  Magd.,  1712,  ii,  Pt.  I,  Index  p.  10. 
(200) Egigo-Yedicae  Curiosa2  Halle  8vo  1709  18  observationes  Mygico-gh 
(i)  "Aristotelis  error  oirca  Definitionem  Naturae 
correotus,  "  P-  3  (see  No.  8  above) 
(ji)  'Te  verosimillima  causa  motuo  Merourii  in  tubo 
Torricelliano  geu,  Barometro,  "  p.  15 
(Observationee  ITAllensis,  1,  No.  14) 
(iii)  "Brevis  explicatio  Observationis  praeoedentio,  "  P-31 
(Observationes  Hallengis,  1,  No.  25) 
Uv)  'Ueteorologiae  Cokio-gluterianae  oomendatio,  "  P-35 
Oboervutioneg  Hallensis, 
. 
3,  No.  20) 
(V)  I'De  Differentia  Mixti,  Texti,  Aggregati,  Individul,  "  p.  47 
(,  see  No.  10  above) 
(vi)  IlDe  Divisionis  &  Diffissionis  differentia,  "  p.  63 
(see  No.  13  above) 
(vii)  I'De  Copiona  ....  oolleotione  Spiritus  Aoidus  sume 
volatilis,  eto-Ill  P.  77 
(see  No.  5  above) 
(viii)  IlDe  Areani  duplioati  &  Tartari  vitriolati 
genealogia",  P.  95 
(see  No.  9  above) 
(ix)  I'De  Metallorm  emendatione,  etc.,  "  p.  110 
(see  No.  12  above) 
(X)  I'De  Sollicita  Diaeta,  "  p.  123 
(Oboervationes  Hallensis,  4,  No.  28) 
Seoond  edition  1719 
19  Diso.  Red.  Inawt.  gug.  Slolutio  Lhrtis  In  purg  Alcalt 
Anato_mia  Sul-phnri  comMnis  sist=tur  (A  Letter  of  the 
Presiden  to  the  Candidate  is  annexed)  Halae  Magd.  1712 
Reprinted:  0-Dwq-c-ul=,  ete.,  the  Letter  pp.  qo6-9 
the  Diasertation  pp.  729-64 
Halae  Magd..  400  1713 
do.  Halae  ITn,  -,  d.  466  1740 
(201) 20 
21 
Ojasqu3O  hymico.  -  'h  -Meclicum,  etc.  Halae  Magd.  4'10  1715  mQ_.  LZEU 
W  Aetioloriae  EMsiologigo-Mmmigae,  etc.,  pp.  1-46 
(see  No.  1  above) 
(ji)  Programma,  quo  Vindicias-Theorlae  Vero 
Medicae,  etc.,  pp.  47-64 
(see  No.  ?-  above) 
(M)  ! 47motechnia  Pundamentalig,  etc.,  pp.  65-194 
(gee  1,10  -3  above) 
(iv)  Crbservationeg  PP-195-298 
(see  iTo.  IS  above) 
(v) 
. 
01gervatiO00  C,!  hvmioo-  sico  TedLigae 
curiossLe,  etc.  ,  pp.  299-687 
(see  No.  4  above) 
(vi)  menois  lVaIng,  de  Alvi  Libero  Snecesou,  etc.,  pp.  660-687 
(see  No.  '4  above,  footnote  ) 
(vii)  Emistolae  Gratulatoriae,  pp.  688-728 
(viii)  h1ga  Disgertationum  Chymicarum,  pp.  729-850 
(a)  Solutio  ll.  'artiz  in  Puro  Alpall,  etc.  (see  No.  19  above) 
(b)  YetalLilrglae  ....  F=damenta,  (see  No.  7  above) 
(ix)  Programum  de  Ort-u  Venarum  Yetalliferarum,  pp.  851-56 
Oee  No.  6  above) 
Reprinted  Halae  lagd.  4to  1713 
Congrectue-  Mediolme  theoretico-praotioae,  etc.  1716 
By  J.  jundker.  Preface  by  Stahl. 
Second  edition  Halse  4"  1?  24 
22  zufallitze  Cfedancken  und  n7Atzliche  Bedencken  ýibor  Afm  Str2ij 
yon  dem  5o  genannten  SulLhi 
. ge,  eta.  Halle  svo  17  le 
Second  edition  Halle  IM 
French  translation  by  d'Holbach:  Trait  d-a  Soufr2  Paris  ire  iq66 
(202) p 
23  Herr  Georo:  Ernst  StahlE1  Mtymia  Pationallg 
Experimentalig;  oder  ....  Einleitung  zur  Chemie-"-  Leipzig  s',  ',  1720 
Seeond  edition 
Third  edition  Leipzig 
1729 
i  q46 
94  D.  qeorp,. 
_Ern. 
Stahlij  ....  I)mdamenta.  qh=co 
BLamacMLtica  Generalia,  ete.  -'  Herrnstadii  a".  1?  21 
25  Herm  reorm  Ernst  Stah_Ien  ....  BillIE  Bedenoken, 
Ma  jj  er  D. 
_J. 
B2LIkerg 
,  ngerung  und  ErlrmteMm  Ert  b 
Wur-lMndip,  ung-  der  T.  Tetallen 
2  ptg.,  pagination  continumig  Franokfurth  Leipzig  1723 
26  G.  B.  Stah1ji  ....  Fundamenta,  Chymiae  Dom-atime 
=erimentalls.,  eto.  3  Armexav  evt  ....  Tractatuo 
Ioaaoi  Hollandi  de  Salibuz  &  Oleis  Iletallgrum 
IToritaberg-ac  410  1723 
Second  edition  (Pars  I).  -  Morimbergae  41ý0  1746 
English  translation  by  Shaw:  Philosophical, 
Prinai]21eq  of  IL=ý!  tersal  ChemILtZy-*  London  8"  1730 
, I.  This  work  is  in  German  and  is  the  vernaealar  version  of  Vol.  I  of 
the  Fundamenta,  CILymine  1,110.26  below. 
A.  Includes  a  short  biblioeraphy  of  StahlIq  major  worka. 
3.  Vol.  I  of  the  work  Imom  as  the  ChIrmiae  and  the  Latin 
version  of  No.  23,  above.  Por  Vol.  II  see  No-  32  below. 
jj.  This  translation  omitg  the  la5t  zection  of  the  original  Work,  "do 
Medicina  Universali,  "  and  also  the  appendix,  de  Salibum  &  Oleig 
Idetallorum.  The  translator  hag  interpolated  a  number  references 
not  given  in  the  original,  including  several  to  Boyle.  On  page  27 
there  is  an  inversion  of  order,  and  the  matter  of  pp.  235-7  has  been 
brought  forward  some  ten  pages. 
(203) 27  Augfýicho  Wtraght!;  WT  d,,  Saltzen  Halle  8" 
Reprinted  1738 
Second  edition  ed.  J.  J.  Langen  Halle  1765 
French  translation  by  d'Holbach:  Traite  des  Selo  Paris  12'  17?  1 
28  Bedenoken  von  der  Go  jd_-Kacherev 
Published  with  an  edition  of  Becher's 
Ckvmischer  rZicka-Mf 
,  _en 
Halle  40",  1726 
Another  edition  Leipzig  4`0  1755 
29  Elýenta  Chimagiae,  Nedi-cae,  ed.  J.  S.  Carl  Budingae  8".  1727 
30  Fundamenta,  Marmaoiae  C-h-vmicae  Budingae  8"'*  lq26 
31  georAii  Ernesti  Stahlii,  E;  00rimenta,  Oboorrationes, 
Animadversfiones  Q00  Ntmero, 
_et 
Plxvoie&e 
etc.  Berolini  sv"  lq3l 
32  F=damenta  q&gae  100atico-Ratilualis  et 
Experimentalls,  etc.,  2  pts.,  separate 
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